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The PRESIDENT (Hon. M. M. Gould) took the
chair at 9.32 a.m. and read the prayer.

PETITIONS
Goulburn Valley Health: helipad
Hon. W. A. LOVELL (North Eastern) presented
petition from certain citizens of Victoria praying
that the Minister for Health, the Victorian
government and the board of Goulburn Valley
Health abandon plans to decommission the helipad
at Goulburn Valley Health as it would:
1. place lives at risk;
2. increase transportation times for patients in
critical condition;
3. increase multiple handling risks for spinal injury
patients; and
4. place additional stress on the resources of the
Goulburn Valley Ambulance Service
(1610 signatures).
Laid on table.

Classification guidelines: films
Hon. B. N. ATKINSON (Koonung) presented
petition from certain citizens of Victoria requesting
that the Legislative Council amend the
Classification (Publications, Films and Computer
Games) Enforcement Act 1995 to allow adult films
classified X to be sold from restricted premises in
Victoria (4788 signatures).

Ordered that report, appendices, minority reports
and extracts from proceedings be printed.
Hon. R. G. MITCHELL (Central Highlands) — I
move:
That the Council take note of the report.

In doing so, I thank Kristen Murray, Kate Murray and
Vaughn Koops. The committee was chaired by Ben
Hardman and the deputy chair was Craig Ingram; and
the members were my colleague John McQuilten,
Michael Crutchfield, Peter Walsh and Denis Napthine.
The committee travelled extensively across the state
and spoke with football clubs and leagues, supporters
and netball clubs. It looked at many, many different
problems it could see and has come up with quite a few
substantial recommendations. We even spoke to
Damian Drum over in Bendigo, which was very
entertaining.
The committee looked at everything it could. You think
this topic probably would not rate highly in the scheme
of things, but never was there a more passionate group
of people that came to present before the committee
than those who were supporting their local football
clubs. It is a very good report; it has been put together
well. As I said, it goes through a lot of different
scenarios and problems. The only downside is that a
non-government member decided to leak it to the press
prior to the report’s release. It is an absolute disgrace
that they broke that trust. This is a fantastic report, and I
commend it to the house.
Motion agreed to.

PAPERS
Laid on table by Clerk:
Auditor-General — Report on Results of 30 June 2004
financial statement and other audits, December 2004.

Laid on table.

RURAL AND REGIONAL SERVICES AND
DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE
Country football
Hon. R. G. MITCHELL (Central Highlands)
presented report, together with appendices,
minority reports, extracts from proceedings and
minutes of evidence.
Laid on table.
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Parliamentary Committees Act 2003 — Minister’s response
to recommendations of the Education and Training
Committee’s report on the Impact of the high levels of unmet
demand for places in higher education institutions on
Victoria.

MEMBERS STATEMENTS
Livestock: theft
Hon. PHILIP DAVIS (Gippsland) — This week
Victorian farmers are bracing themselves for an
increase in livestock theft. Crimestoppers has issued a
warning on regional radio that livestock theft was likely

MEMBERS STATEMENTS
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to increase as the effects of the drought began to ease.
Prices for livestock in many cases are at record highs.
Livestock theft is regarded as the most significant rural
crime that it is largely unreported due to a lack of faith
in the investigation process. A national survey in 2002
found livestock theft occurred at twice the rate of
residential burglary. The Victorian Farmers Federation
estimated farm crimes cost Victorian farmers more than
$72 million a year and livestock theft is estimated to
affect 1 in 12 farms. A report by the Australasian
Centre for Policing Research estimated that only 59 per
cent of incidents are reported to police. The report
highlighted one of the most common reasons for not
reporting the crime was ‘police can’t do much’.
The opposition has committed to and has been urging
the government to follow suit to re-establish a stolen
livestock squad. In the light of Crimestoppers advice to
the rural community this week, I urge the Victorian
government to adopt the Liberal Party policy of
reintroducing a Victorian livestock squad.

Hugo Armstrong
Ms CARBINES (Geelong) — This morning I wish
to pay tribute to the enormous contribution
Hugo T. Armstrong has made to the rich cultural
diversity of our state and in particular the Geelong
region. Since its commencement seven years ago, Hugo
has been the director of the Queenscliff Music Festival,
growing the festival from a small local event to one of
the must-dos on the Australian music calendar.
Queenscliff is firmly placed on the national map of the
last weekend in November each year as Australians
make their way to this premier event. This year’s
Queenscliff Music Festival was no exception, with
record crowds attending to see headline acts such as
Kate Ceberano, Diesel, Xavier Rudd and Paul Kelly
amongst many other talented musicians too many to
mention. It provided a major economic boost to our
region.
Hugo would be the first to declare that he is only one
part of a veritable team of dedicated people, including
hundreds of volunteers, who make the Queenscliff
Music Festival work so well each year. However
Hugo’s commitment, enthusiasm, irrepressible energy
and leadership have made the Queenscliff Music
Festival the success that it is. He is a much-loved,
larger-than-life local treasure. This year Hugo
announced that it would be his last music festival as
director and that he was intending to take on new
challenges. He can be very satisfied that he leaves the
festival as a hugely successful event. It is a great tribute
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to his talent and vision. I wish Hugo T. Armstrong
every success in whatever he takes on in the future.

Banyule: disabled parking
Hon. BILL FORWOOD (Templestowe) — I want
to read a letter to the Legislative Council that comes
from the Banyule City Council. It is dated
17 November and it is about the disabled parking
permit scheme:
I am writing to seek your support in conveying to the Minister
for Transport council’s grave concerns with delays in the
implementation of a new code for the disabled parking permit
scheme.
Council was first advised of the intention to review the
current disabled parking permit scheme in 2000 and
welcomed the opportunity to make a submission to the review
committee. The review of the scheme was initially expected
to take 12 months and in any event a new code was published
in the Government Gazette on 4 July 2002.
For reasons unknown to council the process has stalled. The
result of this is that we are continuing to issue permits for
12 months only and this year will see the expiration of all
existing permits which total approximately 5000.
The implications of this are both a financial impost and an
administrative burden. We are now faced with issuing
6000 permits a year at an approximate cost to council of
$35 000. The impact does not only fall on council; it is also
affecting the disabled who are having to reapply for a permit
each year.
Council asks for your support in helping us to rectify this
situation by calling on the Minister for Transport to approve
the new code before Parliament rises for the year. Another
six-month delay is totally unnecessary.

This situation is ludicrous. Surely this government can
make a decision on something as simple as this that has
been around for over two years.

Shell LiveWIRE awards
Mr VINEY (Chelsea) — On Monday,
29 November, I was pleased to represent the Minister
for Small Business, the Honourable Marsha Thomson,
at the Shell LiveWIRE Victorian awards presentation.
This program encourages 18 to 28-year-olds to create
formal documented business plans and they are
mentored by Rotary club members. The Shell Livewire
program commenced in the United Kingdom in 1982
and now operates in 22 countries. It is supported by
Shell Australia, but in Victoria also receives strong
support from Rotary clubs, CPA Australia and the
Department of Innovation, Industry and Regional
Development through the Office of Small Business.
The Bracks government sponsored and facilitated two
workshops for LiveWIRE participants, providing
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information on developing strategic business plans. I
congratulate all those involved, in particular, Mr Phil
Thick. I also congratulate the winner of the award,
Allissa Oughtred, for her business Welcome to the
Neighbourhood. I congratulate her mentor Gerry
Cantwell from the Hawthorn Rotary Club and all the
other finalists who demonstrated the great
entrepreneurship of young people in Victoria.

Minister for Corrections: performance
Hon. RICHARD DALLA-RIVA (East Yarra) — I
rise to express my amazement at the Minister for
Corrections in the other place and his continual
misunderstanding in dealing with the prisoner
population in this state. On Monday this week he
announced a $4 million new prison with 25 beds. This
is at a time when capacity in the prison system is
running, on his own figures, at 116 per cent. The
government is going to close the 125-bed Won Wron
prison and open a 25-bed prison. On my calculations it
works out at $160 000 per bed to the Victorian
taxpayer — this on top of the recent figures that show it
now costs $65 000 to house each and every prisoner in
this state, up 37 per cent in the last three years. The
interesting thing in this media release from the minister
is that he says this is about dealing with recidivism.
Under his administration this minister has seen the
reoffending rate continue to grow. It was 25 per cent
when we lost office and he took over, but it went to
31 per cent, 33 per cent, 34 per cent and 33 per cent
after that. What a shame. This bloke is hopeless!
The PRESIDENT — Order! The member’s time
has expired.

World AIDS Day
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AIDS Day campaign is focused on women, girls, HIV
and AIDS. In Australia there are approximately
1100 women living with HIV/AIDS. They represent
approximately 10 per cent of all people living with the
virus. Women and girls are also affected by HIV/AIDS
in many other ways — as parents, as carers or through
their relationships with people living with HIV/AIDS.
These women have a valuable role to play and we
should celebrate their resilience and contribution to the
Australian community.
The global impact of HIV/AIDS is undeniable, and I
commend the local organisers of World AIDS Day
events for raising our awareness about the risks of HIV
infection for women.

Housing: eastern region
Hon. A. P. OLEXANDER (Silvan) — I rise to
congratulate Eastern Tenancy and Housing as well as
Wesley Homelessness Services for doing a very good
job under difficult and trying circumstances for the
homeless in the eastern region, particularly for young
people. It is a well-known fact that children from
low-income families are suffering as families are forced
to move in search of affordable housing. They
experience learning difficulties and delays in physical
and language development which often go undetected
because their lives are disrupted.
Many children who experience homelessness find it
difficult to make and maintain friendships as a result of
constantly moving around. The sad fact is that in the
eastern region there is a very severe shortage of public
housing stock and charitable organisations are dealing
with an overwhelming growth in the demand for crisis
and long-term public housing.

Ms MIKAKOS (Jika Jika) — Today is World
AIDS Day. This day aims to raise awareness about
HIV/AIDS issues, including the need for support and
understanding for people living with HIV/AIDS. The
Bracks government has been a strong supporter of
HIV/AIDS prevention, treatment and support
initiatives. We continue to work in partnership with
infected and affected communities to reduce the impact
of HIV/AIDS on all Victorians.

In a recent newspaper article Kate Coleman, an
executive with Eastern Tenancy and Housing, says that
the federal government:

According to the World Health Organisation, since the
beginning of the AIDS epidemic 20 years ago, an
estimated 58 million men, women and children have
been infected with HIV and an estimated 20 million
have died. Tragically we have 14 000 new HIV
infections each day around the world. Worldwide
almost 50 per cent of new HIV infections now occur in
women. That is why the theme of this year’s World

Of course housing is a state government responsibility.
In the last year the Bracks government has cut nearly
$30 million from its investment in public housing in the
eastern region and throughout Victoria generally, so I
call on the government to reverse the trend of
disinvestment in public housing in the eastern region of
Melbourne.

... was putting funding into crisis housing —

which is a great initiative —
but a mass injection of bricks and mortar for long-term
housing was needed.
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Lucid Business Network
Ms ROMANES (Melbourne) — Last week I was
pleased to join the mayor of Yarra City Council, Kay
Meadows, and Cr Claude Ullin from Stonnington City
Council when I represented the Minister for Small
Business at the launch in Richmond of Lucid Business
Network’s second phase of participation in the
Victorian government’s StreetLife program for the
period 2004–06.
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The fact that we have Lake Hume enabled the Barmah
Forest to be flooded in 2000 and 2004 by topping up
from the irrigation storage. A modest high flow down
the Murray River would not of itself have flooded the
Barmah Forest without that ability to top it up. I am
saying that, yes, we have a problem, but it is due not to
irrigation but to the series of dry years — and may 2005
be a flood year!

World AIDS day

The Lucid Business Network brings together designers
of fashion and accessories and allied business groups in
the municipalities of Yarra, Melbourne and
Stonnington and enjoys significant support from those
three councils. The network, formed two years ago with
the assistance of funding from the Victorian
government under the StreetLife program, assists the
development of small businesses, networks and
precincts. It is now the largest such network of its kind
in Australia with over 30 members.

Mr SCHEFFER (Monash) — Today, 1 December,
is World AIDS Day and is a day of action against
HIV/AIDS. This year’s theme is ‘HIV is an issue for
everyone’. At a global level HIV is an enormous,
social, economic and health problem. It is a worldwide
pandemic that has resulted in a death rate from AIDS of
over 8000 every day or 5 every minute. Last year about
5 million people contracted HIV, and there are nearly
38 million people living with HIV/AIDS across the
world.

In its first phase only Yarra and Melbourne councils
were involved, so with the expansion of Lucid Business
Network into Stonnington it is poised for further
growth as it spreads its activities into this municipality
with the help of the council. Lucid Business Network
will receive $60 000 from the StreetLife program over
the next two years and this will be matched by funding
from the three councils. The project is driven by the
energy and creativity of the members and 2004–06 will
undoubtedly deliver on the success of the first two
years of the project.

The Victorian AIDS Council tells us that in Australia
90 per cent of people living with HIV/AIDS are men
and new cases continue to be mainly contracted by
sexual contact between men. But HIV/AIDS also
impacts women, and right now there are about
1100 women in Australia living with HIV/AIDS. This
year’s Australian World AIDS Day efforts, in line with
the international theme, are focused on raising the level
of awareness in the community about the risks of HIV
infection for women.

Murray River: red gums
Hon. W. R. BAXTER (North Eastern) —
Newspapers in my electorate are currently carrying a
spate of letters, the authors of which appear mainly to
live in Melbourne’s inner suburbs, alleging that
thousands of river red gums are dying in the Murray
Valley. I am quite sure that the writers are well
intentioned but they are also ill informed.
It needs to be noted that we are suffering the longest
period of dry years that any of us has experienced in
our lifetime, which is the reason many of these trees are
showing severe signs of stress, particularly in regions
below Swan Hill and in South Australia. Whether they
are dying, only time will tell, but a lot of these
letter-writers allege that these stressed trees are
suffering as a result of irrigation. That is certainly not
so. We have not had a flood down the river since 2000,
or a large flood since 1996, and whether the irrigation
dams were there or not would not have changed that
circumstance.

It is not the case that HIV/AIDS is diminishing in
Australia. Nor is it the case that the deaths from AIDS
have fallen nor that vaccines are just around the corner.
I am proud to say that the Victorian AIDS Council and
the Gay Men’s Health Centre as well as people living
with HIV/AIDS are in Monash Province. I
acknowledge the great work they have done since the
early 1980s in advocating for people living with
HIV/AIDS through the provision of support and peer
education as well as information about HIV/AIDS
designed to help against infection.

Goulburn Valley Health: helipad
Hon. W. A. LOVELL (North Eastern) — I wish to
welcome the Bracks government’s backflip on the
removal of helicopter access at Goulburn Valley
Health. When the news first broke in October about the
Bracks government plan to decommission the helipad
to make way for a $12 million redevelopment, forcing
patients to travel 6 kilometres by road ambulance to
Shepparton’s aerodrome at Kialla, it caused grave
concern amongst Goulburn Valley community and
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paramedics. As a result of the community concern the
chief executive officer of Goulburn Valley Health set
up a working party made up of representatives of
Goulburn Valley Health, Air Ambulance Victoria,
Rural Ambulance Victoria, the Department of Human
Services and architectural firms.
The working party met last week and unanimously
agreed that the recommissioning of a former helipad
site at the hospital would be the best option for all
parties concerned, including patients. I would like to
congratulate the Goulburn Valley community for its
victory over the minister and the Premier, whose plan
was to remove helicopter access from Golden Valley
Health. As a result of the community’s concern
helicopters will continue to transfer patients directly
from Goulburn Valley Health to major trauma units in
Melbourne, saving crucial time for patients in critical
conditions.

John So
Hon. S. M. NGUYEN (Melbourne West) — Last
weekend we saw 25 local councils go to the polls,
including the City of Melbourne. I would like to
congratulate the Lord Mayor John So on his re-election
to lead this wonderful city of ours for another four
years. John So received a ringing endorsement from the
ratepayers of the City of Melbourne, polling something
in the order of 42 per cent of the primary vote. The vote
of confidence from the electorate demonstrates that
Lord Mayor So is in touch with what the community
sees as a vision for the next four years, which will
include the 2006 Commonwealth Games. Having
known John for some time I know that he loves this
city with a passion and has been a great ambassador
helping to promote multicultural Melbourne as one of
the most livable cities in the world.
I thank John for the cohesive unit he has led during the
past four years. It is no easy task to have a united team
at town hall as evidenced in previous years. I wish John
and his team the very best and look forward to working
with the City of Melbourne over the coming years to
build upon the good work of the past. In closing I
would like to congratulate all of the newly elected and
re-elected councillors in the other 24 local councils that
occurred on the weekend. The Bracks Labor
government and I see local government as a partner in
building stronger and healthier communities and will
continue to be supportive of our local government
partners.
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Public transport: eastern suburbs
Hon. B. N. ATKINSON (Koonung) — I wish to
draw attention to a press release issued by the Public
Transport Users Association, which has slammed the
long-awaited and over-hyped metropolitan transport
plan of the Bracks government. As the Public Transport
Users Association and Alex Makin, who is an activist
for public transport in the eastern suburbs, point out,
this transport plan is in large part a sham. It is a
recapitulation of promises and projects that were
originally developed by the Kennett government and
has done very little to advance public transport in the
eastern suburbs. Bus services have been inadequate,
promised changes to train services have not been
delivered by the government and indeed on virtually
every element of its promises since 1999 and 2002 and
in this latest metropolitan transport plan, this latest
public relations document, as the Public Transport
Users Association says, this government is found
wanting.
Residents of the eastern suburbs support the Public
Transport Users Association’s view of the
government’s media spin and the fact that there is
absolutely no demonstrated commitment to an
improvement to public transport in the eastern suburbs.
This government should get real, get away from the
public relations stuff and focus on trying to deliver
better public transport for all Victorians.

James Hardie: asbestos compensation
Mr SMITH (Chelsea) — I wish to speak yet again
about James Hardie Industries. James Hardie continues
to create a great deal of ill will in the community and is
hell-bent on minimising its obligations to working men
and women who have been injured while working in
the asbestos industry.
The lack of trust in the country is evident in the way the
Medical Research and Compensation Foundation is
protecting workers. The MRCF has sought and
received a legal opinion saying in effect that James
Hardie’s directors and executives can be sued under the
racketeer influence and corrupt organisations legislation
of the United States of America.
One has to ask how this company has managed to get
itself into this position. For the sake of the victims, for
the sake of the shareholders and for the sake of the
board and executive members, I call upon James Hardie
to settle this matter now as it is the only way for this
once powerful and influential company to regain its
credibility within the business community and, more
importantly, the Australian community.
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Cricket: Mike Smith cup
Mr PULLEN (Higinbotham) — I wish to
congratulate the Omega Cricket Club in my electorate,
and the Richmond Football Club, for staging the annual
Mike Smith cricket match at Bricker Reserve,
Moorabbin, which raised around $6000 for the Very
Special Kids charity last Sunday.
The Mike Smith cup originated in 2000 to raise money
for Mike Smith, a brother of long-serving Richmond
trainer and Omega member, Chris Smith, who was
diagnosed with cancer. The treatment was very
expensive, and although Mike has since passed away
the idea remained and the event has been held annually
since, with great success and with proceeds going to a
variety of charitable causes in past years, including the
Red Cross Bali appeal and the Lighthouse Foundation.
Around 1000 people attended Sunday’s match with the
Tigers getting home on the last ball of the day, the score
totals being 227 to 226. Andrew McGaw, who made
36 runs, and John Rombotis, 33 runs, top scored for
Omega while Andrew Raines with 40 runs, and the
Australian Football League’s no. 1 draft pick, Brett
Delidio, tonked 52 runs for the Tigers. Celebrity
umpires included Neville Crowe and David Cloke.
Very Special Kids is a unique organisation and
currently supports 720 families caring for children with
life-threatening illnesses. I congratulate everyone
involved.

EXPORTS: FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
INITIATIVES
Hon. G. K. RICH-PHILLIPS (Eumemmerring) —
I move:
That this house congratulates the federal government for
securing free trade agreements with Singapore, Thailand and
the United States of America and for its pursuit of further
multilateral and bilateral trade opportunities, and encourages
the Victorian government to exploit those opportunities to
improve Victoria’s export performance.

I am pleased to move this motion as the Liberal
spokesman for manufacturing and exports. The island
nation of Australia is home to just 20.2 million people,
and the US Census Bureau estimates the global
population is now more than 6.4 billion, which means
that Australia’s share of global population is less than
one-third of 1 per cent. At the same time the World
Bank reports that global gross domestic product (GDP)
in 2003 was US$36 356 billion, of which Australia
generated just US$518 billion, or around 1.4 per cent.
The reality is that 99.7 per cent of the world’s
population and 98.6 per cent of the world’s economy
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exists beyond the shores of Australia, and it is for this
reason that the pursuit of exports is so important to
Australia’s future.
Exports make a major contribution to the Australian
economy. In 1960, which is the first year for which the
Australian Bureau of Statistics produced detailed data,
the export of merchandise goods and services
accounted for about 12 per cent of GDP. On a
long-term trend that has now increased to around 20 per
cent of GDP, which means that one-fifth of all
production in Australia is now exported.
To give an idea of why exports continue to be
important to Australia we need to look at growth rates
in exports from Australia versus the general growth in
the economy, because over that same period from
1960 — the last 44 years — real GDP growth in
Australia has averaged around 3.7 per cent while
growth in exports has been about 5.8 per cent. Our
growth in the export component of the economy is
substantially higher than in the domestic consumption
side of our economy.
Having set the scene I would like to turn to the trade
policies that Australia implements which set the
framework for our state activities. It has been the reality
through the 20th and now into the 21st century that the
majority of trade opportunities in the postwar period
have been created by Liberal-National governments. In
saying that I want to pause briefly and acknowledge the
work done particularly during the Hawke federal
government in the 1980s and into the early 1990s in
developing Australia’s competitive economy. There is
no doubt that considerable work was carried out in that
period. Work which commenced in the last years of the
Fraser government continued through the Hawke and
Keating governments and has continued under the
Howard government.
The World Trade Organisation, in its last review of
Australian trade policy, reports on the levels of
assistance to the manufacturing and agricultural sectors.
In 1970 the level of assistance for manufacturing was
just over 35 per cent, and for agriculture it was just on
28 per cent. By the end of the Fraser years in the early
1980s support for manufacturing had fallen to 23 per
cent and for agriculture to 12 per cent. By the time the
Howard government came to power after the 13 years
of the Hawke and Keating governments support for
manufacturing had dropped to 5.6 per cent and for
agriculture to 10.2 per cent. Those levels of support
have continued to decline over the last eight years
under the Howard government, and this has led to more
competitive manufacturing and agriculture sectors.
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Members only need to reflect on the quality of
manufactured products that Australia was producing in
the early 1980s versus now to see how far we have
come in competitive manufacturing. One of the best
examples of this is in the passenger motor vehicle area,
where I always think of the Holden Commodore. When
we compare what Holden was producing in the early
1980s to the quality of cars now coming out of the
General Motors plant in Adelaide, we can see that
enormous gains have been made. Australia is now
producing a world-class product; that could not be said
of the vehicles that were rolling out of the Holden plant
in the early 1980s. So there have been very real benefits
through the reduction in industry support, which has
allowed the Australian economy to become more
competitive on the international stage.
With regard to industry support and competitive policy,
while much work has been done on manufacturing and
agriculture, there is one area where I would like to see
further liberalisation and further competitive forces
brought to bear — that is, international air services. Air
services are a fairly unique area of economic activity in
that following the establishment of the International
Civil Aviation Organisation in the postwar years,
international air transport was one of the few areas of
trade that, by default, was regulated. So rather than
having a circumstance where a particular good or
service was deregulated unless particular nations
decided to regulate it, the default position on air
services was a level of protection and regulation that
could only be removed by negotiation between
contracting states to the international agreement.
While there has been considerable liberalisation in the
air services area in the last 15 years, my belief is that
much further work can be done, particularly in allowing
greater access to airlines such as Emirates and
Singapore Airlines. That would particularly advantage
the southern states of Australia. As members will know,
most international air traffic is hubbed through Sydney,
which is a great boon for investment and export through
New South Wales, but there is not nearly that volume
through Victoria or other states. It is my belief that
further liberalisation of air services would greatly
benefit Victoria and the southern states.
Despite the talk during the Keating years of
engagement with Asia, the reality is that all the trade
pacts that have been signed with Australia have been
achieved by coalition governments — whether we start
with the New Zealand agreement in the early 1980s or
the most recent, being the agreement with Thailand,
which will come into effect on 1 January next year.
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Trade policy operates on three levels. The highest level
at which Australia is engaged in pursuit of trade
objectives is the multilateral level, and this is exercised
through the World Trade Organisation. Australia has
played a leading role in the WTO through the Cairns
Group, which was established by the ALP trade
minister, John Dawkins, and which focuses on
agricultural exporting countries.
The most recent activity undertaken by the WTO has
been in the pursuit of what is known as the Doha round,
following a meeting of trade representatives in Qatar in
November 2001. The federal Minister for Trade, Mark
Vaile, in a speech he gave in Sydney on 7 July last year
confirmed that pursuing the Doha objectives through
the WTO remains Australia’s no. 1 objective, but he
also noted that with 146 signatories to the WTO,
obtaining consensus from those nations and a
multilateral free trade agreement under that framework
is very hard to achieve.
It is for that reason that Australia has also undertaken
trade development activities on both regional and
bilateral levels. In his speech in Sydney last year the
federal Minister for Trade, Mark Vaile, outlined some
of the benefits that will accrue to Australia when the
Doha round is completed. The minister noted that the
benefits on a global basis would be more than
US$2.8 trillion annually. For Australia a reduction of
50 per cent in agriculture protection would produce
benefits of US$1.3 billion; and a 50 per cent cut in the
distorting effects on services would produce
US$3.5 billion of benefits annually for the Australian
economy. So there are real benefits that will flow to
Australia if the Doha round is successfully completed. I
note that, following the round of negotiations that took
place in Cancun in Mexico last year, a further round
will take place early next year in Hong Kong, at which
it is hoped that a conclusion can be brought to the Doha
round of negotiations and that those benefits will accrue
to the global economy.
Australia also participates in trade policy at the regional
level. The two key forums through which it does that
are the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation and the
Association of South-East Asian Nations (ASEAN).
APEC was an initiative of the Australian government in
the early 1990s. It involves 21 Pacific nations,
including Australia, China, the United States, Canada,
Mexico and Japan, which are the key Asia-Pacific rim
nations and contribute a substantial proportion of global
GDP as well as making up a substantial part of the
global population.
Last week we had the latest APEC meeting in Santiago
in Chile. This has resulted in further trade opportunities
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for Australia. The APEC leaders meeting resolved to
launch the Santiago initiative for expanded trade in
APEC. This communiqué has the objective of
developing free trade for the APEC nations. I should
say at this point in time that it is clear from some of the
discussions surrounding that meeting that a true free
trade area in APEC is still a long way off. But there is
no doubt from having read the communiqué that was
put together in Chile last week that the APEC members
are committed to both the pursuit of free trade through
the WTO and the pursuit of free trade through the
APEC membership. The further development of trade
in APEC can only be to Australia’s benefit.
The other area in which Australia participates in trade
regionally is the Association of South-East Asian
Nations. For a long time Australia was excluded from
that forum. Ironically throughout the 1980s and 1990s,
when Paul Keating was Prime Minister and he
professed a focus on Asia, Australia was excluded from
participation in the ASEAN meetings. So it is with
great significance that Australia has been participating
in the latest ASEAN leaders meeting in Laos this week.
Overnight it was announced that Malaysia, which will
host the next ASEAN meeting, has invited both
Australia and New Zealand to participate as members at
that meeting, basically ensuring that they will be able to
participate in ASEAN meetings as full members in the
future.
Since 2000 Australia and New Zealand jointly have had
a communiqué with ASEAN — a closer economic
relations agreement promoting trade between Australia,
New Zealand and the ASEAN nations. In September a
decision was made to upgrade that relationship between
ASEAN and Australia and New Zealand to a free trade
agreement (FTA). Following the success of the meeting
in Laos, this will be negotiated over 2005, and
following the successful conclusion of that FTA with
ASEAN, Australia and New Zealand will have free
access to a market of more than 500 million people and
an ASEAN economy of more than US$670 billion.
Through the pursuit of the ASEAN free trade
agreement there is the potential for substantial benefits
to the Australian economy and the Australian people.
It is not only on the multilateral and regional levels that
Australia has been pursuing trade policy. In many
respects our greatest success has been in the bilateral
negotiations. As the federal Minister for Trade pointed
out in his speech in Sydney last year, the challenge of
pursuing multilateral negotiations comes from the
number of parties involved. With 146 nations involved
in the WTO, reaching consensus is a very difficult
activity. In bilateral negotiations between individual
countries that process is made much easier. It is through
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bilateral negotiations that the federal government has
had its greatest success in putting in place a framework
to promote exports from Australia.
Over the last 24 years a number of bilateral trade
agreements have been negotiated. The first to be put in
place was a closer economic relations (CER) agreement
between New Zealand and Australia. This was
negotiated in the dying days of the Fraser federal
government and was brought into operation in the early
days of the Hawke federal government. Since the
introduction of that CER with New Zealand trade
between the two countries has increased by more than
570 per cent over a 20-year period.
That agreement between Australia and New Zealand
has resulted in Australia having access to an additional
market of 3.9 million people and an economy turning
over US$76 billion. So it has been a substantial boost to
the Australian economy. Since 1985 New Zealand’s
thirst for imports has grown 13 per cent faster than its
domestic economy, so it is an export opportunity that
Australia has been able to successfully exploit to
produce solid results since that agreement was put in
place.
More recently the Australian government has pursued
bilateral agreements in the region. The first of those
was the Singapore-Australia free trade agreement,
which followed discussions between Prime Minister
Howard and then Prime Minister of Singapore, Goh
Chok Tong, at the Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation
meeting in 2000. Following those discussions a
framework was put in place to negotiate a free trade
agreement with Singapore, and that agreement came
into effect on 1 July 2003, so it has been in place for
roughly 18 months. The advantage of the Singapore
free trade agreement is that it has given Australia access
to an additional market of 4.1 million people and a
nation with a domestic economy of US$91 billion —
so, again, a substantial incremental boost to the market
available for Australian exports.
Following the success in achieving the Singapore free
trade agreement the commonwealth government moved
to negotiations with Thailand. Throughout 2002–03
negotiations took place with the government of Thaksin
Shinawatra, the Thai Prime Minister, and on 1 January
next year the Thailand-Australia free trade agreement
will come into effect. This will have substantial benefits
for Australian manufacturers, with, in many cases, the
complete removal of some very substantial tariff
barriers that were imposed on imports into Thailand.
The value of this agreement in Australia is substantial.
Thailand has a population of more than 61 million
people and an economy of around US$143 billion. So
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again it is a substantial incremental increase into
markets to which Australia will now have free trade
access. I note that the Thai population is more than
three times the size of Australia, and that gives a
substantial market opportunity from 1 January next
year.
The other free trade agreement that the commonwealth
government has negotiated is the one that has received
the greatest media and public comment — that is, the
agreement with the United States. That agreement was
negotiated over 2003–04 with the Bush administration,
and notably the enabling legislation for that agreement
passed through the commonwealth Parliament earlier
this year. The agreement was — as is required in
United States — ratified by the US Congress in around
the middle of this year.
Having followed that debate in United States and seen
the reaction of the US Congress and Senate to free trade
agreements generally — there is no doubt that the US
Congress has been reluctant at times to ratify free trade
agreements — it is clear that it is due to the very high
regard in which Australia is held in Washington that
that US free trade agreement passed the US Congress
with a very strong majority. I can say to the house that
on the two occasions in recent years that I have been in
Washington I have been amazed at the response
Australia has received in the United States capital.
There is no doubt in my mind that there is a very high
regard for Australia in Washington. It is a fantastic
achievement that the commonwealth government has
been able to capitalise on the high regard in which
Australia is held in order to successfully conclude the
free trade agreement with the United States.
The US free trade agreement will come into effect on
1 January next year. It will give Australia free trade
access to a nation with a population of more than
288 million people and to the world’s largest economy,
worth more than US$10.8 trillion a year. That means
that a little under a third of the entire global economy
has been opened up to Australia through the successful
completion of this one free trade agreement.
It is also worth noting that the United States runs the
world’s largest trade deficit. For the period since 1995
the World Trade Organisation records that the US’s
thirst for imports grew 41 per cent faster than the
domestic economy, which is an extraordinary demand
for imports in what is a reasonably strong domestic
economy. So there is no doubt that having on 1 January
gained access through this free trade agreement to a
third of the global economy, one that is so hungry for
imports, there should be many opportunities for
Australian exporters.
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Having concluded these bilateral agreements with New
Zealand, Singapore, Thailand and the United States,
Australia now has under those agreements access to a
population base of more than 358 million people, or
6 per cent of the world population, and an economy of
around US$11.1 trillion, which is slightly over 31 per
cent of the global economy. For a country that by itself
has only one-third of 1 per cent of the global population
and 1.4 per cent of the global gross domestic product,
this provides Australia with extraordinary opportunities
in which to expand its export sector, which over the last
40 years has already expanded from 12 per cent to
around 20 per cent of the economy.
Those are not the only opportunities. Following the
visit last year from Chinese President, Hu Jintao, the
Australian government announced with China that it
would undertake scoping studies on the possibilities of
a free trade agreement with the People’s Republic of
China. In many respects this would be the holy grail of
trade agreements. It is an agreement that will take a
very long time to negotiate. There are enormous
cultural and regulatory differences between an
economy like Australia’s and the Chinese economy.
But there is no doubt that having free access to the
Chinese market would provide extraordinary
opportunities for Australia in the long term. The
Chinese population is around 1.3 billion people and the
Chinese GDP is around US$1.4 trillion. An
extraordinary proportion of the global population and
the global economy would be open to Australian
exports if this free trade agreement were successfully
negotiated.
It is also worth bearing in mind that based on current
growth rates the Chinese economy will surpass the
United States as the world’s largest economy in around
35 to 40 years. If Australia were to have a free trade
agreement in place obviously before that occurred there
would be enormous opportunities for Australia to grow
in the region.
The other opportunity the commonwealth is currently
exploring is a free trade agreement with Malaysia. In
September this year the Malaysian and Australian
governments announced they would undertake a
parallel scoping study on the prospects for a free trade
agreement between the two nations. This would also
add substantially to the population base in the region to
which Australia would have free trade access and also
to the size of the regional economy to which Australia
would have free trade access.
The successful conclusion of Chinese and Malaysian
free trade agreements in addition to the existing FTAs
would give Australia access to a population base of
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more than 1.6 billion people or around 25 per cent of
the world’s population, and to an economy of more
than US$12.7 trillion, which is around 35 per cent of
the world’s economy. There is no doubt that through
the pursuit of the existing free trade agreements and the
pursuit of bilateral agreements with China and
Malaysia, there will be enormous scope created for the
Australian export sector to exploit in our region. There
would be few countries in the world that would have
access on a free-trade basis to 25 per cent of the world’s
population and 35 per cent of the world’s economy.

$26.2 billion. This means in order to achieve the target
of $30 billion by 2010 the nominal growth rate need
only be 1.9 per cent. This is substantially less than
inflation and given that for merchandise exports alone
the growth rate over the last 15 years has averaged
5 per cent per annum, it seemed highly likely this target
would be achieved. Indeed it would suggest that there
was very little activity required on the part of
government and Victorian exporters to achieve a target
of $30 billion by 2010. It would be even less than the
organic growth that could be expected.

I now turn to the activities of Victoria in the trade sector
and particularly the trade policy activities of the Bracks
government. When the Bracks government came to
power in 1999 Victoria produced around 20 per cent of
Australia’s merchandise exports; so roughly one-fifth
of all merchandise exports from Australia originated in
Victoria. By the time of the election in November 2002,
Victoria’s share of Australia’s merchandise exports had
fallen to 17.8 per cent.

But since 2003 and the announcement of that target, the
export of merchandise goods from Victoria, for the
reasons I touched on earlier, has declined by around
$1 billion, which has made the target slightly more
challenging but still very much within reach.

Following the 2002 election the Premier created the
new portfolio of manufacturing and export, with the
member for Lyndhurst in the other place, Tim Holding,
as the minister. Since the creation of that portfolio and a
dedicated export minister, Victoria’s share of
Australia’s exports as of September this year had fallen
to 16 per cent. That figure is on an annualised basis
according to the Australian Bureau of Statistics
International Trade in Goods and Services publication.
Between coming to power in 1999 and September of
this year, Victoria’s share of Australia’s exports has
fallen from 20 per cent to 16 per cent. That means that
Victoria’s share of the Australian export pie is now
around 20 per cent smaller than it was in 1999.
The reason I put it in terms of Victoria’s share of
exports is that there is no doubt there have been
difficult international circumstances over the last five
years, given the drought, which has obviously affected
agricultural exports, and the relatively high
Australian-American dollar exchange rate, which has
affected export competitiveness generally. In order to
isolate those factors from more local factors, the figures
I have been quoting are Victoria’s exports as a
percentage of total exports from Australia. On that basis
it is regrettable that Victoria’s share of national exports
has declined by 20 per cent over the period the Bracks
government has been in power.
The Bracks government established two policy
objectives with respect to exports. The first was to
boost the value of Victorian exports to $30 billion by
2010; the second was to double the number of exporters
by 2010. In 2003 Victoria’s exports were worth around

The second target the government has set is to double
the number of exporters by 2010. Earlier this year the
Minister for Manufacturing and Exports, Tim Holding,
told the Public Accounts and Estimates Committee that
the base on which this measure would be judged is
12 250 exporters in 2001–02, based on Australian
Bureau of Statistics data. Therefore the government’s
target for 2010 is to achieve 24 500 firms exporting
from Victoria.
While that target appears to create challenges for the
Victorian government, the reality is that it is largely a
redundant target. In April 2002, which was some seven
months before Tim Holding became minister for
exports, the commonwealth government along with all
the state governments signed a communiqué, an
agreement that the commonwealth and the states would
have a target of doubling the number of exporters from
Australia by 2006. So the reality is we have an
agreement between the states and the commonwealth
that sets a target for Austrade as the commonwealth
export facilitation agency to double the number of
exporters by 2006. So it follows that simply if Austrade
does its job, Victoria are will achieve its own target of
doubling the number of exporters by 2010.
It is interesting to note that between signing the
agreement with the commonwealth in April of 2002,
when the target was set of doubling the number of
exporters by 2006 and making a policy announcement
later that year in the lead-up to an election, the target for
Victoria shifted from 2006 to 2010. Not only is the
Victorian government able to ride on the back of
Austrade in achieving its target, it has extended the time
frame by four years in which it will achieve that. It
seems again as though, given the work of Austrade and
the commonwealth target four years earlier, there
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should not be too many challenges for the government
in achieving that objective.

Businesses Today policy — has been at best
inconsistent.

In April of this year the government released its
Opening Doors to Export policy, which was the policy
the government put in place to deliver on those two
goals of doubling the number of exporters and
increasing the value of exports to $30 billion by 2010.
In addition to that the government released in June
2002 its Building Tomorrow’s Businesses Today
policy, which provided $3 million over four years for
refocusing the Victorian government business office
(VGBO) network. But notwithstanding the launch of
the glossy brochures and policy documents, the
government has taken an ad hoc approach to export
facilitation.

In 2002, without fanfare, the government closed the
VGBO in Seoul in Korea, yet two years later it
announced that Jock McGregor would be appointed as
one of three special trade envoys to North Asia,
focusing on Japan and Korea. So in 2002 we closed an
office on the ground in Korea, and two years later we
announced a trade envoy who will be based in
Melbourne to promote trade in Korea. We have had a
complete turnaround in approach to North Asia in the
space of two years. During the course of that
announcement, which was made by the Minister for
Manufacturing and Export on 16 June this year,
Mr Holding said:

In December 2000 we saw the government’s first foray
into export promotion. Members will remember that in
December of 2000 we had the shameful occurrence
when the Premier decided he would sack the Governor
of Victoria, Sir James Gobbo. As members will recall,
this occurred when Sir James was out of the state on
holiday. The Premier decided that Sir James would
only get three years rather than five years as Governor
of Victoria, and in the weeks that followed the
Premier’s announcement, there was widespread public
outrage about the action the government had taken.
So having terminated his role as Governor and deciding
it had to do something, the government announced as a
default prize the appointment of Sir James Gobbo as
commissioner for Italy. Since the announcement of the
commissioner for Italy in December of 2000, the
government has not adequately resourced that position
and has shown no commitment to the role. Indeed you
need only look at the VicExport web site to see that
there is no reference now to the role of commissioner
for Italy and, as a consequence of the government’s
failure to commit and support that role, we have seen
over the four years that position has been in place
Victoria’s share of Australian exports to Italy decline
from 21.5 per cent in December 2000 to 17.8 per cent
in September of this year. Despite the creation of the
office and the failure of the government to resource that
office and to be committed to the office of
commissioner for Italy, we have seen a 17 per cent
decline in Victoria’s share of Australia’s exports to
Italy.
The Victorian government business offices have had a
role of investment facilitation and, more recently, an
enhanced role for export promotion. Yet the
government’s policy with respect to the VGBOs — and
I mentioned earlier the addition of $3 million over four
years announced in the Building Tomorrow’s

The appointment of Mr McGregor as special trade envoy
shows just how serious the Victorian government is about
further opening up the region for local exporters.

That flies in the face of the action the Victorian
government took two years ago in closing the office in
Seoul.
Since 1997 the government has had an office in Dubai
in the United Arab Emirates. Despite having the office
in the UAE, the government announced in that same
press release of 16 June about the trade envoys that we
would have now both an office in Dubai and also a
trade envoy, as the term was at the time, for the Middle
East and announced the appointment of Charles
Jamieson. So we have an office closed in Korea, we
have a trade envoy appointed to promote trade in that
area, having closed the office, and then in another area
where we have an office, we double up and appoint a
trade commissioner. The third element of the
announcement of envoys in April 2004 was the
appointment of a special trade envoy in India. To date
some seven months later, the position of trade envoy in
India remains unfilled.
I spoke earlier about the opportunities that have been
created under the Singapore and Thai free trade
agreements, and I note that the government has yet to
make any announcement as to representation either by
trade envoys, which seems to be the flavour of the
month, or VGBOs in either Singapore or Thailand.
Both those markets remain unrepresented from the
Victorian government point of view, and indeed both
those FTAs passed without acknowledgment on the
VicExport web site. Not only do we not have
representation to tap those markets we do not even have
information on the VicExport web site about those two
FTAs, one of which has been in place for almost
18 months and one of which will come into effect on
1 January next year.
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I would now like to turn to the issue of China, which is
without doubt a huge potential market for Victoria. In
December of last year the Treasurer visited China and
officially opened the Victorian government’s first office
on the mainland in Nanjing in Jiangsu Province. It was
therefore somewhat surprising that in October of this
year the Premier visited China and announced the
opening of the Victorian government’s second trade
office on mainland China, in Shanghai. The reason this
was surprising is that Nanjing and Shanghai are less
than 300 kilometres apart, so you have an enormous
country in China and you have the enormous potential
of other markets, yet we have two Victorian
government offices concentrated within less than an
hour’s flying time of one another, and other areas, such
as Southern China, Guangdong Province and the Pearl
River Delta, remain without Victorian government
representation.
Earlier this year I had the opportunity to participate in a
round table discussion and lunch with John Tsang, the
Secretary for Commerce, Industry and Technology
from the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region
(SAR), and it is a matter of note that next year
Secretary Tsang will chair the WTO ministerial
council, which will take place in Hong Kong to
conclude the Doha round of negotiations. That reflects
how highly regarded Secretary Tsang is in the area of
international trade. During this round table discussion
he made very clear the enormous opportunities that
exist for Australia in southern China. The People’s
Republic of China has recently negotiated with the
Hong Kong SAR a closer economic partnership
agreement (CEPA) between the two which will allow
firms operating in Hong Kong to have, in a nutshell,
preferential access to southern China. It provides, as
Secretary Tsang said, enormous opportunities for firms
in Australia who are moving into Hong Kong to then
have access to southern China.
Yet this is something that the Victorian government
appears not to have seized upon. Despite the fact that
we now have two representative officers in Shanghai
and Nanjing, less than an hour’s flying time apart, there
is no representation in southern mainland China. Again
referring back to the Vic Export web site, which is
supposed to be the key source of information for
Victorian exporters, there is no reference at all to the
CEPA between China and Hong Kong which has the
potential to provide many opportunities for Victorian
exporters.
The concern of the Liberal Party is that these policy
announcements have been made but appear not to have
any regard to the framework and opportunities that
have been put in place by the trade negotiations at a
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national level. The Liberal Party is concerned about the
failure of the Bracks government to develop a coherent
export strategy to leverage off the open market
opportunities that have been created. Even the
commitment of the Bracks government to free trade is
at best unclear. I note that there was a press release
issued by the Minister for Manufacturing and Export on
11 April 2003 with respect to the US free trade
agreement. In this press release, rather than supporting
the pursuit of the free trade agreement, the minister
used it for a little political opportunity. It states:
With John Howard in the twilight of his political career it
would be shameful legacy if he rushed through the signing of
an inadequate free trade agreement with the US, simply to
coincide with any US visit or any photo opportunity.

As the Minister for Manufacturing and Export should
now realise, John Howard is not in the twilight of his
political career and there is every prospect that the
Howard government will secure further free trade
agreements. It is this type of comment from the
Minister for Manufacturing and Export that is
unhelpful; and it does not demonstrate any commitment
on the part of the Bracks government to the FTA
process and the opportunities that are created under that
process for Victorian exporters. These are not the words
of a minister or a government committed to a free trade
agreement. Again, it demonstrates that there is a lack of
coherent policy on the part of the state government in
exploiting the opportunities that have been created. It is
the Liberal Party’s concern that these opportunities will
be missed by Victorian exporters because of the
incoherent action of the Victorian government. As we
know, states like New South Wales and Queensland
stand ready to take these opportunities.
In moving this motion today the Liberal Party seeks to
encourage the Bracks government to seize the
opportunities that have been created for Victorian
exporters. I urge all members to support the motion.
Mr VINEY (Chelsea) — What we have just heard
from Mr Rich-Phillips is extremely disappointing,
particularly the latter half of his contribution. What we
can proudly say as Australians across all governments
and, up until this morning, across all political
viewpoints is that a commitment to improving
Australia’s performance in exports and in trade has
been bipartisan and broadly supported across the
community. It has been supported because in Australia
we have to recognise that we are a very small market
and the growth opportunities in the Australian market
are, in global terms, quite small. We also have to
recognise that the Australian economy is a very open
economy — in fact one of the most open economies in
the world.
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We need to acknowledge in this debate today that the
opening up of Australia to the world has had a long
history. It has been long debated in Australian politics
and is the essence or central theme of Paul Kelly’s book
The End of Certainty. Although considerable work had
been done in the opening up of Australia’s economy for
many years, it is important that we acknowledge that it
was the Hawke and Keating governments that really
put forward and opened up Australia’s economy. Those
governments recognised that if Australia were to
perform internationally there would be an essential and
painful path for many companies and employees during
that restructuring process. But for the future of the
country and the economy it was a necessary thing to do
and it was the Hawke and Keating governments that
had the courage and commitment to do it. It is true to
say that that commitment has been continued by the
Howard government. It is also true to say that when
John Howard was Leader of the Opposition during the
time of the Hawke and Keating governments he
generally supported the work that was done by the then
government in the opening up of Australia’s economy.
It is disappointing that the Liberal spokesperson on
manufacturing and exports has brought to this house a
motion in an attempt to politicise this debate, and make
it a partisan debate. That is a very disappointing
development of debate on this motion today. The
Victorian government on a number of occasions has
welcomed and in fact congratulated the Howard
government for the work it has done on free trade
agreements. The Victorian government is very keen to
continue to exploit the opportunities that may emerge
from the free trade agreements in Australia — those
agreements Mr Rich-Phillips’s motion mentions are in
Singapore, Thailand and the United States.
It is worth saying at the outset that the government does
not intend to oppose this motion, but it is disappointing
that Mr Rich-Phillips has put forward a motion in an
attempt to cause division or embarrassment to the
government. We are not embarrassed by saying ‘Well
done’ to the federal government for these free trade
agreements. We actually support them. In fact the
Victorian government is the only state government to
have a state export minister. The Victorian government
has been at the forefront of these trade negotiations.
My challenge to the opposition is that if it wants the
government to wholeheartedly support the motion
perhaps it might put in an amendment that recognises
the good work the government has done. We will not
oppose the motion, but if the opposition wants us to
fully get behind it, by all means recognise that the
Victorian government has done some good work in the
Opening Doors to Export plan and the appointment of
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trade commissioners. Does the opposition genuinely
want a continued bipartisan position on trade in
Victoria and Australia or does it just want an
opportunity to score cheap partisan political points as
Mr Rich-Phillips did in the second half of his
contribution?
The Bracks government has a strong history of
supporting free trade, as has been demonstrated by its
policies and its actions. It is not something that this
government has just discovered. I think
Mr Rich-Phillips has been the Liberal party
spokesperson for some time, but I think he might have
only recently discovered it, because I have not heard
him ask any questions on trade issues. I am not sure that
he has been putting forward any policy positions, but he
has used this opportunity to try to score partisan points.
Mr Rich-Phillips raised the issue of the government’s
appointment of trade commissioners. I will go through
those in more detail. It is extraordinary that on one hand
Mr Rich-Phillips says trade commissioners need to be
appointed and be out there promoting exports in
Victoria — we agree and that is why we are appointing
them! — but on the other hand, a few weeks ago the
opposition peddled a story that appeared in the Sunday
Herald Sun of 31 October in which it criticised the cost
of trade commissioners in Victoria. Mr Rich-Phillips
cannot come into this debate and on one hand say the
Victoria and government needs to do more this area and
then on the other hand push stories to try to embarrass
the government over the appointment and cost of trade
commissioners.
In this debate I will deal with what the Victorian
government is actually doing in trade and exports. The
Bracks government went to the last election with a very
specific commitment of increasing exports to
$30 billion by 2010. We are absolutely committed to
that target, because as a small marketplace in global
terms with limited growth opportunities, the real
opportunity for future jobs and growth in Victoria
comes from exports, particularly in the emerging
markets that we have identified — the United States,
North Asia, the Middle East and India. The government
has been proactive in all these areas. In particular we
have recognised the importance of our trading
relationship with the United States. We have been
strong supporters of Victoria’s involvement in the
United States. We have supported regular trade
missions to the United States by many industry sectors.
I will go through some of those later.
It is also worth recognising that this government
established the San Francisco trade office to capture
opportunities in biotechnology, information and
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communications technology, and film and television.
Also this government worked with the commonwealth
and other states on the United States free trade
agreement. The Premier and the Treasurer as Minister
for Innovation have regularly gone to the biotechnology
conference in the United States, promoting and
marketing Victoria’s leading role in biotechnology.
This government has been working hard taking the
opportunities that present themselves with the
development of the United States free trade agreement.
We have made it clear that while we support the
principles of that FTA with the United States we
recognise that it needs to be done with appropriate
caution to ensure that Australian market opportunities
are maximised and there are not restrictions buried in
the FTA that are restrictive to Australian governments.
With Victoria’s significant involvement in the
automotive industry, it is particularly important that we
ensure that those industries where we have significant
opportunity are not restricted in any way in that FTA.
The Victorian government has looked carefully at that.
Victorian exports in the automotive industry now are
about $2.2 billion a year. It is a very important industry
sector that we need to protect so that it grows and
develops in the context of emerging opportunities from
various free trade agreements.
We have also recognised the importance of the FTA
with Thailand, but we have had reservations about its
effect on the local textile industry. In respect of the
Singapore free trade agreement the real opportunities
are more in the services sector in that Singapore’s
tariffs are already quite low or zero, and it is a relatively
small economy. I think it is about 80 per cent of the
Victorian community. Nevertheless there are
opportunities for our service exporters with the signing
of the free trade agreement.
It is also true that the Victorian government’s Opening
Doors to Export booklet released earlier this year went
further than just the commitment that was made in our
election policy. It also goes further than the motion
today because we recognise there are enormous export
and trade opportunities in other economies, not only
those where there are free trade agreements. In
particular, as I mentioned, the Victorian government
has identified significant opportunities in China where
there is some development towards a free trade
agreement. However, the Victorian government has
already identified China as a great opportunity for the
Victorian economy. More generally you could define it
as north Asia. There are opportunities in Korea, Japan
and, of course, Taiwan.
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Looking specifically at China, we know it is the
world’s largest and fastest growing economy. It has had
real gross domestic product (GDP) growth of about
7 per cent per annum for the past five years and is
forecast to grow by about 7 per cent a year for the next
decade. If you think of that in the context of the size of
the Chinese economy, it is a very substantial economy
indeed. In fact, China already represented 8 per cent of
Victoria’s total exports in 2002–03. Putting that in
context, the New Zealand economy represents 13 per
cent; United States of America, 10 per cent; Japan,
9 per cent; and China, 8 per cent of the $26.2 billion of
the Victorian export sector.
It is also true to say that there are significant
opportunities in other parts of north Asia — in
particular, Korea. Considerable effort is going towards
trade missions that the government has been promoting
into that northern Asia economy. Going beyond that,
the Victorian government has also identified that India
is a real opportunity for the Victorian economy. Outside
of the free trade agreements, we are identifying other
areas in addition to working with economies where
there are free trade agreements. I know that the Minister
for Small Business is in the chamber and has recently
returned from a very successful trade mission to India.
India is the largest democracy in the world and the
second most populous country. With 35 per cent of
Indians aged under 15 years, it is going to be a very
significant market. It is also known that the size of the
middle class in India is enormous and will drive the
Indian economy very significantly in the future. It has
been sustaining a GDP growth of around 6 per cent per
annum since 1991. It is opening up its economy to the
world, and we have enormous cultural opportunities in
terms of links between India and Australia. India has an
economy that works largely as an Asian economy and
in the English language. There are significant
opportunities for the Victorian economy in that area,
but the motion by Mr Rich-Phillips has not recognised
in any way what the Victorian government has been
doing in that area.
The Middle East has also been identified in the
Opening Doors To Export strategy document of the
Victorian government. The Middle East is also
experiencing a significant population growth of about
3 per cent per annum. It has a very ambitious private
and public sector with significant effort in growing and
building its economic opportunities. Dubai, of course, is
a commercial hub of significance and is a rapidly
expanding city. It is an opportunity for us, and the
Victorian government has placed a business office in
Dubai to provide an opportunity to network across the
Middle East.
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In all these emerging markets the Victorian government
has identified, it has appointed or is about to appoint
trade commissioners whose principal function is to
introduce Victorian businesses to these markets,
thereby creating business opportunities, and to lead
trade missions for Victorian companies.
It is worth looking at the business sectors that the
Victorian economy is focusing on. I listened to the
unfounded and unreasonable criticisms by
Mr Rich-Phillips of the Minister for Manufacturing and
Export. He used statistics about merchandise exports,
but we know that the real growth in many of the exports
of the Victorian and Australian economy lies in areas
other than that such as services, tourism, education,
information and communications technology,
intellectual property and biotechnology.
These are the emerging creative and innovative
businesses that are growing into these markets. You
cannot look at one-line statistics and make a judgment
on this. We have to look at the growth in Victorian
exports. This government has set the target of
$30 billion in exports. We are working towards
opportunities to grow and maximise those export
targets as broadly as we can in those sectors where we
have key opportunities. We have opportunities in the
services sector, in the tourism market and, of course, we
have seen significant growth of export in education.
We are seeing enormous opportunities in
biotechnology. In fact, in its innovations statement the
Victorian government had already reached most of its
goals years ahead of schedule and has had to set a new
range of targets. There are real opportunities for
Victoria in these areas, and Mr Rich-Phillips needs to
get on board and understand the broadness of our
strategy not only beyond that of the free trade
agreement countries but also to look at the opportunities
we are developing in and exploiting other markets.
Following through on the issue of Victoria’s exports, it
is worth stating that some 18 per cent of our exports are
in food; 8 per cent in transportation; 12 per cent in
travel and, of course, we have to recognise that our
manufacturing exports still maintain the highest market
segment at 35 per cent. But we will continue to see
significant growth in some of those other areas,
particularly services.
There are a number of specific strategies in the Opening
Doors To Export plan. It includes in specific
allocations: $3 million to assist overseas Victorian
government business offices to expand export
assistance system programs; Victorian trade
commissioners, as I have mentioned, are to be
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appointed in the key growth markets of the Middle East
of north Asia and India; and an expanded program of
trade missions. The government will not be intimidated
by opposition press releases criticising the trade
missions, because they are too important for the
Victorian economy and for jobs and growth into the
future.
I do not believe the cheap political points associated
with criticising trade missions will cause any harm to
the Victorian government. On the other hand I would
appreciate it if the opposition continued to put those
press releases out, because they continue to highlight
the great work that the government and in particular the
minister have been doing in promoting those trade
missions. In the strategy we are establishing an export
unit to coordinate all new and existing export programs
and provide a one-stop shop for companies looking to
start or expand export activities.
We are establishing an export forum of high-achieving
exporters to advise the government, and we have
$5 million to showcase Victorian exports and industry
at the expo in 2005 in Aichi, Japan. These are important
initiatives, and they will build on and refocus the
$80 million that we have already committed to export
support programs over the past few years in areas such
as manufacturing, tourism and education services. I
urge the opposition to have a look at this, because even
the most cursory analyses of this government’s effort in
exports would recognise that we have made a real and
significant commitment to this area.
Just touching a little further on the Aichi expo, the
$5 million commitment we have made to our
participation is quite a significant commitment
compared to what most other state governments in
Australia would be undertaking. As I mentioned earlier
the Victorian government is the only state government
to have a minister for exports, and that demonstrates
our focus on that. Also, there has been significant
support across the states and commonwealth for
growing exports and trade agreements. There is a
regular meeting of trade ministers and ministers who
are focused on those issues. It has been generally
recognised by all those involved that Victoria has
played a positive leading role in this trade consultation
process.
I would have thought that it is important for the
opposition to also recognise in the context of very rapid
developments in free trade agreements that the
Victorian government has been right in there in that
whole process. If one looks at the key dates of the
development of free trade agreements in the four-year
period between 2001 and 2005, you will see that
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negotiations commenced on the Singapore agreement.
In 2002 negotiations commenced on the Thailand
agreement. In February 2003, which is less than two
years after the negotiations started, the Singapore
agreement was signed. In May 2003 negotiations
started on the Australia-United States free trade
agreement. In July 2003 the Singapore agreement
became operational and the Australia-Japan trade and
economic frameworks were signed at the same time.
The Australia-China trade and economic frameworks
were signed in October 2003. The Thailand-Australia
free trade agreement was signed in May 2004, and the
Australia-US free trade agreement was signed in the
same month. In January 2005 the Thailand-Australia
free trade agreement and the Australia-US free trade
agreement are expected to become operational, and in
March 2005 the Australia-China free trade agreement
feasibility study will be completed.
From 2001 to March 2005 we will have seen dramatic
and rapid development. What has been important is for
Victoria to be in there and part of it, and that is exactly
what has happened. The minister has been part of all
those consultation processes. Victoria has been leading
the way in the development of the Opening Doors to
Export plan. Victoria has been putting forward concrete
initiatives — we have had ministers leading missions;
we have had trade commissioners leading trade
missions — and these initiatives have been vital in
making sure that our opportunities in this regard are
maximised in Victoria.
It is worth having a look at some of the trade missions
that have taken place. In September 2003 there was a
mission to London and the United States; in October
2003 a mission to Shanghai, Beijing and Tianjin in
China, on building and construction, to North Carolina,
focusing on furniture, and to Milan, Italy, focusing on
international machine tools; in November 2003 a
mission to The Netherlands, on marine equipment and
to Düsseldorf, Germany for the MEDICA expo; in
January 2004 a mission to Dubai for the Arab health
form — I am skipping over a lot of them — in
February 2004 a mission to Hong Kong and China on
design and construction and to Singapore on Asian
aerospace; in March 2004 a mission to Seoul, Korea; in
April 2004 a mission to Milan, Italy, for the Milan
international furniture trade fair, to North Carolina,
USA for the national wood flooring association expo
and to Singapore for the Food and Hotel Asia expo.
So the list is substantial and covers a whole range of
places — Bangkok, New Zealand, North America,
China, Shanghai, and Dubai, where there was another
trade mission in May 2004. Substantial work has been
done. The disappointing thing is that the opposition
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used this as an opportunity to criticise this government
for supposedly wasting money on trade missions. If it
was serious about supporting this government’s
initiatives in the area of export and trade, it would not
be making that criticism; it would be encouraging the
government to do what it has been doing — and if it
wanted to encourage us to do more, I would accept and
welcome that, because this government is determined to
continue in this area.
In fact, in July this year furniture buyers from Asia
were here for the 2004 program, and we have been
involved in further missions. I have listed here a whole
program of missions for the next 12 months, which go
across all areas and all of which are part of the export
opportunities we have identified in the export plan.
As I said at the outset, we on this side of the house
recognise that it is very important for Victoria to
participate in the free trade agreements process to
maximise our ability to exploit those opportunities
across government and across our economy. We have
been doing that through the Opening Doors to Export
plan, adding to the $80 million of funding we have
already put into this area of supporting exporters. We
believe enormous opportunities exist in markets in
addition to those that are identified in the free trade
agreements — the Singapore free trade agreement
being a relatively small market and the Thai agreement
being an important but also a relatively small market
when you compare it to the other areas we have
identified in China, India and the Middle East. That is
where this government’s focus is turning — to ensuring
that it maximises those opportunities it has identified
there.
This government is not in any way embarrassed —
which I think was the intention — by
Mr Rich-Phillips’s motion that congratulates the federal
government for securing free trade agreements with
Singapore, Thailand and the United States. We join
with the opposition in congratulating it; in fact, it would
be fair to say that we led the opposition in
congratulating it, because we have already been out
there congratulating the federal government on those
initiatives.
We are also more than happy to support the second part
of the motion — that we congratulate the federal
government on its pursuit of further multilateral and
bilateral trade opportunities. In fact, the Prime
Minister’s visit to the recent Association of South East
Asian Nations conference has been reasonably well
regarded as a success. Some success has been made in
further developing trade and economic relationships
with members of ASEAN.
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However, it is interesting that on the one hand the
Prime Minister is prepared to say, ‘We will do business
with you’, but on the other he is not prepared to say,
‘We will participate in a non-aggression pact’. That has
been a slightly interesting development, and I am not
sure how the members of ASEAN and their
communities quite reconcile a government being
prepared to say, ‘Yes, we will do business with you but
we are not prepared to commit to having a
non-aggression agreement with you’.
Nevertheless, it is important to recognise that some
success has been made in our relations with ASEAN,
and we would be prepared to support a motion that
recognises that. But if the opposition genuinely wanted
to have bipartisan agreement on and genuinely wanted
the government to fully support this motion, it could
look at some of the words in the third part of the
motion, where it says:
... and encourages the Victorian government to exploit those
opportunities to improve Victoria’s export performance.

While we can absolutely agree with that, it is a bit
inadequate because it does not recognise what we have
already done and what we have committed to. If the
opposition wanted this government to be fully behind
and to fully support this motion in a bipartisan way, as
it is prepared to, and acknowledge the good work of the
Howard government in the free trade agreements and
the multilateral and bilateral negotiations it is
undertaking — the first two parts of the motion — there
should be a little bit of genuineness on its part.
It should recognise that this government has already
done significant work in the export field in promoting
exports and has set goals for our exports of $30 billion.
Mr Rich-Phillips criticised that, but the federal
government has not set those targets. There should be a
little bit of recognition with this motion. If the
opposition wants this government to fully support this
motion, an amendment and a recognition of the good
work this government has done with exports would be
appreciated. Then we can move beyond just saying,
‘We will not oppose it’, to saying, ‘We will fully
support it’.
It is not for the government to amend opposition
motions moved under general business. I put the
challenge out to the opposition: if it wants to be genuine
and to have continued bipartisan support, instead of
trying to score cheap political points and manipulating
statistics to criticise the minister, it should recognise the
effort that is being made and the bipartisan support that
we have demonstrated — not only in this debate, but
previously with our public commitments of support for
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free trade agreements — and it should show a bit of
genuineness in how it approaches such motions.
It should not come in here with a tricky little motion
like this to try to embarrass this government. We are
not embarrassed by our support of free trade
agreements. We recognise that they cause some
difficulty for people in the workplace, and we naturally
want to protect people in the workplace and to ensure
that Victoria gets the maximum benefit out of free trade
agreements. That is what this is about — making sure
that we exploit export opportunities and any trade
agreements to the maximum to benefit the Victorian
community, to benefit Victorian exporters and to
benefit Victorian workers. That is what we are about.
We are happy to enter into it in a bipartisan approach,
but we call on the opposition to be a bit more genuine
and recognise in its motion — and we would welcome
it making an amendment today — the work the
Victorian government has already done and is
continuing to do and the commitment the Victorian
government has made to exports in Victoria. That is the
challenge for the opposition today.
Hon. B. W. BISHOP (North Western) — I am
pleased to rise on behalf of The Nationals to support
what I see as quite a positive motion moved by the
Honourable Gordon Rich-Phillips.
We certainly intend strongly to take a positive approach
to it. I noted a couple of the comments Mr Viney made.
I agree with his initial comments that there has been a
lot of work done to open up the Australian economy.
That is true; there has been a lot of work done. In the
federal sphere that work has continued with a similar
thrust on both the Labor and Coalition sides. I also
agree with the suggestion by Mr Viney that there was
some pain involved in opening up the Australian
economy and markets, but it is there for the long-term
good. This motion before us today lends itself very
much to talking about the other side of the ledger,
which is the access we require for our export markets to
earn export dollars. I will point out in my contribution
how important that is.
It is true, as Mr Viney said, that we are involved in a
wide range of products, and only some of them are the
technological products, services and education.
Mr Viney also mentioned biotechnology. We do quite
well at that, but I must make the comment that we
received a setback for that when the Bracks government
would not allow the commercial trialling of genetically
modified (GM) canola, which we in The Nationals
believe would have been a great advantage for our rural
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producers. While Mr Viney’s comment is true, there
was a bit of a setback for that.

important as we attempt to maximise our returns in
those export markets.

Obviously I come from the agricultural sector and have
been involved a bit with manufacturing as well. I
certainly believe this is a good motion that deserves
support across all parties. I will try to take a slightly
different slant in my contribution to the debate, but I
simply point out how very important these free trade
agreements are to ensure that we in Australia and
particularly in Victoria have access to those markets.

I have been relatively fortunate in the trade area —
firstly to have been a farmer and also to have had the
opportunity to represent farmers on a number of
organisations. I suspect the one experience from which
I gained the most insight into international trade was
acting as a director for some years on the Australian
Wheat Board. I certainly understand the issues of
access and quality and all those things that go with
international marketing, be it research or our credibility
in those markets. That goes for not only state
governments but also federal governments and the
traders who operate out of Australia. It is absolutely
crucial that our people have the maximum credibility. I
am proud of Victoria’s and the rest of Australia’s
productivity levels. It is important that we note that we
have met the challenges in the export market area.

We should note that Australia has always been a trading
nation; it always has been and always will be. From the
moment this country was settled we were trading. In the
early days we predominantly sent our products back to
the United Kingdom, and then they went into Europe.
In the early days I guess they were mainly agricultural
products, with wool and grain being the main
contributors in that area. There have been changes and
the list of products has grown. Now there are not only
agriculture products but also manufactured products,
minerals, financial and legal services and education,
among a long and very important list of products on the
export market.
When I considered the fact that we have always been a
trading nation I thought we should in this debate today
show some respect to our pioneers who set up that
process as they settled this country of ours. Those
pioneers experienced some pretty difficult times as they
battled the elements, such as drought. As Mr Stoney
would know, that drought is still with us. Regardless of
the difficult times the pioneers experienced in those
times, we still struggle today with those sort of weather
difficulties. The pioneers deserve some credit in this
debate. When they first came to this country they set up
the land to yield the products. They battled the heat and
the isolation. It was very difficult for them, and it was
particularly difficult for the womenfolk in those early
pioneering days. I am sure every Australian is proud of
our pioneering people — again I point out, particularly
the women pioneers — for setting up the land for
production and the towns to live in. They did that in a
number of areas — in grazing, dairy, grain, horticulture,
viticulture, manufacturing and many other areas.
Australians have always been good operators, and I
think the rest of the world recognises that. We have
always had a relatively small population if you compare
us to other parts of the world. We are an export trading
nation and always will be. I suspect that as our
population grew our production grew with it, and
therefore our reliance on the export market became
more and more important to us. We now see our people
engaging in world best practice, and that is very

One of the most important things is that we in Victoria
and the rest of Australia have always been market
driven, whether it be in the manufacturing, agricultural,
education or financial services sectors or whatever. It is
absolutely crucial that we are market driven so that we
understand and produce what the market requires.
Given its location in the world and the fact that it
exports long distances to its markets, the market-driven
side of it means that Australia has to be
super-responsive. I think we have done that particularly
well, but we have to be not only responsive but also
capable of exporting the best quality products in the
world which will stand up in any market.
We can get all that right; we can work very hard at that
as a country and as a state. We can be productive and
have quality assurance programs and everything else in
place, but unless we have access for our products, it
will be to almost no avail. That applies to every sector
across the country. This is a good motion. It picks up
just a few of those markets. There are many markets
overseas that we go into from Victoria and Australia,
but the markets mentioned in the motion are important,
as are the rest of the markets around the world.
There is no doubt that the agreements struck between
both the state and federal governments about market
access are part of the game. I think no-one has done a
better job of that than federal governments over a
period of time. As we said before, it was started by
federal Labor governments, but in more recent times I
am talking about the federal coalition government. I
congratulate the federal government, particularly the
Honourable Mark Vaile. I know Mark Vaile reasonably
well, and as Minister for Trade I think he has done a
very good job. He is the Deputy Leader of The
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Nationals in the coalition and is the federal member for
Lyne, which is a New South Wales coastal seat.
It is interesting when you think about the impact
Australians make on the rest of the world to consider
where they have come from to have that opportunity. I
had a look at where Mark Vaile came from. He was a
jackaroo; he was a farm machinery retailer; he was a
stock and station and real estate agent; then he went
into Parliament. He did a bit of time with local
government; he led the chamber of commerce and did a
few other things as well. It is a pretty good
apprenticeship, I reckon, for someone whom we trust in
Australia to go and negotiate at the highest level in the
trade arena. I suspect anyone who has come out of the
stock and station and real estate agencies ought to know
how to negotiate in relation to whatever issue they are
putting forward at the time. You might say that in fact
Mark Vaile has been purpose-built for the job.
I suppose I should quickly say that it does not reflect
badly on the Honourable Tim Fischer, the former
federal minister, who I thought did a good job too.
They are different people, but they certainly maintained
a high credibility line overseas in relation to the work
that they did. Both were respected and both were well
known.
I shall talk briefly about the Australia-United States free
trade agreement, and for the sake of the exercise I will
call it ‘the agreement’. There is no doubt that the
agreement will strengthen and deepen our trade and
investment relationship with what is the largest
economy in the world.
Mr Viney — What’s your position on sugar, mate?
Hon. B. W. BISHOP — I like sugar in my coffee,
thank you very much!
Obviously we are talking about the largest economy in
the world. Of course this agreement is the United
States’s first free trade agreement with a developed
country since it signed a deal with Canada in 1989 — a
fair while ago. As we have heard before, the United
States is the world’s largest market, with a population
of almost 300 million people — a huge number of
people — and a gross domestic product (GDP) of
almost US$11 trillion. It is the world’s largest importer,
the world’s largest investor and the world’s largest
purchaser of goods and services. So it is a huge
opportunity for Australia and Victoria to in fact lock in
that free trade agreement with the United States.
There are so many things you can talk about in relation
to this agreement. I want to touch on just a few of them.
The first one I will talk about is agriculture in general. I
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will not go into detail, but I will just go to the impact
that this free trade agreement will have. It will have
strong and immediate market access gains for lamb,
beef and dairy; new market opportunities for
horticultural products; and continuing improvement
over a longer term for other sectors. That is immediate.
In regard to beef, there will be immediate and
long-term benefits for Australian beef farmers in the
highly protected and sought-after US market — another
win. When we go to ‘dairy’ we see there will be an
immediate export boost there, and it talks about other
details.
If we go to the industrial area, which is the more
general one, it is also interesting to note that the
automotive, metals, minerals, seafood, paper and
chemical sectors will receive an immediate boost from
the agreement. The good stories flow from all those
particular issues in relation to this agreement.
But you might ask yourself, ‘As Victorians what’s in it
for us?’. That is a fair question. Certainly the United
States is Victoria’s largest two-way trading partner and
its second-largest destination for exports. In 2003
Victoria’s total merchandise exports to the US were
worth $1.8 billion. Three of the state’s top exports to
the US — beef, lamb and auto parts — will receive an
immediate boost from the agreement, as will its
important dairy industry. The growing wine sector will
see benefits increase over time, and Victoria’s
emerging biotechnology sector will also benefit over
the longer term from Australia’s increased
attractiveness for US investment, as will its financial
services sector. So there are immediate benefits across
those particular areas. So regardless of what is said
about the free trade agreement, it is all upside for
Australia, and it is certainly all upside for Victoria and
some of our basic industries.
I want to move on and talk now about the
Singapore-Australia free trade agreement, which is
mentioned in the motion. Of course that agreement was
signed by the Honourable Mark Vaile and the
Singaporean Minister for Trade and Industry,
Brigadier-General George Yeo, on 17 February 2003.
That also is quite an important agreement. Again, so
many issues come out of that agreement to the relative
advantage of Australia and Victoria. I shall pick just a
few of them.
One of the points is the elimination of all tariffs from
entry into force including on Australian beer and stout.
Another one is that the restrictions on the number of
wholesale banking licences will be eased over time.
Conditions will also be eased on the establishment of
joint ventures involving Australian law firms into our
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other services area; and the number of Australian law
degrees recognised in Singapore will be doubled, from
four to eight. There will be removal and easing of
residency requirements for Australian professionals —
it just goes on and on. That is again a particularly
important agreement between Australia and Singapore.
The next one I move to very briefly is the free trade
agreement between Thailand and Australia, which is
also mentioned in the motion. Without going into too
much detail on that, I think the importance of that is
noted in just a few comments. In fact, immediately
upon entry into force of the agreement, Thailand will
eliminate its tariffs on some 2934 tariff items, around
53 per cent of items, accounting for 78 per cent of
current Thai imports from Australia. Of these, only
206 items are currently duty free. So that is a massive
move forward.
A further 41 per cent of Thai tariffs will be phased to
zero by 2010. These items cover 17 per cent of current
trade. All remaining tariffs, including tariff rate quotas,
will be phased to zero in 2015 or 2020, with the
exception of skim milk powder and liquid milk and
cream, for which tariff rate quotas will be eliminated in
2025. For agricultural products currently subject to
tariff rate quotas, Thailand will either immediately
eliminate the tariff and quota restrictions or expand
access for Australia over a transitional period, varying
according to the product, before the final elimination of
the tariff rate quota. The agreements give us an
enormous trading opportunity into the high-level
populations in those Asian areas across from Singapore,
and of course Thailand as well, as mentioned in the
motion.
I wish to now talk about a country that is in fact not
mentioned in the motion, and that is China. There is no
doubt that China’s emergence as a world industrial
power is one of the most significant and positive global
developments over the past 25 years. I do not think
anyone in this house or anyone in Australia would
argue with that. There is no doubt that China is
emerging as one of world’s largest importers of many
industrial raw materials with consumer goods and
professional services likely to follow. Its growth is
pushing its population along as well. Living standards
are rising and disposable incomes are going up.
The sheer statistics of China make it such a valuable
target for us as a trading partner and certainly as
somewhere we can export our products to. I note in
some of the statistics that China is recognised as having
1.3 billion people. I used to go to China quite a lot with
the Australian Wheat Board, and we always thought
that might have been the official population but the
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unofficial population would have been substantially
higher than that.
It is interesting to note that China is the world’s seventh
largest economy, the world’s fastest growing economy
and the world’s largest recipient of foreign direct
investment as well. It is Australia’s second-largest
merchandise export market and Australia’s third-largest
import source. So it is a hugely important country to us.
China has a tremendous economy. Its gross domestic
product is US$1437 billion; it had enormous growth
with its GDP of 9.1 per cent in 2003 and an average
GDP growth of 8.2 per cent over the past decade. It is
an enormous market for us. China is the world’s
fourth-largest trader, and it has received US$500 billion
foreign direct investment since the reforms began in
1978. It is a country that is changing enormously; it is
growing very quickly and its standard of living is
changing rapidly as well.
There have been some effects for us. The other day we
were debating in the house the difference between
diesel fuel and petrol prices. One of the answers that the
Minister for Finance, Mr Lenders, kindly supplied to
me was that the heating oil requirements in those parts
of the world such as China and their use of diesel fuels
have expanded enormously and therefore created a
demand that is pushing the prices up.
Another interesting effect for us and the part I come
from is that China is a huge market for table grapes,
which creates a huge opportunity for us. There is a
difficulty in getting into China. They always used to
call it the grey market, where there was an opportunity
to get fresh fruit products such as table grapes in
through the grey door. Last season the grey door shut.
That created substantial difficulties for our producers
particularly around the Robinvale area, which is a huge
table grape growing area. The crop last year was
assessed at being approximately 20 per cent higher than
normal, and there had been probably 20 per cent
drifting into China through that grey door. But it was
unfortunately closed, and that created a real problem.
You cannot keep fresh fruit product forever. So growers
took risks, and they were quite desperate. Not all of
those risks worked of course.
It is crucial that trade is freed up into China from
Australia. We understand the protocols are somewhat
difficult and complicated. We have been advised that it
could take up to three years. Three years is an awfully
long time when you are a producer of fresh fruit. It will
be extremely frustrating if three years is the time line.
The Nationals urge everyone involved — that is,
federal and state governments and anyone who can
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assist — to shorten the time and push the system along.
We have good producers and good products, but we
come back to the absolutely essential issue of market
access. This is really the only issue we are discussing
today. It is important from our point of view that those
trade negotiations into that huge market of China are
pushed along as quickly as possible.
I note in the Next Generation food strategy put out by
Food Victoria the tremendous importance of the food
industry in Victoria. Its annual turnover is $16.5 billion;
it accounts for 20 per cent of manufacturing industry
turnover and represents 32 per cent of total product
exports. It is a huge player in the export market. Most
importantly, the industry employs about 59 000 people
in fruit processing which is a large part of our
employment and economic basis.
I had a look at the wider industry’s perspective of what
is in it for us in Victoria and, as was mentioned by a
previous speaker, the Opening Doors for Export plan
assists businesses to expand into international markets
to head for the target of $30 billion export revenue by
2010. It is a good program. Without being at all critical
I urge the government to increase its efforts. I am
certain that that sort of market research, investment
opportunity and market thrust is most beneficial to all
of us.
I looked at further documentation from there, and I
looked at the issue of competitiveness for us in
Victoria, and although we all realise the importance of
the Australian market, international markets open up
new opportunities for all of us, particularly out of
Victoria. It does not matter what size the businesses
are — they can be large or small, but it is very
important. It is important to note in the food area that
our overseas customers are demanding more and more
safe, fresh, natural and nutritionally beneficial food, and
our marketers have to respond to that and respond to it
very quickly. I am sure they are, but they certainly need
government assistance into those markets. Another
thing the government could do is reduce the red tape of
a lot of our manufacturing and agricultural production
areas, which would certainly help us.
Another issue I picked up was that the capability for
innovation rests on market research and development.
However, because of the relatively small scale of
individual businesses, many Australian firms have
difficulty undertaking their own research. Industry
investment in research and development is still low by
world standards. There is a real place for the Victorian
government in that particular area. In many areas of
agriculture and manufacturing, we have noticed a
dilution of research resources. That is an area where the
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government could certainly make a positive
contribution.
There are a lot of links in the chain in relation to our
agricultural products, our manufacturing products and
the other services that go into export marketing. We
think that in Australia we have the links of the chain
pretty right. We have our quality under control, we
have the right climate in relation to agriculture and we
have good technology in the growing area. In the
manufacturing area we are using good technology. We
are highly competitive in manufacturing. We have a
good services industry, but at the end of the day the
word is access.
The motion we are debating today talks about access. It
congratulates the federal government on its efforts and
urges the Victorian government to increase its efforts in
that area. I think it is a good motion. It is an interesting
one, and it is a subject that we have not often dealt with
in this house. It is something the National Party
strongly supports, and we urge both governments, state
and federal, to continue with their strong research
efforts and continue to reduce the red tape across all
industry. We strongly support this motion and urge the
house to give it full support.
Hon. J. A. VOGELS (Western) — I too want to
join the debate. The motion says:
That this house congratulates the federal government for
securing free trade agreements with Singapore, Thailand and
the United States of America and for its pursuit of further
multilateral and bilateral trade opportunities and encourages
the Victorian government to exploit those opportunities to
improve Victoria’s export performance.

Everybody knows that growth depends on responding
to global trends, because that now determines market
success. We need to encourage businesses to take
advantage of changing global markets. Strengthening
the links between businesses to satisfy the requirements
of international buyers to grow their business through
exporting is what this motion is all about.
Exports are the key to our growth. Because of its small
population Australia needs to export to prosper.
According to the government’s own figures Victorian
manufacturing turnover by industry includes and is led
by machinery and equipment. It exported nearly
$20 billion worth of that in 2003. Food and beverages
was second with an annual turnover of $16.5 billion.
That accounts for 20 per cent of the manufacturing
industry turnover and represents 32 per cent of the total
product exported. It employs 59 000 people indirectly
with another 79 000 people on farms.
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In my contribution I intend to concentrate on rural and
regional Victoria as that is the area I represent in this
house. Anybody who still believes we should live in an
isolated Australia protected by huge tariffs lives in
cuckoo land. I was reading the Age this morning, and
on page 2 under the heading ‘Union fury over Labor
move on tariff cuts’, it says:
The militant textile workers union yesterday accused the
Labor Party of betraying workers after it agreed to support
new laws to further cut clothing and footwear tariffs.
Describing the ALP’s approach as ‘lily-livered’, the Textile
Clothing and Footwear Union accused Labor of contravening
its own policies and ‘selling out workers again’.

That is living in cuckoo land. I recently visited China.
When I was over there, I had to go a business function.
I did not have a tie with me, so I thought I would go
down the street and buy one. I saw some very nice
looking ties in a shop, and I said, ‘I’ll have that red one
over there’. It cost A$2.50. There were 40 on the rack,
all in different colours, so I said, ‘Give me the whole
rack’. I actually bought 40 ties for $100. The shirts cost
$4.50, and you could get a suit made for $80. So in the
textile field, which has been very important in Australia
for many years, I am afraid we just cannot be
competitive at the moment. That is because of our wage
structures et cetera. Thank God our wage structure is
such that we do not have people out there working for
$5 an hour or whatever they earn in China.
On those sorts of issues, we need to say, ‘That is not
our market’. We need to concentrate on things we are
good at. And there are things we are very good at; we
are world leaders. I have heard speakers mention before
that we need to concentrate on e-commerce, education
and service provision, health and biotechnology and
agriculture — because we are world leaders in
agriculture. The world has become a very small place. I
was talking to an American guy recently who had to
have major surgery. The cost in the United States to
have the surgery was $25 000, so he went to India and
had his surgery done very successfully for a cost of
$8000. And they threw in a holiday at the Taj Mahal, so
he was very happy. It just goes to show that the world is
becoming a smaller place. There is no point in burying
your head in the sand and saying, ‘We are isolated. We
are going to put boundaries up et cetera. We are just
going to be Australian’. We are part of the world, and
we need to understand that.
Victoria leads the way in Australian food production.
Australia is a world leader, but Victoria leads Australia.
All Victorian agricultural people ask for is a level
playing field, which of course is just not out there. If
you look at dairy farming, for example, as farmers we
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all pay levies for research and development and to
promote our products in Asia. The average farmer at
the moment is paying about $3000.
Mr Viney — Did you declare your interest?
Hon. J. A. VOGELS — No. The average dairy
farmer is paying something like $2000 to $3000 in
research and development levies, which is fantastic.
However, they established great markets over in Asia,
and what happens? Because of the corruption in world
markets, the European Union or the USA dumps its
product on to the markets that have been developed by
Australians, so they are lost. That is an issue. As I said,
all we ask for is a level playing field.
We need free trade agreements. However, they are not
all they are cracked up to be sometimes. I was recently
in Canada. It has had a free trade agreement with the
United States I think for 25 years or more. An animal
found in the USA had mad-cow disease, which had
come from Canada, so instantly even though they had a
free trade agreement with the US, the borders were shut
and any animals over 30 months old were regarded as
worthless — to be used for pet food. So even though
we have free trade agreements it is very important that
our customs and quarantine services et cetera are up to
scratch because if we are going to be part of the world
market, we also need to have products which are clean
and green for sale into those markets.
Victoria accounts for 30 per cent of Australia’s food
processing output and 64 per cent of Australia’s dairy
produce. It has over 80 per cent of Australia’s dairy
exports, 70 per cent of its confectionery exports, the
bulk of its fruit and vegetables, processed fruit and
vegetables, and almost all of its dried vine fruits
exports. Food is Victoria’s biggest export earner by a
country mile. The industry is focused on international
markets and exports. The growth in exports is aimed at
achieving — and we have all heard this many times —
about $12 billion worth of food and fibre exports by
2010, and we are well on the way. When Jeff Kennett
started this program of $12 billion by 2010, it was then
already $3 billion and is in the vicinity of $7 billion to
$8 billion, now so I believe that by this date we will
comfortably reach this $12 billion mark.
Export growth is vital for Victoria’s food business,
given the small nature of Australia’s own market. There
is huge potential out there. If the federal government
succeeds in securing free trade agreement with
South-East Asia, which it is now working on — and as
other members have mentioned, with China — that
would be absolutely fantastic.
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I would also like to mention another industry in the
Western District called Iluka Resources Ltd, which is
going to be a very important part of our export industry.
The company has made an initial investment of
$270 million to commission and construct the Douglas
mineral sands mine and is concentrating facilities near
Balmoral, with a minerals separation plant located near
Hamilton and associated regional project
infrastructures. Iluka’s Murray Basin’s development
plans are unique as they are based on high value rutile
and zircon projects.

this stage the federal and state governments are
working together, and there is bipartisan support to
having free trade agreements and working together to
find export markets that we can all benefit from.

The expansion plan of Iluka has affected international
competitors and some aspiring junior producers who
generally base production on relatively low-value
mineral sands, but these are high-value sands. Based on
current market estimates we expect the Murray Basin
will account for approximately 10 per cent of global
zircon supplies from 2006 onwards and 10 per cent of
the global rutile supply in 2006 and around 20 per cent
in 2008. Iluka’s long-term commitment to the Murray
Basin will also provide significant substantial benefits
to both the Australian and regional economies in the
form of upgraded regional water, power, road and port
infrastructure as well as new regional employment
opportunities, export sales through the port of Portland
and more than $1.5 billion in royalty payments to
government. The manager of the project said that there
will be more than $100 million over the life of the
Douglas and KWR projects.

Hon. B. N. ATKINSON (Koonung) — I am happy
to join this debate today from a number of perspectives
and obviously as someone who is keenly enthusiastic
about Australia’s opportunities to participate in world
markets. I am also delighted to make some comment in
respect of my responsibilities as the Liberal
spokesperson on small business, because I certainly
believe that small business can play a much greater role
going forward in the development of export markets for
Victoria, and I certainly believe that is an area that state
government public policy needs to address in terms of a
greater encouragement of small business participating
in export market development. Indeed it is my view that
small businesses are often more innovative than large
businesses. They are developing a new range of
products and services and quality products and they
have the flexibility as organisations to move into new
markets and exploit new opportunities very well.

The importance of this to the Western District is
highlighted through the $1.5 billion of export earnings
and about $13 000 a year from rates for the local
councils based on unimproved land — that land which
has been just sitting there; payroll tax of approximately
$575 000 per year to the state government; land tax of
$250 000 to the state government; and royalties of
$100 million over the life of the two projects. So you
can see how important exports are for this industry —
and the main thing that is lacking is the standardised
rail line to get the sand or the finished product down to
the port of Portland. The Bracks government promised
a standardised rail line in 1999, 2000, 2001 and 2002
but it has basically gone off the radar screen at the
moment.

There are some areas that work against small business
participating in export markets. Some are direct
financial considerations or in more instances
perceptions of financial considerations that might
prevent them from tapping export markets. In other
cases it might be a lack of information on market
opportunities. In some cases it is a skills issue, perhaps
to do with an understanding of language, cultures and
technical requirements of international markets. In
some cases it is a lack of skills within the organisation
to develop good ideas and commercialise them for
export markets. In other cases it might be a concern
from a small business point of view about the
opportunity to be introduced to those markets, to meet
key players who might form part of a joint venture or
partnership or an agency arrangement that enables them
to sell products and services overseas. That issue of
introduction is a significant issue, and the four areas
that I have outlined are, I expect, of greater concern of
small businesses than to larger companies which tend to
have more resources and put on specialist personnel
who can deal with the development export sales.

In conclusion, Victorians and Australians need free
trade agreements. They are very important. Australians
are not afraid to take on the world. We need to
concentrate, however, on things that we are good at and
leave those things that we are not good at to someone
else. Free trade with South-East Asia, particularly
China, would benefit Australia enormously as has
already been mentioned a few times, with the area
accounting for 25 per cent of the world’s population. At

I am pleased to hear the Labor Party will also be
supporting this motion because exports will make
Australia a vibrant economy. With only 20 million
people, Australia is just not big enough on its own. It
needs to be part of especially Asia, and I support the
motion.

The other area that concerns me about Victorian
government policy which works against some
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businesses becoming involved in the export market is
the government’s approach to industrial relations (IR)
and its inflexibility in a number of IR areas. Some of
the ways government has made decisions and
implemented policy have led to a number of businesses
both large and small reconsidering or re-examining
their investments in Victoria and in many cases moving
production overseas. In those cases a number of
opportunities are lost. Obviously the direct employment
and benefits that go with having an industry operating
in our state, its payment of taxes, charges and so forth
and its reinvestment back in the economy — all the
downstream effects — are lost and so is the opportunity
to continue to build quality export markets.
The motion before us is important. It recognises the
success of the federal government in developing trade
agreements which will have a significant beneficial
effect on Australia and on Victoria as the
manufacturing hub and a very significant agricultural
and horticultural hub for export industries. In industries
like wheat or dairy Victoria is a significant player in
export markets. We certainly enjoy a lot of success. The
quality and integrity of our food products as clean,
green products is recognised worldwide.
The federal government has put in place a policy
framework which has certainly encouraged many more
companies to consider export markets. In a global
economy it is imperative that virtually every business
organisation, no matter its size, assess its opportunity to
participate in export markets. Every business should
look at the products or services it offers to see if they
might be taken into international markets. That is good
for Victoria and for those companies. It ensures that we
can underwrite and develop better paid, greater quality
jobs, particularly the sorts of jobs that young people
coming out of universities with skills and a great deal of
knowledge can take up. They can then utilise their skills
in the interests of Victorian companies and the
Victorian community overall.
I acknowledge some things that the Victorian
government has done in terms of advancing export
sales. Some of those initiatives have enjoyed bipartisan
support. Some policies that the government pursues
were put in place by the Kennett government and some
have carried forward from governments before the
Kennett government. The development of business
offices and the opening of new offices in emerging
potential markets for Victoria is a policy that all
governments have pursued appropriately.
Recently we have had two new offices open in
mainland China. Clearly from a trade point of view our
relationship with mainland China needs to be
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developed. China is becoming increasingly powerful
and an important trading partner in global terms. I can
see a shift in influence away from the United States.
The importance of the United States to Australia was
discussed by the Honourable Barry Bishop, but I can
see a shift towards China’s importance as a global
trading partner. It is important that Australia has a
partnership and trading links in place with the Chinese
market. That has been pursued by this government and
I support that.
The Minister for Small Business recently went to India,
another very significant market in our part of the world.
It should be noted that the opposition did not criticise
the minister for leading an information and
communications technology delegation to India. It is
recognised in a bipartisan sense that anything we can do
as Victorians and as the Victorian Parliament to
advance the cause of Australian industry and to
underpin the development of new export markets is to
be applauded and supported. That is certainly
recognised in the context of the minister’s work.
It is interesting to note that the Office of Small Business
conducted a review of export opportunities for services.
While the agricultural and horticultural areas and the
manufacturing sector have been discussed in this
debate, there are many companies offering services.
Indeed some of our major exports are tourism and
education; services also include architectural and
engineering practice. We have had government
agencies such as VicRoads involved and earning export
dollars by taking their technology and expertise into
Asian markets, particularly South-East Asian markets,
to assist with the development of infrastructure. All are
turning export dollars for Australia and building on
important links in that region of the world.
The Office of Small Business undertook a study that
investigated the opportunities for professional services
to develop greater export sales and opportunities. I
thought that was a worthwhile report. It made a number
of recommendations. Sadly I not sure it has been taken
up by the government. I am not sure it has got much
further. I think the report was produced by the Office of
Small Business. I have asked the minister about that
project and she indicated that it is now for other people
to implement recommendations of that report. It is
unfortunate that there is not that continued ownership of
that particular report because I believe the opportunities
in those professional services areas, which are also
small businesses, are important and should be
developed further.
I note that both the federal and state governments have
developed targets for exports going forward, which are
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commendable. I hope we realise those targets in both
the federal and state context. One of the things I have
spoken of before, and about which I have an ongoing
concern, is that so many companies seem to participate
in an export market to export a product or service
overseas and then do not do that a second time. As I
understand it, the figure is around 70 per cent of
exporters that do not export a second time. As I have
said in previous debates, there is probably a whole
range of reasons for that, including the fact that in some
cases that export was perhaps part of a promotion; in
some cases their product simply did not work in a
particular market, and obviously you do not persist, and
in some cases it might well have been that they were
bitten by exchange rates or other funding issues that
they did not anticipate. Whatever those issues are, it
seems to me that it would be better to try to encourage
some of those exporters who have at least attempted to
enter an export market on one occasion to go back into
another export market — an alternative export market if
the first one did not work — to have a second try rather
than abandon it completely. There is a challenge for
both federal and state governments in that area of
encouraging companies to persist with exploring their
opportunities in export markets.
I note that the government now has started talks with
the Association of South-East Asian Nations countries.
The fact that Australia and New Zealand were invited
to the latest round of ASEAN talks is a terrific
development for Australia. Clearly the agreement
concluded with the United States of America and the
agreement recently concluded with Thailand are
positive steps going forward. We also have agreements
in place with Singapore, which is an important
international hub that provides a gateway for Australian
manufacturers and suppliers of products and services.
But it is also important for us to recognise opportunities
in other ASEAN countries, especially in China and
India. I welcome the fact that Australia and New
Zealand are at the table for those talks, and commend
the government for its stewardship of Australia’s
interests in terms of developing those export
opportunities. I certainly hope the Victorian
government is supportive of those initiatives, continues
to work in supporting the business and trade centres
that have been established by government and takes up
other initiatives that will continue to develop export
opportunities for Victorian firms.
Mr SMITH (Chelsea) — It is a rarity to speak on an
opposition motion that we are not clearly and strongly
opposed to. In fact I am somewhat bemused by the
motion. I get the distinct impression that
Mr Rich-Phillips has come to praise Caesar. If he is in
any way trying to embarrass this government, or the
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Minister for Manufacturing and Export in the other
place, the Honourable Tim Holding, then he has failed.
I have both good and bad news for Mr Rich-Phillips
and those opposite. The bad news is that his motion is
completely redundant as of 11.30 a.m. today. I hope
Mr Rich-Phillips will listen to this vital piece of
information because at 11.30 a.m. figures came through
demonstrating the economic and export performance of
all the states and the country as a whole. Australia’s
exports have increased by 4.4 per cent. State by state,
Tasmania is minus 21 per cent; West Australia, minus
1.3 per cent; South Australia, plus 3.7 per cent;
Queensland, plus 7.2 per cent; New South Wales, plus
6.8 per cent; and Victoria, up 7.9 per cent.
Hon. R. G. Mitchell — How much?
Mr SMITH — It is up 7.9 per cent. Not only that,
but Victoria is the best performing exporter of any state
in the country. The figures reflect the performance
between September 2003 and September 2004. What
are we talking about here because I am confused? I
think the opposition is praising the minister and the
government. Why would it not! What an outstanding
performance. I thank the honourable member for the
opportunity to highlight those figures to the house.
Earlier the Honourable Gordon Rich-Phillips spoke
about export and value-added products and highlighted
the automotive industry as having come a long way,
and he is right. He referred to the very improved
Holden vehicle in particular. I reflected on how it came
about and then remembered that it was the little
grey-haired guy in Canberra, a Victorian, Senator
Button and his auto plan which saved the auto industry.
I must be mistaken because I thought the former
senator’s allegiances were on this side of the house, but
obviously the opposition is confused about that.
Mr Button highlighted the credentials of the labour
movement and its thinking in terms of the economy for
the last two or three decades and how in the 1980s we
began to understand exactly how important economic
reform was to this country.
The enlightened people in the labour movement
understood that if we were to drive up the living
standards of working people in this country it had to be
on the back of a reconstructed and reformed economy,
hence the accord. Those opposite may recall the
accord — that tripartite agreement which included the
Australian Council of Trade Unions, government,
unions and so on. They were all in unison with big
business to rebuild the economy of this country by
changing our reliance on primary products exported,
such as wheat, wool, coal, iron ore and so on, to
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manufactured goods in particular and service industries.
Now we see huge advantages in biotechnology,
information technology industries and the like.
I do not want to miss the opportunity to remind the
house about the history of those conservatives opposite
on their views about exports, manufactured goods, new
economies and so on. One only has to go back to the
1950s when Mr Menzies was Prime Minister. He was
not a bad exporter because he exported pig iron and got
a dividend on that! Indicative of the thinking at that
time of those conservatives in government was that the
CSIRO was the world leading researcher into computer
technology. It had built the world’s first computer at
that time called CISRAC, which is now in a museum in
Australia. Mr Menzies decided to cut funding to that
program because he did not think there was any future
in that and thought Australia could survive on the back
of merinos, cattle and so on. Mr Vogels probably
agreed with that, and still does, but the world has
changed. We also had rocket research at Woomera
where Australia had world leading researchers, but the
technology was sold off to India because there was no
future in that either. Who was behind most of this?
Black Jack McEwen, that icon of The Nationals, that
super protectionist who held this country back. Imagine
where we would be today had we had a free and open
economy when they were in power, when they could
have done something about it! A long way down the
track, I dare say, but we were held back. But we were
fortunate. Along came Bob Hawke and Paul Keating
and other luminaries in the Labor Party. They
understood, and they delivered. I have to give credit
where it is due. The Treasury department at the time
had enormous influence on Paul Keating. Our
advantage was that we had someone who had the
capacity to deliver, and that is exactly what Keating did.
Obviously we all know the benefits that have flowed
since. If those opposite are trying to embarrass or
criticise us for some sort of economic shortcomings
when it comes to manufacturing goods, exports or
whatever, they are abject failures. As I said earlier when
I announced some figures, and as I say to them again:
look at the scoreboard. Victoria is the best performing
state in the country bar none.
All this economic change does not come easily. Agents
of change are generally frowned upon, and it is difficult
to drive through the changes that are necessary to
provide for ongoing improvements and advancements
for the country. For example, not just those
conservatives opposite and the Black Jack McEwen
types of this world exist. On this side of the house we
have some as well. There are some in the union
movement who believe in the status quo — that there
should be no change — and want protection for their
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industries and workers’ jobs. They are extremely
conservative in their thinking and are generally
members of the socialist left faction. Luckily, if you
like, the labour movement has always tended to have
the numbers in the more responsible factions to
maintain the drive necessary to get these changes
through.
If I were in a position to give any advice at all to
Michelle O’Neill, who is a very good secretary of the
textile workers union and a great fighter for her people,
along with Michael O’Connor, who is another great
fighter for his members, I would say she needs to
understand that we cannot compete with the
Indonesians when it comes to producing very cheap
shirts. It cannot be done. We must get out of the game
and start moving into value adding. As I said to Paul
Keating one day, we ought to be producing high quality
bolts of cloth, exporting them to Zegna and bringing
suits back rather than just the bales of wool.
Hon. Bill Forwood — And what did he say?
Mr SMITH — He agreed. If the textile workers are
to have a real future in this country, and I hope they do,
it will be on the basis that the industry moves into value
adding and higher quality work in the top end of the
market, because we ought to understand that we cannot
compete at the bottom end, and the union in particular
has to understand that.
In talking about exports, I have to ask: why are we
exporting woodchips from this country and importing
reams and reams of high quality paper? We ought to be
value adding. As I said earlier, Michael O’Connor is an
exemplary union leader who stands up for his members
and understands this issue as well. He will fight like the
proverbial alley cat to do the right thing by his
members. For those, even on this side of the house,
who want to criticise him, I say this: his first and last
responsibilities are with his members and no-one else. I
say to those who are trying to drive him out that they
need to tread very carefully — I knew I would get that
comment in somewhere.
I believe unions also understand that the best possible
environment for them to drive up the living standards of
workers in this country is to have a capitalist system
with a strong union movement to counterbalance it. We
are fortunate that that is what we have. It is no accident
that living standards and working conditions in this
country are equal to and better than most.
The house has heard about the different products that
we export, such as biotechnology and education, how
the economy is changing and the basis for that. I stand
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to be corrected on this, but I believe education is now
worth more to our economy than wool. Think about
that. What a massive change to the structure of our
economy! I must have got that right, otherwise The
Nationals would have been all over me. I am also aware
that in Victoria we quarry sand and export it to — wait
for this — Saudi Arabia! That is indicative of the
changing world in which we live. Talk about sending
fridges to Eskimos! Our sand is going to Saudi Arabia
because of its quality. There is no limit to the potential
that this country has. I think both sides of the house
understand that, and it is just about the way that we
want to get there.
We on this side of the house want to have a more
equitable distribution of wealth and a more proprietary
system. Those on the other side want to have it as it
used to be, where the top end of town gets the lot and
their mates are okay. Hence their oncoming attacks on
the union movement — and we all know what is
coming — designed to reduce the power and influence
of unions to deliver a fair and square deal.
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doing it very well. He deserves congratulations, not
condemnation. Mr Rich-Phillips might like to review
his motion before us — —
The ACTING PRESIDENT
(Hon. J. G. Hilton) — Order! The member’s time has
expired.
Hon. G. K. RICH-PHILLIPS (Eumemmerring) —
It is always interesting to follow Mr Smith on these
types of debates. I will pick up a couple of points he
made. During his contribution Mr Smith mentioned the
Button plan and the automotive sector. I am happy to
acknowledge the contribution that was made by John
Button in that area; indeed, if Mr Smith had heard my
contribution this morning he would know that I talked
about the contribution of the Hawke and Keating
governments to making Australian industry more
competitive.

Hon. B. N. Atkinson — Better than Biggles to
Paris!

The second part of Mr Smith’s contribution I would
like to take up relates to the figures he quoted for
Victoria’s export performance. I am not surprised that
Mr Smith picked the latest quarter figure or the latest
month figure and quoted that relative to the previous
quarter. The reason I am not surprised is that Tim
Holding, the minister, does the same. Earlier this
year — I think it was April — the Minister for
Manufacturing and Export in the other place put out a
press release saying that exports in April were X per
cent higher than in January. Of course they were,
because trade is cyclical, and every year exports are
higher than in January. For Mr Smith and the minister
to pick out one figure, one quarter, one month, and say
figures are higher, is ridiculous. What matters is the
trend, and I will come back to that.

Mr SMITH — Who cares? People know that the
government of the day makes the appointments it
wants. That is the way it goes. It is called: to the victor
go the spoils. So what is this nonsense about criticising
our trade missions and who we appoint, and so on? I
say to Mr Rich-Phillips, ‘Don’t go there, my son. Don’t
go there’.

I will turn my response to the contribution of Mr Viney,
who was lead speaker for the government. I have to say
I was surprised at the angle Mr Viney took in criticising
the wording of the motion. In the five years I have been
in this place the government may have disagreed with
motions, but in this instance Mr Viney chose to criticise
the wording of a motion and seek to have it amended.

Hon. Bill Forwood — They’re doing it themselves.
They don’t need us to help them.
Mr SMITH — The union movement is a broad
church, Mr Forwood. As I say, some understand the
realities of life, some have got to come to grips with it.
We had some criticism about trade missions. I read
today about the Honourable Richard Alston, the next
high commissioner to London, being 1 of 26 who have
been appointed by the Howard government.

Hon. B. N. Atkinson interjected.
Mr SMITH — Is there a seconder? The criticism of
not just the government but also the minister needs to
be rebutted as well. I have to say that the Minister for
Manufacturing and Export in the other place, Tim
Holding, has done an exemplary job in his portfolio. He
has clearly demonstrated where this government is
going with its economic policies and responsibilities,
and the fact that we have the greatest rise in exports and
so on of any state in the country is indicative — it is
proof positive — that he is doing his job, and he is

Mr Viney — I challenged you to amend it.
Hon. G. K. RICH-PHILLIPS — He challenged
the opposition to amend it. Mr Viney raised the issue of
bipartisanship, which is the issue I wish to pick up on.
Of course trade export promotion is a bipartisan issue.
There is not a party or a government in this country —
and I suspect in any country — that opposes the
objective of promoting export development. Of course
it is the case with the Victorian Liberal Party, just as it
is with the federal Liberal Party, that it supports trade
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promotion. However, Mr Viney seems to think that
bipartisanship on trade promotion means a
government — his government — cannot be criticised
for the way it goes about its export policy. There seems
to be a recurring theme that the government trots out
the word ‘bipartisanship’ on issues where it sees the
opposition disagreeing with its policy. We have seen
that again today from Mr Viney on the issue of export
promotion.
During his contribution Mr Viney spoke about the
various activities the government has undertaken —
some of which I had canvassed, some of which I had
not, including the various trade shows and delegations
that have been led by the Victorian government. But the
bottom line is Victoria’s trade performance. As I said in
my initial contribution, I repeat — picking up the
figures quoted by Mr Smith — that the issue is
Victoria’s trade performance.
It is not about picking one quarter or picking one month
and comparing month with month; it is about the
long-term trend. The reality is that when this
government came to power in October 1999 Victoria
accounted for roughly 20 per cent of Australia’s
merchandise exports; it now accounts for only 16 per
cent of Australia’s merchandise exports. Victoria’s
share of the merchandise export pie has declined from
20 per cent, and in the period in which Tim Holding has
been the Minister for Manufacturing and Export, since
his appointment in November 2002, that decline in
exports has accelerated. Since the appointment of a
dedicated exports minister, our export performance
relative to the rest of the country in merchandise trade
has declined; it has declined worse than before there
was a dedicated minister. The issue is: is Victoria’s
performance relative to the rest of Australia’s?
Mr Smith can quote a figure from a month or a quarter,
but the trend is clear, the trend is not sustainable, and
the trend must be reversed.
The motion before the house today is about
encouraging the government to take up the
opportunities that have been created by the trade policy
at a federal level and make the most of those
opportunities for Victorian exporters. I encourage all
members to support the motion before the house.
Motion agreed to.
Sitting suspended 12.53 p.m. until 2.02 p.m.
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QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
Energy: mandatory renewable target
Hon. BILL FORWOOD (Templestowe) — I direct
my question without notice to the Honourable Theo
Theophanous, the Minister for Energy Industries, who
is also the Minister for Resources. I refer to the
Premier’s letter of 15 July to the Premier of New South
Wales, Bob Carr, headed ‘Mandatory renewable energy
target’, which says in part:
... a meeting of state ministers for energy agreed to establish
an interjurisdictional working group to recommend ways to
increase the MRET from the current level and time frame.

It goes on to say:
I propose that this working group should specifically consider
the development of a model for state-based legislative
schemes to stimulate renewable energy generation. The
scheme could operate through mirror legislation ...

What is the current state of Victoria’s proposal to set up
a state-based mandatory renewable energy target
scheme?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Minister for Energy
Industries) — I thank the honourable member for his
question and ongoing somewhat equivocating support
for wind energy — I think; I am not sure any more! He
started off supporting wind energy fairly strongly, but
he seems to be back-pedalling all the time as a result of
the pressure coming from The Nationals, which, of
course, is not unusual.
Members would be aware that the Victorian
government put in a formal submission on mandatory
renewable energy targets (MRETs) to an independent
review panel of the federal government. The
submission argued for an expansion of those targets to
19 000 gigawatt hours. What happened was that the
independent review panel partially accepted the
Victorian government’s position and brought down a
finding that the MRET scheme should be expanded to
allow for additional renewable energy to be brought on
in this country. Unfortunately the Prime Minister in
some secret little meetings he had behind the scenes
with some of the coal interests in this country decided
that the federal government would not continue to
support the MRET scheme beyond its current allocation
through to 2010. That is not in keeping with the
recommendations of the federal government’s own
independent inquiry into this matter.
This is a serious issue, because Australia giving up on
renewable energy would mean not only that this very
important emerging industry would be set backwards
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but also that the rest of the world would quite rightly
condemn this country for not playing its part in
bringing about environmentally friendly energy
production alternatives. We would be condemned for
that.
What Victoria has said in conjunction with a number of
the other states is that if the federal government
continues along the path of refusing to expand the
mandatory renewable energy target to allow for wind
energy and other forms of renewable energy — because
it applies to not only wind energy but also solar energy
and any other form of renewable energy — the states
will take the leadership for it and go about working out
whether it is possible to bring into play an expansion of
the mandatory renewable energy target scheme on a
state basis.
Obviously such a scheme would have to involve all of
the states so they could all benefit from and play a part
in the expansion of renewable energy. Obviously we do
not want one state to be disadvantaged vis-a-vis another
state, and we certainly would not want to disadvantage
Victoria, but we have been put in this position. We are
going to continue to try to get agreement across all the
states, and if we are able to get that agreement, we will
move forward on this matter, because the federal
government has completely and utterly abrogated its
responsibilities.
Supplementary question
Hon. BILL FORWOOD (Templestowe) — I thank
the minister for his answer. I ask the minister whether
he has an estimate of what resources would be required
by the state government to implement such a
state-based MRET scheme.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Minister for Energy
Industries) — The honourable member can find the
answer to that question by simply looking at the
independent report, which his counterparts in the
federal government refuse to accept. That independent
report outlines what would be the cost of a modest
expansion of the mandatory renewable energy target
scheme across the whole nation and argues that is an
appropriate and reasonable scheme to expand. So if
Mr Forwood wants the answers, he should have a look
at the independent report.

Government: financial management
Mr PULLEN (Higinbotham) — My question is to
the Minister for Finance, John Lenders. Can the
minister advise me how the Bracks government is
demonstrating its financial responsibility by outlining
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the greater benefits obtained from government
contracts?
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Finance) — I thank
Mr Pullen for his question and welcome the opportunity
to talk to the house about how the Bracks government
is exemplary in financial management, how it is
bringing practices into place — —
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr LENDERS — That is right — AAA here to
stay. Particularly through our whole-of-government
contract system and also through our bulk purchasing
we are getting good value for the Victorian community.
Value for money gains are possible through the
centralisation of a number of major government
contracts. We are not blinded by the ideology that
everything must be devolved and decentralised and
pushed down to departments. We believe by things
being decentralised and pushed down to departments,
as was instigated during the Kennett government, there
is a lot of responsibility for decisions and a lot of those
are very good.
However, there is a time and a place for
whole-of-government management of contracts,
because by that sense of rigorous financial management
government actually gets good value for the taxpayers
dollar, so that we can use some of the savings by our
procurements for important things like the delivery of
more nurses, more teachers and more police and
reducing debt. They are some of the things this
government is keen on doing with sound financial
management.
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr LENDERS — Mr Dalla-Riva should possibly
reflect on the fact that for the whole life of this
government we have actually had a AAA credit rating.
Hon. M. R. Thomson interjected.
Mr LENDERS — And the Kennett government
had it for three years — I take up my colleague’s
interjection. My main point here is that through this
management issue we are getting good value. As an
example for Mr Pullen, we recently put in place a
contract, which commenced on 1 October, which
provides for the supply of electricity to government
sites requiring greater than 750 megawatt hours.
We had dozens and dozens of government sites. Each
of them had gone out there and individually negotiated
their contracts with the various electricity suppliers. We
have brought all of them together and put them into a
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single whole-of-government contract, and on that alone
we are making savings of $600 000 a year. So by
actions like that we are actually freeing up resources,
which can be used for reduced tax rates, for better
services, for more police, nurses and teachers and also
for delivering important infrastructure to regional
Victoria and the outer suburbs and building up the base.
It is by these decisions and this sound financial
management that this government is putting more than
double the investment in infrastructure into Victoria.
Year after year this government is delivering because of
sound financial management, good management of the
books, and a AAA credit rating. All these things come
from being prudent, not being part of the Robert Doyle
school of voodoo economics, where they promise
everything on every second day, whether it be
promising to pay for court cases— —
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr LENDERS — Mr Forwood says every day they
make fresh promises. I take up his interjection and
stand corrected. But sound financial management is a
hallmark of the Bracks Labor government. The issue
that Mr Pullen raised, the issue of how we manage our
whole-of-government contracts well, is but another
example of sound financial management. Through this
we are delivering for all Victorians. We are not
jeopardising their future. We are providing good
services, good infrastructure and good financial
management, to the point where the rest of the country
looks at us with awe. We are governing well. We are
getting greater benefits out of Victorian government
contracts, and AAA is here to stay.

Energy: mandatory renewable target
Hon. BILL FORWOOD (Templestowe) — My
question is again to the Honourable Theo Theophanous,
Minister for Energy Industries. I refer to the Clean
Energy Future Group’s report Towards Victoria’s
Clean Energy Future — A Plan to Cut Victoria’s
Greenhouse Gas Emissions from Electricity by 2010
and in particular to the paragraph on page 22 headed
‘Require energy retailers to surrender renewable energy
certificates (RECs)’. Is the government considering
imposing as a licence condition for electricity retailers
that they annually submit RECs that they have created
in Victoria to the state government, thereby forcing
retailers to purchase more RECs, and so freeing up the
REC market?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Minister for Energy
Industries) — I thank the member for his question. This
is another example of where the member goes off and
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finds some document or other somewhere and then
makes up a story, comes back and puts it up in
Parliament in the hope that in some way he will find
something. I do not know how many times he has been
proved wrong as a result of asking these sorts of
questions, but the numbers keep mounting.
Hon. Bill Forwood — None.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS — I am happy to go
through Hansard and show Mr Forwood just how
many times he has been wrong in relation to these
issues.
Hon. Bill Forwood — Any time.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS — As I keep telling
the house, the greenhouse challenge we face is not
something that this state and this government take
lightly. We do not think it is something which ought to
be simply left to one side. It is a responsibility which
this government takes very seriously, and, as the
member knows, in conjunction with the Minister for
Environment in the other place I launched a document
The Greenhouse Challenge for Energy — Driving
Investment and Reducing Emissions, on which we
consulted widely with a whole lot of people. We will be
producing a position paper — which I am sure
Mr Forwood will look forward to receiving when the
government puts it out — which will outline how we
intend to move forward in relation to a whole range of
issues surrounding the way we reduce greenhouse gas
emissions.
The best way to treat renewable energy certificates is
by an expansion of RECs. We have argued that
consistently, and that means an expansion of the
mandatory renewable energy target (MRET) scheme.
In his previous question Mr Forwood asked about our
view on the MRET scheme. We think renewable
energy certificates should be expanded, but not by the
mechanism that he has sought to ask me about in this
question. We think they should be expanded by an
expansion of the scheme. An expansion of the scheme
will occur either because the federal government sees
some sense and actually expands the MRETs or
because the states get together and, acting in unison,
bring into play an expansion of the mandatory
renewable energy targets. That would result in
additional renewable energy certificates, which would
then drive additional renewable energy in this state,
which is a very important stated goal of this
government.
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Supplementary question
Hon. BILL FORWOOD (Templestowe) — I thank
the minister for his answer. I refer to this document
produced by Environment Victoria, AusWEA and the
Business Council for Sustainable Energy which says
this — and I wonder if the minister would care to
inform the house whether he believes this to be true:
Currently MRET is not working properly, because electricity
generators are either failing to create RECs for parts of their
renewable energy generation or accumulating RECs that they
have created until their price increases.

Does the minister believe that to be true?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Minister for Energy
Industries) — I think what is true is that there is
pressure on the available RECs. There is pressure on
the available RECs because of the federal government’s
insistence on creating this through to 2010, so the
number of RECs are narrowing and fewer RECs are
being made available. Therefore as we move forward a
number of renewable energy projects will be in danger
of having to be scrapped as a result. Of course that also
means that action is being taken by those who currently
have the RECs to try to hold onto those RECs. It all
comes back to the single problem that Mr Forwood’s
colleagues in Canberra refuse to acknowledge the basic
fact that they have to expand renewable energy targets
so we can get on with renewable energy in this country.

Local government: financial management
The PRESIDENT — Order! I call Mr Somyurek.
Hon. B. N. Atkinson — Is this to be a real question?
Mr SOMYUREK (Eumemmerring) — This is a
real question, and I have to say his side is pretty flat
today, so I will galvanise Mr Atkinson. Perhaps the
Leader of the Opposition should galvanise his
backbench.
My question is directed to the Minister for Local
Government. The most salient feature of the Bracks
government has got to be its prudent management of
the economy. This government has a commitment to
delivering $100 million surplus every year. The Prime
Minister has not even given that commitment on a
federal level. We have been delivering budget surpluses
every year and we have $547 million going forward.
This government has delivered AAA credit ratings and
Mr Kennett only delivered that for three months. Can
the minister inform the house what recent action the
Bracks government has taken to assist local councils to
effectively manage their vast and valuable range of
assets in the same financially responsible way?
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Hon. Bill Forwood — On a point of order,
President, I wonder if the member could repeat the
question.
The PRESIDENT — Order! I ask the member to
repeat the question.
Mr SOMYUREK — Can the minister inform the
house what recent action the Bracks government has
taken to assist local councils to effectively manage their
vast and valuable range of assets in the same financially
responsible way that Victoria manages its assets?
Ms BROAD (Minister for Local Government) — I
thank the member for his question and his interest in the
responsible financial management of assets. The assets
of Victoria’s councils are collectively valued at more
than $25 billion. The management of some $25 billion
of assets is obviously a massive responsibility for
councils which they carry on behalf of all Victorian
communities. The Bracks government is keen to ensure
that Victorian councils are able to manage these assets
in the same financially responsible manner that we
manage state government assets on behalf of all the
people of Victoria.
The range of infrastructure entrusted by Victorian
communities to their councils is extremely diverse and
covers everything from major road networks, bridges
and drainage to community halls, theatres and
performing arts facilities, libraries, sporting facilities,
parks and many more. Such a massive community
investment can only be built up over a long period of
time, and it is vital to ensure it is protected for future
Victorian communities. Sound management policies,
which are the hallmark of the way the Bracks
government goes about managing state assets for the
people of Victoria, are the same policies we want to see
being applied in local government.
This is a priority not only for the Bracks government
and councils but also for the peak bodies representing
local government. Accordingly something called the
Asset Management Policy, Strategy and Plan
documentary guide has been developed by the Bracks
government with the assistance of the Municipal
Association of Victoria and the Local Government
Professionals Association. This guide provides a
framework to assist councils to develop their own
policies in relation to asset management.
The Bracks government certainly knows that successful
asset management aims to deliver the highest levels of
service in the most cost-effective way through the
creation and acquisition, operation and maintenance,
renewal and disposal of assets for present and future
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communities. I am confident that local councils across
Victoria also understand the importance of this and
know they should take every opportunity to increase
their capacity to manage community assets in a fiscally
responsible way. They value the AAA rating which has
been achieved and maintained by the Victorian
government. The only people who do not seem to
understand this are the people opposite. That might just
have something to do with the fact that they managed to
achieve a AAA rating for just a few months of the term
of their government.
Based on the record of the last Liberal-National
approach to assisting local government with its asset
management, at that time with the imposition of rate
capping which forced councils across Victoria to sell
off their assets — —
Hon. Bill Forwood interjected.
The PRESIDENT — Order! Mr Forwood has had
the opportunity to ask questions. The minister is on her
feet. I ask that she be allowed to respond and that
Hansard be allowed to take down her response. I ask
members on both sides of the house to desist from
interjecting.
Hon. Bill Forwood — Stop lying!
The PRESIDENT — Order! Mr Forwood!
Ms BROAD — There is just a little bit of sensitivity
on that side of the house! The Bracks government will
continue to manage Victoria’s assets in a fiscally
responsible way.

Queen Elizabeth Oval, Bendigo: redevelopment
Hon. D. K. DRUM (North Western) — I would like
to ask my question of the Minister for Sport and
Recreation — —
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and the clock now shows 42 seconds. I urge you to
restore it to 50 seconds.
The PRESIDENT — Order! On the point of order,
I will allow the Honourable Damian Drum to get his
question out in the time allocated.
Hon. D. K. DRUM — My question is to the
Minister for Sport and Recreation, Justin Madden. Why
did the minister wait until the eve of the 2004
Commonwealth Youth Games to withdraw $500 000 of
funding from the redevelopment of the Queen Elizabeth
Oval in Bendigo?
Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — I welcome the question because we
have made substantial funding allocations to the
Bendigo community over a number of years. One of the
most significant contributions, as well as the funds
made available to the Queen Elizabeth Oval, was
funding to the Schweppes Stadium. Members would
appreciate that a number of these facilities are being
used for respective events during the Commonwealth
Youth Games. I understand the Queen Elizabeth Oval
is being used for rugby sevens.
I had the chance of going past the venue last night on
the way to the Commonwealth Youth Games. The
swimming centre is being used for swimming, and as
part of bringing together those facilities, we made a
funding allocation to the City of Greater Bendigo some
time ago for a swimming change facility which could
also be accessed by users of the Queen Elizabeth Oval
as a change facility for football and cricket
competitions that might be held there. That was funded
on the basis of giving quality facilities to both sports. It
was a way of bringing together of a lot of funding
mechanisms from the council and from the state
government to make sure we got a quality facility.

The PRESIDENT — Order! Mr Forwood!
Members on both sides of the house must desist from
interjecting. I am sure the minister would like to hear
the question, whatever it may be, but I cannot hear it. I
ask members to desist.

Unfortunately the City of Greater Bendigo has been
caught up in a substantial planning process because of
the impact on the local amenity. I understand there are a
number of elm trees on the site, hence that contribution
that was made some time ago has not been able to be
taken up by the City of Greater Bendigo. In that time it
has come back with a slightly different scheme which
does not necessarily combine those elements which
were the basis on which the original scheme was
funded. However, we have indicated that we would like
to see some more work done on the scheme. We have
not ruled out funding for its proposition at this time.

Hon. Philip Davis — On a point of order, President,
I noted that you rose to your feet to call order in the
house, but the clock kept winding down for 8 seconds,

We have said that until the City of Greater Bendigo
completes substantial work that convinces this
government that it is achieving the aims of the initial

Mr Viney interjected.
Hon. D. K. DRUM — Shut up!
Hon. Bill Forwood — I’m with you, Drummy!
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proposal, funding will need to be held over until that
issue is resolved. We look forward to the City of
Greater Bendigo resolving that. We look forward to it
continuing to build on the outstanding work that has
taken place in the Bendigo region not only in and
around the Commonwealth Youth Games but building
on the substantial infrastructure and investment that has
been complementarily contributed to by the state
government of Victoria. Hence we have seen the likes
of events such as the Commonwealth Youth Games,
which opened last night.
As well as that, we will see the culmination of a
number of events in March 2006 in the Bendigo region.
We are very supportive of what is taking place in
Bendigo, but we appreciate that we want to see those
outcomes which were described to us initially being the
same outcomes achieved now that the City of Greater
Bendigo has renewed or redesigned that project.
Supplementary question
Hon. D. K. DRUM (North Western) — Is the
minister in a position to guarantee that $500 000 worth
of funding from the state government to the City of
Greater Bendigo once those criteria have been met by
resubmitted plans?
Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — While it is a bit speculative and
hypothetical, I can say that we have invested substantial
sums of money in the Bendigo region as with a number
of other regional areas, and we are very proud of that. I
look forward to making sure in the fullness of time
when these issues are resolved that that funding goes to
the City of Greater Bendigo.

Goldmining: government initiatives
Mr SMITH (Chelsea) — My question is to the
Minister for Resources, the Honourable Theo
Theophanous. Can the minister advise the house of any
new investments and events in the goldmining industry
resulting from the financially responsible policies of the
Bracks government?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Minister for
Resources) — I thank the member for his question and
his continuing interest in the goldmining industry in
Victoria. It is appropriate with the 150th anniversary of
the Eureka Stockade that yet again the goldmining
industry in Victoria is seeing a boom that could very
well be as big as the one that occurred in the 1850s.
Indeed in some quarters it is being called a second gold
rush.
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In the last few months we have seen Victorian
goldmining projects raising as much as $225 million to
advance these kinds of projects, including $115 million
by Bendigo Mining, $27 million by Ballarat Goldfields,
and $75 million by Perseverance. This is all good news,
and the advantage of all this investment is being felt
right throughout provincial Victoria. This investment is
taking place because the financially responsible policies
of the Bracks government are creating the right
investment climate in the minerals industry today.
Indeed, I can advise the house of the announcement by
Alexander Resources last week to raise $5 million to
begin exploration at the Castlemaine and Tarnagulla
goldfields in central Victoria as well as at Sebastian,
north of Bendigo. One of the members for Ballarat
Province had better be aware that there may be gold
underneath the Laanecoorie winery — as well as, of
course, in the grape vines themselves! I am advised that
the company will begin drilling works at the beginning
of next year and that it will use the Wattle Gully mine
processing facility at Chewton to process the ore.
I am also pleased that the mayors of the shires of Mount
Alexander and Loddon have given the project the
thumbs up. So again we see how this massive vote of
confidence in the Bracks government and its financial
management is benefiting the state. Leviathan recently
announced the opening of an initial public offer to raise
up to $30 million of new capital. The Stawell mine
went from a possible closure within two years under the
Kennett government’s regime to a secure future for at
least the next 15 years under this government, with an
investment of $30 million taking place.
Yesterday I advised the house that oil and gas
exploration was running at four or five times the level it
was under the Kennett government. Today I can advise
the house that under the Kennett government the
investment in mineral sands was zero, yet under the
Bracks government we have seen investment of
$270 million plus. Under the Kennett government, the
gold industry was in danger of collapsing, and under
the Bracks government, there has been $225 million
just in the last few months.

Wind farms: government policy
Hon. DAVID KOCH (Western) — I direct my
question to the Minister for Energy Industries, the
Honourable Theo Theophanous. I refer to his press
release of 22 November headed ‘Wind giant moves
national headquarters to Melbourne’, which claims in
the second paragraph that:
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... Vestas’ decision to relocate its Australian head office from
Tasmania to Melbourne was a vote of confidence in the
Bracks government’s pro-wind energy policies.

Will the minister tell the house exactly how many head
office jobs will be relocated from Tasmania, or will he
admit, as the Portland Observer stated, that this was a
botched attempt to claim wind energy kudos?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Minister for Energy
Industries) — I am very happy to receive this question
from the honourable member because it is the case that
Vestas Australia announced it was establishing its new
national headquarters in new offices in Melbourne. I
actually visited its office — it is a very substantial
office and in a very nice part of St Kilda Road.
An honourable member — It’s windy.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS — I don’t know
whether it is so windy, but it is a very substantial office.
In doing so, Vestas has also announced that it had a
target of employing 300 employees by the end of 2005,
most of whom would be in Victoria. More than 50 will
be at the new $9 million blade-manufacturing factory in
Portland.
Vestas has new national headquarters situated in
St Kilda Road, Melbourne, which should be welcomed
by all members of Parliament. Instead, the Liberal Party
is opposing these 300 new jobs. Here is a company
which said, ‘We are opening up new offices in St Kilda
Road. We are going to employ 300 in the wind energy
industry in Australia — most of them in Victoria’. That
is what Vestas has said. This opposition is against those
300 jobs. They do not want those 300 jobs; they do not
want the 50 jobs in the blade factory and they do not
want the 300 jobs from Vestas.
The fact of the matter is that Vestas’ national office is
now in Melbourne. It is a new office that has been
established in St Kilda Road. Vestas had choices as to
where it would put this new national office, and it put it
here in Victoria — in St Kilda Road. Vestas also said it
had choices as to where it would put its blade factory
and it decided on Portland, Victoria. Victoria is
becoming the centre of a wind industry in Australia,
and the only thing that can stop that happening is
members of the opposition who are against jobs in
regional Victoria and their counterparts in Canberra,
who are opposed to renewable energy in this country.
Supplementary question
Hon. DAVID KOCH (Western) — The Tasmanian
Minister for Economic Development, Lara Giddings,
has said in her press release dated 23 November — a
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day after that of Mr Theophanous — that not one
Tasmanian job would be relocating. Who is lying —
the Victorian minister or his Labor Party comrade?
The PRESIDENT — Order! The supplementary
question asked by the honourable member is not
appropriate, so I ask him to rephrase it or I will rule it
out of order.
Hon. DAVID KOCH — I will rephrase it: who is
telling the truth— the minister or his Labor Party
comrade in Tasmania?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Minister for Energy
Industries) — I do not know what Vestas’ job profile is
in Tasmania, but I do know that the company has said
its head office will be here. It has decided to put its
blade factory in Victoria, and as a consequence it has
said it would locate its head office in this state in a new
national office. It has done all those things, and the
effect on Tasmania is a matter for Tasmanians.

Information and communications technology:
global market
Ms MIKAKOS (Jika Jika) — I refer my question to
the Minister for Information and Communication
Technology, the Honourable Marsha Thomson. The
minister has previously informed the house of efforts
by the Bracks government to promote the benefits of
Victoria as an international information and
communications technology (ICT) hub. Can the
minister provide a recent example of where Victoria’s
ICT industry has benefited from its international value
proposition being recognised?
Hon. M. R. THOMSON (Minister for Information
and Communication Technology) — I thank the
honourable member for her continued interest in the
information and communications technology (ICT)
industry and the growth of that industry in Victoria.
The Bracks government has a reputation for being the
most proactive government within Australia in
promoting the ICT sector not just within Australia but
also overseas. We recognise that it is economically
responsible to plan for the long-term future of Victoria,
and in doing that, planning for the ICT sector together
with that industry. It is the reason we developed a
10-year industry plan and also the reason that we are
currently going through a review of that plan with the
sector to ensure that we are meeting the future needs
not only of the ICT sector but of other key sectors as
well — the manufacturing sector, the financial services
sector and the food sector, and it goes on and on.
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If Victoria is going to continue to grow its ICT industry
it needs to be recognised internationally. Members of
this chamber will be aware that we take very seriously
our trades and missions program for the ICT sector to
give it the opportunities to gain access to international
markets, to meet with companies that are potential
global partners and to enable them to reach global
markets.
We have a great story to tell here in Victoria about the
strengths of the sector and the strengths of Victoria as
an investment destination and attraction for information
and communications technology companies. Victoria
provides a stable location. It has great infrastructure for
ICT companies, it is a stable political environment, and
Melbourne is the best city in the world and the most
livable. We have highly skilled employees and
personnel. We also have a highly multicultural
community from which to gain that ICT employment.
These attributes are recognised globally and
internationally. In fact when we were in India on our
most recent trade mission one of the attributes
recognised by the Indian companies that have invested
in Victoria is the multicultural, highly skilled workplace
available in Victoria.
Last week European-based software company
LogicaCMG announced that it will open in Victoria a
new 24-hour, 7-day-a-week monitoring facility that will
support clients in more than 30 countries. The centre
will provide 20 new high-end jobs, and it is a
multimillion-dollar investment by LogicaCMG into
Victoria that will help grow the Victorian economy.
LogicaCMG recognised the unique opportunity that
Victoria provides, and the centre will be able to work
on solutions for its European clients while they are
asleep. It provides LogicaCMG with a great base for
Asia-Pacific operations. Unlike the members opposite,
they will be asleep at the right time and not the wrong
time. More and more Victoria is being recognised as an
international destination for ICT companies. This will
grow Victorian jobs. It will grow the Victorian
economy and it demonstrates the Victorian
government’s commitment to economic responsibility
and economic planning for the future.

Small business: occupational health and safety
Hon. B. N. ATKINSON (Koonung) — My
question is to the Minister for Small Business, the
Honourable Marsha Thomson. Given the potential
impact of the proposed changes to small and medium
enterprises I ask the minister: did she support or oppose
the commissioning of the ACIL Tasman study of the
economic impacts of the government’s proposed
occupational health and safety legislation?
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Hon. M. R. THOMSON (Minister for Small
Business) — The occupational health and safety
legislation is the responsibility of the Minister for
WorkCover in the other place. The OHS legislation that
has been introduced into the other house is a result of a
review that was undertaken by Mr Chris Maxwell on
behalf of the government into the existing health and
safety legislation that is now 20 years old. It is timely
that occupational health and safety be reviewed. It is an
old piece of legislation. There was very wide
consultation by Mr Chris Maxwell in relation to
occupational health and safety.
I am aware of the depth of the consultations that
Mr Maxwell undertook not only with associations that
represent businesses and trade unions but also with
small businesses themselves to understand their
requirements and needs. The government’s response to
that review represents the recommendations of the
review conducted by Mr Maxwell. No-one in this house
would condone bad work practices that put in danger
the health and safety of workers in the workplace. I
think it is a balanced response to the outcomes of the
review by Mr Maxwell, and it will be welcomed.
Supplementary question
Hon. B. N. ATKINSON (Koonung) — I
acknowledge the minister’s comments that all members
of this house would be concerned that workplaces
ought to be safe. I accept that. I take it from her answer
that the minister did not support the proposal of the
Treasurer, John Brumby, to commission an economic
impact study of the OHS legislation by ACIL Tasman.
I ask the minister if that is because she sought a
separate report or advice from the small business
commissioner on the impact of the legislation on small
and medium enterprises as she is able to do under the
legislation that established the Office of the Small
Business Commissioner?
Hon. M. R. THOMSON (Minister for Small
Business) — As I stated before, I am not the Minister
for WorkCover. Again I reiterate that the consultation
process that was put in place by the minister in
commissioning Mr Chris Maxwell to undertake the
review of occupational health and safety legislation was
very broad indeed. It was very comprehensive, and the
legislation that has been brought to the Parliament is in
response to that review.

Bendigo: Commonwealth Youth Games
Ms CARBINES (Geelong) — My question is
directed to the Minister for Sport and Recreation. I ask
the minister to outline to the house how the Bracks
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government’s responsible investment is paying
dividends in regional Victoria.
Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — I thank the member for her interest in
sport in the regions. Last night I had the great fortune,
along with my parliamentary colleague the Minister for
Employment and Youth Affairs in the other place, the
Honourable Jacinta Allan, to be at the opening
ceremony of the Bendigo 2004 Commonwealth Youth
Games. It was a fantastic evening not only because the
weather was absolutely beautiful but the games are
fantastic. That was reflected in the wonderful turnout
last night with the venue full to capacity and more than
1000 athletes from 24 countries and five regions being
involved. We saw about 1000 school students and
young people involved in the opening ceremony. That
was heartening. Not only was it fantastic to see the
Bendigo community celebrating the opening of the
games but it was heartening because so many local
young people were involved in the presentation.
It culminates in a magnificent event which no doubt
will be reflected in the morale of the Bendigo
community for many years to come. Over the next few
days there will be 10 sports contested including
athletics, badminton, boxing, cycling, gymnastics, lawn
bowls, rugby sevens, swimming, tenpin bowling and
weight-lifting. I know weight-lifting is one of
Mr Forwood’s favourite events. We have seen a
government commitment of over $750 000 to these
games. As well as that contribution we have seen more
than $2 million spent on the Schweppes Stadium,
which will be used for boxing and gymnastics, and over
$1.2 million was allocated for the refurbishment of the
Bendigo aquatic centre.
Hon. D. K. Drum interjected.
Hon. J. M. MADDEN — Mr Drum should be
appreciative of the money we are spending on the
aquatic centre as well as the oval. I was articulating the
amount of money spent on the aquatic centre.
We have seen not only an investment by this
government in events to ensure economic and social
benefits, but the added investment in the sporting
infrastructure will leave an additional economic and
social legacy into the future. I suspect we will see
increased participation rates in that region, because this
will be a motivator for those young people involved in
last night’s events. It will also be a motivator for their
families. It will be heartening for the morale of the
Bendigo community, and there will be some $5 million
to $6 million generated through this event because of
significant investment by the Bracks government. We
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are not only investing in Melbourne with major events
but major events in regional communities, showing
how committed the Bracks government is to
continually growing the whole of the state.

PLANNING AND ENVIRONMENT
(DEVELOPMENT CONTRIBUTIONS) BILL
Second reading
Ordered that second-reading speech be
incorporated on motion of Hon. J. M. MADDEN
(Minister for Sport and Recreation).
Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — I move:
That the bill be now read a second time.
The purpose of this bill is to improve the effectiveness and
workability of the existing development contributions system
that was introduced in 1995 under the Planning and
Environment Act 1987.
A development contribution under this act is a one-off
payment or in-kind provision of works, services or facilities
provided by a developer towards the provision of
infrastructure required to meet the needs of a community
resulting from the development.
Development contributions can encompass contributions for a
range of physical and social infrastructure, such as roads,
drainage and community facilities.
The results from the development contributions system
established in 1995 have been disappointing, with only a
handful of municipalities embracing the development
contributions system. Difficulties with the development
contributions system include the lack of certainty of what can
be levied for, the restrictive $450 community infrastructure
levy cap, and the difficulty of applying the current system to
established urban areas and rural and regional Victoria. In
short, the system was not working effectively for either
councils or developers.
In the State Planning Agenda of December 1999, the
government undertook to review the development
contributions system established under the act. The review
also responds to a key objective of Melbourne 2030 — to
improve the delivery of services in newly developing suburbs.
The review was subject to an extensive consultation and
road-testing process involving all of the key stakeholders,
including councils and the development industry.
Flowing from this review, in May 2003 I announced a
package of reforms to simplify and improve the operation of
the development contributions system to meet the needs of all
users. The changes fall into two implementation stages.
Stage 1 of the implementation program, which is now
operational, involved three key reforms.
The first was the introduction of new development
contributions guidelines, available online, providing a fairer,
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more transparent and accountable process for the preparation
of development contribution plans.
The second reform was a new ministerial direction for
development contribution plans, providing direction on the
works, services and facilities that may be funded under a
development infrastructure levy. This direction enables
essential family and children’s facilities to be levied for and
provided earlier in the subdivision process.
The third reform under stage 1 was a new building practice
note providing guidance for the improved collection of
community infrastructure levies at the building permit stage.
It is now time to complete the reform package. Stage 2 of the
implementation process is the subject of this bill, and
comprises four key legislative amendments.
The first legislative amendment is increasing the community
infrastructure levy cap from $450 to $900 per dwelling.
The second amendment enables state agencies, in addition to
councils, to directly collect and administer levies under a
development contributions plan.
The third legislative amendment provides for the option of
preparing a development contributions plan utilising a preset
schedule of limited infrastructure charges.
The final amendment involves clarifying the use of planning
permit conditions to require the provision of off-site
infrastructure in defined circumstances.
I now draw attention to the key features fundamental to the
effective operation of the Victorian development
contributions system, which underpin the initiatives in this
bill.
The revamped system will ensure all development
contribution plans satisfy the tests of need, nexus, equity and
accountability.
‘Need’ is the test by which the need for the proposed
infrastructure must be demonstrated;
‘Nexus’ is the test of the connection between the new
development and the infrastructure need generated;
‘Equity’ is the test of the fair and reasonable
apportionment of the cost of providing the infrastructure;
and
‘Accountability’ is the test of ensuring that funds
collected must be spent on the infrastructure for which
they were levied, and be accounted for in an open and
transparent manner.
Development contribution plans are subject to the publicly
contestable planning scheme amendment process. This
ensures public exhibition of the plan, consideration of
submissions by an independent planning panel, and the need
for final approval by the Minister for Planning.
I now turn to the bill.
Increasing the community infrastructure levy cap from
$450 to $900 per dwelling
Section 46L of the act sets a ‘cap’ on the amount of a
community infrastructure levy set in a development
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contribution plan, in the case of the construction of a
dwelling, of $450 for each dwelling. This cap was set in 1995.
It will now be raised to a more realistic $900.
The provision of community infrastructure is essential to the
wellbeing of people and communities. Growing Victoria
Together identifies the need to upgrade Victoria’s social
infrastructure to support prosperous and sustainable
communities. Melbourne 2030 seeks to manage the sequence
of development in growth areas to ensure that services are
available early in the life of new communities, by requiring
new development to make a substantial financial contribution
to the provision of infrastructure such as community facilities.
It is therefore important to ensure that planning legislation
allows for community infrastructure to be adequately funded.
The advice from councils has been that the current cap is
manifestly inadequate in covering the costs of providing even
the most basic community infrastructure. It must be noted that
the $900 cap is an upper limit, and any community
infrastructure levy being proposed will still need to be
justified via the publicly contestable planning scheme
amendment process.
Enabling state agencies, in addition to municipal councils,
to directly collect and administer levies under a DCP
The bill amends part 3B of the act to allow for state agencies
to collect and administer levies for state infrastructure under a
development contribution plan, in addition to municipal
councils.
Under the existing system a state agency can be authorised to
prepare a development contributions plan and a related
planning scheme amendment, but it cannot collect or
administer the levies directly. The Planning and Environment
Act requires councils to collect and forward levies on to the
state agency infrastructure providers.
This is both cumbersome and an unnecessary administrative
burden on local government.
The current arrangements have proven to be problematic, as
councils have been found to be reluctant to bear the
administrative responsibility and burden for state agency
levies.
The amendment makes the process more transparent and
removes the administrative burden from councils.
The bill sets out procedures for the collection, administration
and management of any levies collected for state
infrastructure. Appropriate safeguards are included to ensure
that state agencies are subject to the same responsibilities and
accountability measures as councils in relation to accounting
for and refunding development contribution levies.
The reforms to the state agency development contribution
plan collection methods are about making the existing system
more workable, and not, in themselves, about promoting this
funding approach.
The government will examine the use of development
contributions for infrastructure, including public transport
needs, in Melbourne’s designated growth areas.
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Providing for the option of preparing a development
contributions plan utilising a preset schedule of limited
infrastructure charges

BUILDING (COOLING TOWERS AND
PLUMBING) (AMENDMENT) BILL

The bill provides a head of power to enable the minister to
determine a preset schedule of charges for limited
infrastructure items.

Second reading

This alternative form of development contributions plan will
provide councils with the option to recoup infrastructure costs
where growth is sporadic or slow, such as in established
urban areas and rural and regional Victoria.
Preset levy rates will be set conservatively low so that they
avoid the possibility of overcharging for infrastructure. These
‘off-the-shelf’ levies will be confined to residential
development and restricted to levying for roads, drainage,
open space improvements (excluding the provision of land for
open space) and community facilities (excluding the
provision of land for the facilities). This will limit the
potential cost imposition on the land development industry.
Clarifying the use of planning permit conditions to
require the provision of off-site infrastructure in defined
circumstances
The government has recognised that the current legislative
provisions relating to permit conditions requiring payments
for or provision of infrastructure are confusing and
ambiguous.
Section 62 of the act is to be amended to clarify that councils
and referral authorities have power to recover, by planning
permit conditions, the cost of the impact of individual
developments where a need for works, services or facilities is
necessitated by the development.
This option ensures that, where development impacts cannot
be reasonably anticipated and strategically planned for in
advance through a development contribution plan, there is the
ability for the off-site impacts directly attributable to the
development to be addressed through permit conditions. For
example, a fast food restaurant locating in an established area
may generate a need for off-site traffic management works
that would not otherwise have been required or anticipated.
However, it should be understood that permit conditioning
provisions should not undermine the principle that
development contributions applying to multiple landowners
should be collected via development contribution plans.
The new Victorian development contributions system will be
fair, transparent and accountable. It is about improving the
workability of an outdated system that was not meeting the
needs for either councils or the development industry.
The bill achieves a sensible balance in helping to deliver basic
facilities to the community while ensuring a fair and
transparent system for industry.
I commend the bill to the house.

Debate adjourned on motion of
Hon. D. McL. DAVIS (East Yarra).
Debate adjourned until next day.

Ordered that second-reading speech be
incorporated on motion of Hon. J. M. MADDEN
(Minister for Sport and Recreation).
Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — I move:
That the bill be now read a second time.
I am pleased to present a further bill to amend the Building
Act today. This is the second significant amendment to the
Building Act to be considered by Parliament this session.
Having recently passed amendments limiting the number of
building permits allowed from unregistered builders, whilst
protecting genuine owner-builders, these new amendments
add further protection for the consumer and the community.
This legislation is designed to strengthen various provisions
of the Building Act in the area of plumbing and also to
provide more certainty in the area of cooling tower
legislation. The existing legislation has had the effect of
dramatically reducing the number of outbreaks of
legionnaire’s disease and these new amendments will
improve the community health and safety outcomes even
further.
This bill will ensure that the government’s highly effective
Legionella reform strategy continues to minimise the
incidence and risk of Legionella infection. The bill will also
make minor amendments to the regulation of plumbing in
Victoria.
The bill is in three parts. Part 1 sets out the purpose of the bill.
The amendments introduced in part 2 of the bill will
strengthen current arrangements with regard to the
registration of cooling tower systems and the preparation and
auditing of risk management plans. The amendments
contained in part 3 of the bill amend the minimum
qualifications of the plumbing industry commissioner and
improve the administration of plumbing compliance
certificates.
Legionella reform strategy
In 2000, the government introduced the Legionella reform
strategy to address the spread of legionnaire’s disease. The
strategy, which included amendments to the Building Act
1993, was a well-balanced package of reforms, and placed
Victoria as the leading state in public health initiatives in
regard to the incidence and impact of legionnaire’s disease.
The strategy was introduced with considerable input from
industry, and saw the development of the existing strong
working relationship between the Department of Human
Services, Building Commission, Plumbing Industry
Commission and relevant industry groups.
Each stage of the strategy’s implementation has seen a
marked reduction in the number of legionnaire’s disease
notifications associated with cooling tower systems in
Victoria.
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In Victoria since 2000, notifications of infections caused by
the types of Legionella bacteria which have been associated
with outbreaks have progressively fallen from a high of 239
in 2000 to 65 in 2003.
A further achievement of the strategy has involved numerous
cooling tower systems being replaced with lower risk
alternative cooling systems. Since March 2001, 1690 cooling
tower systems have been either decommissioned or removed.
Other achievements during the past two years have included
the development of an accredited, independent auditor
training program for cooling tower system risk management
plans; training and certification of 132 independent auditors;
and the commencement of annual auditing of risk
management plans.
During this period, officers from the Department of Human
Services followed up approximately 1600 risk management
plans that had reported non-compliance issues, and carried
out over 2000 site inspections or investigations. An electronic
mapping system linked to the cooling tower system register
assists investigating officers to identify and physically locate
cooling tower systems potentially linked to cases of
legionnaire’s disease.
With these achievements, the strategy is now fully
operational. However, some aspects of the legislative
provisions require amendment in order to ensure its
continuing effectiveness.
Cooling tower systems — registration
There are 4916 cooling tower systems registered in Victoria.
Based on inspections conducted by the Department of Human
Services, it appears that compliance with the requirement to
register a cooling tower system is very high.
The primary purpose and benefit of registration of cooling
tower systems is to enable the development and maintenance
of a database with details of the locations of all cooling tower
systems for reference by officers from the Department of
Human Services.
The database enables more rapid and thorough identification
and investigation of cooling tower systems in the event of a
notification or outbreak of legionnaire’s disease, and ongoing
management, targeted at prevention and compliance
monitoring.
The bill will improve the legislative provisions regarding
registration of cooling tower systems in three ways.
Firstly, it will provide for a single registration system,
irrespective of when the cooling tower system was brought
into operation. In 2000, when the legislative provisions were
first introduced, it was necessary to adopt differing
approaches for registering existing and future cooling tower
systems in order to provide a transition, and to avoid
disruption to industry. Now that the legislation has been in
operation for almost four years, differing registration
requirements are no longer required.
Secondly, the bill will enable people who have an obligation
to register more than one cooling tower system to synchronise
the registration periods of the systems. There are 86 sites with
multiple cooling tower systems, and a significant number of
owners who have cooling tower systems on more than one
site. The new provisions will reduce the administrative
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burden associated with registration for these owners by
enabling synchronisation of the registration and registration
renewal dates for their cooling tower systems.
Thirdly, the bill addresses a technical issue regarding late
registrations and renewals. There has been some concern that
certificates of renewal may not have been validly given where
an application for renewal of registration was made after the
initial registration period had expired. The bill expressly
provides for renewals to be effected despite the expiration of
the previous period of registration, and validates past
renewals effected by the Building Commission.
Cooling tower systems — risk management plans and
audits
The act currently requires the owner of land with a cooling
tower system to prepare a risk management plan, and to
conduct reviews of that plan. However, the act does not
provide much detail of the process for reviewing a risk
management plan, and no clear indication of the ‘triggers’ for
such a review. Industry has raised concerns about these issues
and sought clarification of the legislation on these points.
Clarification is also needed regarding the relevant period for
auditing cooling tower operations. The bill specifies when a
risk management plan must be reviewed, and that a formal
review of the plan must be carried out at least once in every
period of twelve months. The bill also clarifies the period of
cooling tower operations that must be examined by an
auditor.
Under other provisions of the act, the risk management plan
auditor is currently required to advise the department of
certain matters within three business days of forming the
requisite belief. This short time frame has proved to be
unnecessarily onerous. The bill replaces these provisions with
a requirement that the auditor provide the secretary to the
department with the information that is required to be in the
audit certificate within seven days of the completion of the
audit.
Transferring information regarding cooling tower
systems
The Victorian WorkCover Authority, municipal councils, the
Environment Protection Authority and sewerage authorities
sometimes require information about cooling tower sites to
assist them to perform their functions. The Victorian
WorkCover Authority may require information to address
occupational health and safety issues, and municipal councils,
the Environment Protection Authority and sewerage
authorities may require information to address chemical
discharges to stormwater drains and watercourses.
The bill provides for the Secretary to the Department of
Human Services to provide information regarding cooling
tower systems to these bodies so that they can fulfil their
statutory functions.
Qualifications of the plumbing industry commissioner
A new plumbing industry commissioner will need to be
appointed in early 2005. The current wording of the Building
Act 1993 requires that applicants to this position must have
‘substantial knowledge of and experience in the plumbing
industry’. However, the challenges faced by the Plumbing
Industry Commission today mean that the plumbing industry
commissioner should also have experience in management in
a regulatory environment, and be able to demonstrate strong
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financial management capacity as well as the strategic vision
necessary to ensure that the emerging issues of sustainability
and environmental management can also be addressed.

Debate adjourned on motion of
Hon. D. McL. DAVIS (East Yarra).

The changes will create the potential for the government to
consider options for closer alignment of the operations of the
Building Commission and plumbing commission. This would
have the potential to deliver benefits to the building industry
and consumers, particularly as the building and plumbing
industries tackle sustainability in the built environment. The
recent outstanding success of the five-star energy standards
combined with world-first water saving initiatives provide an
example of the benefits possible when such close alignment is
achieved.

Debate adjourned until next day.

Another potential benefit of a closer alignment of the two
bodies would be an improved profile for licensed and
registered plumbers. From the consumer’s point of view, in
particular owner-builders, this could provide further
opportunities to improve genuine owner-builders’ ability to
access appropriately qualified persons, thus further protecting
the health and safety of the community.
The proposed changes reflect a more modern approach to the
selection of management staff by ensuring that a wider range
of relevant management and industrial experience may be
considered. The commissioner is supported by the Plumbing
Advisory Council, the chair of which must be a person with
plumbing experience. Other members of the council may also
be plumbers. The commission’s staff includes qualified
plumbing inspectors. There will therefore continue to be
ample opportunity for the commission to be informed by
practical plumbing expertise.
Improved administration and compliance with plumbing
laws
The bill makes a range of minor amendments to improve
administration and compliance with plumbing laws. These
include providing the Plumbing Industry Commission with
the ability to issue a compliance certificate — which is
normally issued by the licensed plumber who did or
supervised the relevant work — in cases where the licensed
plumber responsible for the work has died or otherwise
become unable or unavailable to issue a certificate.
This amendment, which builds on the improvements already
made to the Building Act this session, will be of assistance to
owners and to owner-builders in the unfortunate circumstance
where a plumber has died or disappeared, and the owner or
owner-builder cannot obtain a compliance certificate. The
amendments introduced by this bill will enable the Plumbing
Industry Commission to issue the compliance certificate.
The proposed amendments also enable owners,
owner-builders and occupiers of premises to obtain a
compliance certificate issued by a licensed plumber to a third
party, such as the supplier of a kitchen who contracted the
plumber to do the work.
Finally, the amendments include a new penalty for failure of
plumbers to comply with procedures for preparation and
lodgment of sanitary drain plans.
I would like to thank the many people, including
representatives of industry and business sectors, who have
contributed to the development of this bill.
I commend the bill to the house.

WORLD SWIMMING CHAMPIONSHIPS
BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 30 November; motion of
Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Sport and
Recreation).
Hon. ANDREA COOTE (Monash) — I have
pleasure in speaking on the World Swimming
Championships Bill that establishes the legislative
framework to stage the swimming championships at a
date yet to be fixed but in the first quarter of 2007 —
when the Liberal Party will be back in power!
The event is expected to be held at the Melbourne
Sports and Aquatic Centre with an open water
swimming event in St Kilda, which is in my electorate.
Temporary pools will be erected at the centre to
facilitate the championships, which will include
swimming, diving, water polo and synchronised
swimming events. The main provisions of the bill, as
we have heard already, establish the 2007 World
Swimming Championships Corporation as a public
authority with responsibility for planning and staging of
the event, and the bill goes into some detail about how
that will come into being. It will come into effect no
later than 1 May 2005, and the bill establishes a board
of directors of between 9 and 11 members with 4
nominated by Swimming Australia.
The bill goes into some detail about other areas, and the
Honourable Bruce Atkinson on behalf of the Liberal
Party detailed these issues in yesterday’s debate. The
bill also provides powers for the declaration of land to
be used for the events and allows for access periods of
up to 16 weeks. I will come back to that later, because
those areas are in my electorate and people in Monash
Province, particularly at Albert Park, have some
tensions and concerns with these types of arrangements.
Swimming is an integral part of the Victorian calendar
and of our culture. It is interesting to go back
historically to look at some of the articles that were
written about swimming events in Victoria. Firstly, I go
to the 1956 Olympic Games and a statement about the
16th Olympiad and of the detail that was undertaken in
setting up the then Olympic pool and stadium. When
we are talking today about swimming championships in
2007 — in the 21st century — it is interesting to recall
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the very proud history we have in Victoria of
swimming championships and holding very good
swimming carnivals. An article states:
Dominating Olympic Park, and now a highly interesting
feature of the Melbourne landscape, is the swimming
stadium. A notable example of contemporary design the
swimming stadium has attracted international architectural
interest. There are many unusual features in the story of this
unique building which was constructed at a cost of nearly
£500 000 and was completed in approximately two years
exactly on schedule — the pool was filled with water in
September.

Later it goes on to say:
Each stage of the construction project was closely studied by
the public and by students.

Five young architecture graduates from the University
of Melbourne were involved. The article goes on to
state:
Now the striking building, painted in bright contrasting
yellows, reds and blues and rising 60 feet above the parkland,
has been accepted as both a practical and an aesthetic success.

It is that aesthetic success that Melbourne is famous for,
because other stadiums that have been built in Victoria
have also received great acclaim. Not much changes in
this place! If you go back to the Hansard of 1951, you
find that a former member for Monash Province was
concerned about the cost of the 1956 Olympic Games.
In the Legislative Council on 3 October a then member
for Monash Province, Sir Frank Clarke, moved a
motion on expenditure for the Olympic Games which
states:
That, in the opinion of this house, the state of Victoria cannot
afford to expend millions on Olympic Games in 1956 while
more pressing financial needs for housing, power
development, roads and general welfare exist.

As I said, not a lot changes, because we are also very
concerned about the cost of the Commonwealth Games,
and the minister continues to tell us that they will be on
time and on budget. It will be interesting to see whether
they are on budget, because they will have to be on
time. However, the debate at that time went on for
some pages and members spoke about the architects of
the Olympic swimming pool. The Honourable
P. L. Coleman, the then Minister for Transport, said:
The organising committee is the constructing authority for the
Olympic swimming pool. The architects, Messrs Borland,
McIntyre and Murphy, are at present preparing plans and
specifications to the tender stage.

An excellent centre was built, and it is interesting to
note that it was recently renamed as the Lexus Centre.
According to the web site, the building,
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... will be remodelled internally to become a new sports
administration and training centre, offering efficient
operational and athlete services, including a 25-metre
swimming pool, hydrotherapy spa, theatrette, and
administration offices.

The building that we were so proud of during the 1956
Olympic Games has a new life. It has been used for
many purposes and continues to be an integral part of
the leisure and activities of Victorians.
One person we should remember at a time like this is
someone who did a lot for swimming in this state — Sir
Frank Beaurepaire. He was also a member for Monash
Province from 1942 until 1951. He was born in
Melbourne and attended Albert Park State School and
then Wesley College. He was an Olympic swimmer at
the London, Antwerp and Paris Olympic Games. When
he came back to Australia he was involved in an
incident at Coogee beach in which he rescued a person
from a shark attack. There was such huge public
support for this action that there was a public
subscription to raise money for him. He used this
money to establish the Beaurepaire Olympic Tyres
business, and we have seen what happened with that.
He then went on to become a lord mayor of Melbourne.
Sir Frank became a great benefactor in this city and,
indeed, of swimming pools, and that is my point. At the
time he gave £200 000 for the establishment of the
Beaurepaire Physical Education Centre at Melbourne
University. In the early 1950s that was a great deal of
money, but it shows the importance which this state and
indeed many inhabitants give to swimming. That is
why it is pleasing that this bill is looking to once again
put Victoria on the map in 2007 as far as swimming is
concerned.
I would like to mention some further aspects of the
Beaurepaire centre, because at the time, once again, it
was seen to be a world first. I refer to the heritage
architectural award which is reported on at the
Architecture web page. It states:
The Beaurepaire centre at the University of Melbourne was
constructed in 1956–57 to the design of Eggleston,
Macdonald and Secomb in collaboration with structural
engineer, Bill Irwin. It is an assured example of the so-called
postwar Melbourne regional style ... is included on the
Victorian Heritage Register ... Comprising four main
elements: pool hall; trophy hall; gymnasium; Lazer wing, the
building has always been an important element in the sporting
activities and education program of the university.

An article of 15 July 2002 by Christina Buckridge in
the University of Melbourne’s Uni News, reports the
major upgrade of the Beaurepaire centre and states:
The original features of the Beaurepaire centre, including the
Leonard French murals and the reception counter in the foyer,
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and the building fabric and structure will be retained and/or
refurbished. The change rooms will be upgraded, and
disabled access to all program areas will be provided.

Victoria has a very proud heritage of watching
swimming events and looking at the buildings in which
those swimming activities take place. It was exciting to
see what happened with the Kennett initiative with the
Melbourne Sports and Aquatic Centre. That major
project was established under the former Kennett
regime, and it has been an extremely successful centre.
I am sure many members in this place have been to the
various activities held there. Aside from just the
swimming there is a show court, a badminton hall, a
number of squash courts, a diving facility, a lap pool, a
wave pool, a spa, a toddlers areas, a sports shop, a water
slide, a multipurpose pool, a 75-metre 10-lane
swimming pool with spectator seating for 2000 people,
an 8-court basketball hall and a 27-court table tennis
centre, a fitness centre and function and meeting rooms.
A number of sporting clubs have rooms there.
The Melbourne Sports and Aquatic Centre is in my
electorate, and I am pleased to see that. As I said, the
World Swimming Championships are going to be held
in 2007 and, just as the second-reading speech says,
they will bring an enormous amount of money to our
economy — somewhere in the vicinity of $100 million,
and that is to be welcomed — and create about
2000 jobs. But I would like to issue a warning: the
people of Albert Park are very tolerant. Yes, they are
pleased to have the Melbourne Sports and Aquatic
Centre within their area and they are tolerant of
building works and visitors coming to this area, but we
must be mindful that these people live here. Many of
them are very pleased to have the grand prix there each
year, but the grand prix is intrusive and people’s lives
are upturned whilst it is being staged.
It is important for Victoria to know that we are the
events capital of Australia, and the World Swimming
Championships will be welcomed. On the international
scene it will be good for tourism, because the
swimming events will put the focus on Australia, and it
will build upon the tradition I have spoken about today.
I ask this government to take into consideration the
pressure that it will put on the City of Port Phillip and
its people. There will be access issues both during the
construction stage and during the 2007 swimming
championships. I hope proper planning is put into place
to help with crowd control, transport, rubbish collection
and a number of those types of issues.
I was pleased to hear that there is going to be an open
swimming championship organised around a festival on
the St Kilda beach. The beach is a first-rate area.
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Already it is the centre for a number of sporting
activities. People can go there to learn to windsurf and
kite surf. It is exciting to see the speeds at which some
of those people can get up to so close to our city.
St Kilda beach is an excellent facility; it is kept in a
beautiful and pristine condition by the City of Port
Phillip. However, additional tourists and numbers of
people will come to enjoy this beach, and at the
moment the City of Port Phillip picks up the bill for
cleaning up and making certain that the beach is
groomed and ready for everybody to come and enjoy it.
Once again I urge the government to put plans in place
to make certain that additional support is given to the
City of Port Phillip so that it can continue the high
calibre of presentation it currently maintains to ensure
that the area is a face and a tourist centre for Victoria.
Had it not kept up such a high quality it would not have
been as easy for the government to have attracted the
2007 championships. All of us in here are looking
forward to the championships. We have some excellent
Australian swimmers, and we have just seen some
championships at the Melbourne Sports and Aquatic
Centre.
It will be a very exciting time to build upon Australia’s
heritage as a swimming centre. With our magnificent
buildings it will be something that I think all of us here
will enjoy and participate in. We should be very proud
of Australia’s position in the worldwide swimming
sector.
Mr SOMYUREK (Eumemmerring) — I rise to
make a brief contribution in support of the World
Championships Swimming Bill, which I am pleased to
say has the support of the opposition parties. As part of
my preparation, as I normally do, I read the Hansard
record of the Assembly. I have to tell you that I was
pleasantly surprised to see the number of swimming
enthusiasts in the Assembly — and that goes for this
place, too, from the speakers who have preceded me.
As I said, I support this bill, and I certainly support
these championships — as I support any major event
that comes to Melbourne. I have to be honest about this,
and it needs to be acknowledged from this side of the
political divide, that Jeff Kennett did very well in going
out to the rest of the world and the rest of Australia and
bringing major events to Melbourne. I think that needs
to be acknowledged. What also needs to be
acknowledged is that this government has been as
proactive and has vigorously pursued major events, so I
need to congratulate the current government on that.
Since I am being honest — —
Hon. B. N. Atkinson interjected.
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Mr SOMYUREK — Mr Atkinson was honest
about this, too, and I congratulate him for that.
Synchronised swimming is not my favourite event. I
have to say that I would much rather watch ball sports
such as volleyball, footy, cricket, soccer or tennis.
Rather than watching Natalie Sharpnakanova win the
synchronised swimming event, I would prefer to see the
former no. 29 for Geelong running out of the back line,
having a couple of bounces to the half-forward flank,
and kicking a great big drop punt through the middle of
the goals from 55 metres out on a 45-degree angle in
front of 90 000 people at the Melbourne Cricket
Ground. I note that Damian Drum is in the chamber. I
would like to see Justin Madden do that too, but I think
that with his gross motor skills he was not built to do
that. I have to admit that there are a lot of supporters of
and participants in synchronised swimming in my
electorate, as well as throughout the state and
throughout the country.
Before I move on from that I will say that my favourite
event as far as international tournaments are concerned,
for its pure artistry and skill, is Greco-Roman wrestling.
In fact I would like to see the minister and Steve Vizard
go to the rest of the world and vigorously pursue the
prospect of getting Greco-Roman wrestling to
Melbourne. That is sure to put Melbourne on the map.
Honourable members interjecting.
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I should probably touch on the bill at some stage during
my contribution; I guess now is a good time to do that.
Hon. D. McL. Davis interjected.
Mr SOMYUREK — In that case, I will not. I will
sum up: at the request of Mr David Davis I will get to
my conclusion. Some of the measures introduced in this
bill are very important measures which will ensure that
the championships are run smoothly and efficiently,
thereby demonstrating to the world — once again —
why Melbourne is the sporting capital of the world. In
terms of benefits to the Victorian economy as a result of
these championships, 2500 elite athletes, their
entourage and global media will come to Melbourne,
not to mention the 12 000 expected visitors who will
come specifically to watch these games.
Hon. Andrea Coote interjected.
Mr SOMYUREK — Yes, and this will have direct
economic consequences in the short term: of
$100 million going into the economy and 200 jobs. It
will also have a greater medium and long-term
economic impact in that the games will appeal to a
global, prime-time TV audience of about 600 million
people. So the short-term, medium-term and long-term
economic impacts of these games will be very good for
the state.

Mr SOMYUREK — Notwithstanding that, I know
the Liberal Party is also interested in swimmers. I
understand it is toying with the idea of preselecting a
swimmer who is of national prominence. She lives in
Gembrook and she operates a swimming pool in Narre
Warren South in my electorate. I understand it is toying
with that idea, so it will be interesting to see Tammy
versus Tammy for the seat of Gembrook at the next
election. That is one to watch.

In conclusion, I would like to say that Victoria has a
proud history of holding major events at above
international standards, and I am certain that these
championships will be no exception. I congratulate
everyone who has had an input into bringing these
games to Melbourne. I congratulate the opposition
parties for supporting the bill. I commend the bill to the
house.

The World Swimming Championships are a great
opportunity for Melbourne to showcase the beauty of
this city in front of the eyes of the world. We have the
Commonwealth Games for 2006 and I guess some
would argue that the Commonwealth Games only
appeal to a certain section of the international
community — that is, the nations that have been part of
the commonwealth. The World Swimming
Championships appeal to a wider section of the global
community. As the name suggests, it is very much a
world title event, so some of the biggest and most
powerful nations of the world are involved such as the
United States, Germany, France, China, Japan, Spain
and Russia. It really will give Melbourne more of a
coverage than would the Commonwealth Games.

Read second time.

Motion agreed to.

Third reading
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Minister for Energy
Industries) — By leave, I move:
That the bill be now read a third time.

I would like to thank the small number of members
who contributed to this high-quality debate. I was
especially taken by the contribution of Mrs Andrea
Coote and her references to the Beaurepaire family,
which was news to me and very interesting.
Hon. B. N. Atkinson interjected.
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Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS — Other members
also made interesting contributions, including
Mr Somyurek, Mr Drum and Mr Atkinson. I think that
covers — —
Hon. B. N. Atkinson — Mr Hilton, too?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS — Mr Hilton as
well. But I thank those who did turn up for their
contributions — and to those who did not turn up, I
thank them as well!
Motion agreed to.
Read third time.
Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.

TRANSPORT ACCIDENT (AMENDMENT)
BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 18 November; motion of
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Finance).
Hon. BILL FORWOOD (Templestowe) — I rise
to indicate at the outset that the Liberal Party supports
the Transport Accident (Amendment) Bill. I should say
that following our support for the previous bill and
foreshadowing our support for the next bill, I am in the
middle of the trifecta. It is good when the government
brings in legislation that is worthy of support, and we
are happy to give it. As honourable members know, if it
is no good, we will tell them.
Mr Somyurek — Obsequious, Bill!
Hon. BILL FORWOOD — Never! We support
this legislation. The bill before the house increases a
number of benefits to people who are injured or
affected by motor vehicle accidents in this state through
the statutory scheme operated by the Transport
Accident Commission (TAC) and streamlines the
operation as well.
Honourable members are, I know, aware of the
transport accident no-fault scheme which we have in
Victoria, but it is extraordinary when you think that
during the year just ended $617 million in support
services was funded for 42 183 clients. In other words,
there are a lot of people in this state who are affected by
motor vehicle accidents, and this organisation, I think
everyone will agree, does a good job on our behalf in
attempting to deal with the complex issues that arise.
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I also think we all agree that the focus should remain on
road safety; that is the important function of the TAC,
but the bill before the house in effect deals with some of
the impacts on individuals who are injured, and how the
TAC will deal with them. One of the parts in particular
that we are very pleased to see is the individual funding
agreements process. Individual funding agreements
have been trialled recently and are now being put into
legislation so that people can have some choice in the
way they are treated for long-term injuries.
The government ran a trial of the process called
self-purchasing client experiences, and I am indebted to
the people for providing me at the briefing on the bill
with information about the trial. During 2004 the TAC
piloted self-purchasing using individualised funding
agreements and brokers with seven clients who had
long-term significant disabilities such as spinal cord
and/or brain injuries. These are people who have been
so badly injured in accidents that they are going to be
there for the rest of their lives.
One of the things that happened in the past is for them
to be subject to the requirement for continual approval
for many aspects of the benefits they have received
under the scheme — for example, if they want to get
the lawn cut or have extra physiotherapy or chiropractic
or if they need modifications to the house, these things
could be obtained by application to the TAC.
For many years in this state there has been an effort to
give people in this circumstance more control over their
lives, to not just those being treated through the TAC or
WorkCover but also to those who fall into the category
of being intellectually disabled. We on this side of the
house support every attempt to give people, no matter
what their circumstances, control over their own lives.
The trial that took place enabled these people to bulk up
their payments, then spend them in the way they wished
to. The TAC report, headed ‘Self purchasing pilot:
client experiences’, says what their clients said:
I’m really rapt. I can tell you it’s changed my life. It’s had that
much of an impact.
It’s given me more to do and more control. Instead of just
sitting here and making a phone call I’m actually getting
involved in what’s going on and I just feel a bit more
productive, that’s all I guess. Mentally productive you know?.
Clients stated that:
self-purchasing had met, and in some instances
exceeded, their expectations; and
the main benefit was more control and flexibility in the
way they used their allocated services.
A range of personal and social improvements resulted from
the greater degree of flexibility in service usage and the
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involvement in the management of these services. Clients
reported being less stressed, happier and having a greater
sense of purpose and accomplishment.

That is what comes from having control over your own
life. The report goes on:
Clients were able to take holidays in a way that suited them,
change the balance of attendant care and domestic services,
and change the allocation of funds to different services. These
comments were confirmed by the improvements in group
average scores on all questionnaires. In particular the clients’
sense of control over their services improved threefold ...

The TAC report further states:
For those clients with a guardian self-purchasing improved
their capacity to coordinate the clients use of services with a
range of other family factors. For rural clients, the flexibility
of self-purchasing improved their capacity to coordinate their
use of carers with day trips to Melbourne or regional centres
for medical and other visits.

The summary at the end states:
All seven clients stated that they wanted to continue with
self-purchasing;
Three stated they definitely want to trial the
self-management model —

which is enabled by the legislation before the house
today.
We were advised during the briefing process that
individual funding agreements will be offered to around
200 seriously injured workers, and we fully anticipate
that many of them will take up the offers and then be
able to move on with their lives in a way they have not
been able to in the past. It is important to make the
point that an agreement between the government and
each of the clients will be entered into and that the
funding will be on a monthly basis. They will have
control over it on a month-to-month basis, and there is
the prospect of some flexibility in relation to this.
At the outset I was concerned that there might be a lack
of financial control over this, but I am assured that that
is not the case, because as the funding will be on a
monthly basis, if there is a problem in any month, there
will be the capacity to resolve the issues quickly and
move forward with the aim of this, which is to give
each claimant the capacity to purchase for themselves
rather than the Transport Accident Commission being
the purchaser on their behalf. We fully support that
particular aspect as well.
It is also important to note that the second part of this
new package is the improvements to the permanent
impairment benefits, which are important. Honourable
members can see from the bill the amounts that will be
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available. If you look at clause 11 of the bill, you will
see it lists the increases to the benefits payable. An
article in the Age of 13 October states that the
legislation will increase the cap on lump sums from
$79 440 to $252 000. This is a substantial amount of
money. The article also states that this will increase
total TAC payments for lump sum impairment benefits
from $16 million to $36 million, which is substantial.
This is a good time to point out how these funds will be
made available. If you refer to the annual report of the
TAC, you will note that the net profit after tax this year
was $590 million, a substantial increase on the year
before. I should make the point that much of that has
come from the turnaround in the equity markets.
Members might be slightly concerned about the impact
on profit from internal factors — it dropped from
$500 million last year to $298 million this year, which
is around a $200 million diminution in net profit. Any
organisation which goes from a profit in insurance
operations of half a billion dollars in one year to
$300 million the next needs to keep careful tabs on
what is going on.
The point I am making in a general sense is that the
benefits that will flow from the package before the
house today — the lump sum impairment benefits and
the income assistance provisions — are easily
affordable. While it is being funded primarily from the
registration that we all pay, I believe the people of
Victoria would agree that severely injured people are
entitled to the best quality of life affordable, and at the
moment, with this scheme being 116 per cent funded, it
is possible for these benefits to flow through. That is
one of the reasons for our believing the legislation
before the house is appropriate.
There are other minor reforms. It is now possible for
people to claim their benefits earlier. The regime
involving injury stabilisation has been changed, and we
all support the fact that people should be able to move
on with their lives as quickly as possible. There is an
important change to the scheme for people who are
severely disabled but whose injuries have stabilised
early.
There is also significant reform to home services and
child-care and post-hospital support benefits. There has
been a problem in the past of people who have gone
back into hospital, for instance to have pins and other
things taken out, not being entitled to support in those
circumstances, so this is a sensible improvement as
well. There have also been problems in the past with
the loss of earning capacity benefits, and the bill before
the house provides some incentives to ensure that
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people who have the capacity to get back to work can
do so as quickly as possible.
This is a bill of great moment not for the majority of
Victorians but it is, of course, for those people who
have been unfortunately injured in transport accidents.
It is important that we have the capacity to run the TAC
scheme efficiently and effectively and that we do so in
a manner that best suits the clients and provides them
when possible with the benefits available under the
scheme. I have some minor criticisms of the way the
TAC operates. We support the legislation before the
house, but in particular I am concerned about the
culture of secrecy that seems to be growing in relation
to the TAC. I have no objection to the private affairs of
individuals being kept private — they obviously should
be and they are protected of course under medical
records legislation. But this year I was particularly
concerned about the TAC’s approach to some of its
sponsorship. As we know, the TAC has sponsored both
the Richmond Football Club for about 15 years and the
Collingwood Football Club since 2002.
Hon. W. R. Baxter interjected.
Hon. BILL FORWOOD — As Mr Baxter knows, I
was concerned throughout the year that both these
organisations which received substantial funds from the
TAC had incidents of a less-than-savoury nature
relating to some of their players or employees. In fact
other parts of the league football fraternity did as well. I
raised these issues with the minister at the Public
Accounts and Estimates Committee — —
Hon. W. R. Baxter — You did not get very far!
Hon. BILL FORWOOD — Thank you, Mr Baxter.
I did not get very far in relation to whether the
sponsorship was appropriate, how it should be assessed
and what action should be taken in the circumstances
where a young Cameron Cloke drives his car way
above Wipe Off 5.
Mr Viney — He was well disciplined by the club.
Hon. BILL FORWOOD — He was disciplined by
the club. But we have here the TAC sponsoring a
football club, and one would think there needs to be
sanctions from the TAC. The questions I asked at the
time went to how much the TAC was sponsoring those
particular organisations. Would members believe that I
got the following response?
Current TAC contracts with both clubs expire at the
conclusion of the 2004 season.
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That is an interesting piece of information. The
transcript then goes on to say:
Consistent with the established TAC practice and given the
highly competitive nature of the football sponsorship market,
details of the sponsorship contracts remain
commercial-in-confidence.

I must say that is an absolute nonsense. A statutory
authority of the state is paying hundreds of thousands, if
not millions, of dollars to Australian Football League
clubs in this state and the people and Parliament of
Victoria are not entitled to know how much? I have no
objection in principle to the TAC funding football clubs
if it believes that in doing so it can get its messages out.
Hon. J. H. Eren — It has!
Hon. BILL FORWOOD — The interjection says it
has. I have yet to see — and I do not know of anyone
else who has seen — any definable analysis of the work
that has been done on the benefits. I have not seen a
cost-benefit analysis, if you like, of the money that has
been spent on these football clubs over the years.
Hon. J. H. Eren — Do you remember the
drink-driving ads on television?
Hon. BILL FORWOOD — Yes, I do. The issue I
am getting at is that I am not against this in principle.
Mr Eren can talk about drink-driving, and I say to him
that the most important factor in lowering the incidence
of drink-driving is not the ads — it is the threat of being
caught; it is the fear of losing your licence; it is the
threat of public humiliation. All these things are
important.
Mr Viney — Not pointing anywhere in particular.
Hon. BILL FORWOOD — Not pointing anywhere
in the chamber! Never! But I say in the context of the
bill before the house that it is important that we support
major changes that benefit individuals in these
circumstances. But we cannot condone the sort of
behaviour the TAC management is bringing in relation
to this particular issue. I say to the TAC again that if it
is now in the process of renegotiating with
Collingwood and Richmond — and I presume the
Victorian WorkCover Authority has done this with the
Western Bulldogs — then it is incumbent on it to come
to an arrangement with those clubs that makes the
information about those sponsorships available to the
people of Victoria. I look forward next year when I ask
the question at the Public Accounts and Estimates
Committee hearing to being told the dollar amounts and
being given an assessment of the effectiveness of that
sponsorship. Finally I look forward to seeing protocols
in place to deal with any incidents that detract from the
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sponsorship dollars that are being made available by the
TAC to high-profile football clubs in the state.
With those few words I commend the bill to the house
and say, as I did at the outset, that we fully support the
increased benefits and streamlining of operations that
the bill brings to us today.
Hon. W. R. BAXTER (North Eastern) — This is a
worthy piece of legislation, and The Nationals are
pleased to support it. I concur with the Honourable
Mr Forwood’s remarks in all respects. I welcome the
provisions to enable those most severely injured people,
who are likely to be in need of assistance for the
remainder of their lives, to now be able to organise their
lives somewhat more satisfactorily and with more
individual input and interest. They will be able to
arrange services to be contracted and delivered to them
directly rather than a more remote process of having the
Transport Accident Commission (TAC) do it for them
in that they will be given a lump sum, albeit within
certain parameters, which they will be able to use to
obtain the services they deem to be of most benefit to
them. That is a very supportable move.
There are also some other very useful parts in the bill
which have arisen out of the experience that the TAC
has now had in its almost 20 years of existence. I look
back on the original legislation and its formulation in
the 1980s with a deal of pride. I can say that I, along
with my then leader Mr Peter Ross-Edwards, had some
input into the legislation because of the political
circumstances and numbers in this place at the time.
Whilst a fair amount of argy-bargy went on for quite a
while, at the end of the day the community of Victoria
ended up with an act, a commission and a system that
has served the people very well indeed. It has been
affordable; it has made substantial surpluses over time
and perhaps those surpluses have been siphoned off at
various times by all governments rather than perhaps
giving some attention to whether the charges and
premiums that are incurred along with motor
registration might have been reduced.
As Mr Forwood said in his quoting from the current
annual report, the current financial results are very
positive indeed largely perhaps this year due to the
equities markets. With the all ordinaries index now
nearing 4000 points one assumes the future financial
state of the books will be very good as well.
There is, and it ought to be noted — and Mr Forwood
noted it — the diminution in the outcome from the
actual operations of the Transport Accident
Commission. Obviously it is going to vary from year to
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year up and down, but one would want to keep a close
eye on the trends to make sure it does not become too
skinny without some action being taken. As I say, some
of the other benefits that this bill includes are
improvements to permanent impairment benefits.
I think anyone who is permanently impaired in a road
accident is in need of a reasonable lump sum, and that
is included here in the light of experience. There are
better home services and child-care benefits. There are
improvements to the loss of earning capacity benefits,
particularly in respect of self-employed persons and in
terms of the assessment thereof, and there is a basket of
other improvements including things such as travel
allowances and family services. Travelling allowances
are particularly applicable to country people if they
need to come to Melbourne for specialist attention and
treatment.
I want to put in a plug for the TAC to turn its mind even
more to the training of young drivers and those nearing
licensing age. We are all concerned with the road toll,
and in particular with the number of young drivers,
particularly young males, who are being injured and
killed on our roads. None of us has the easy answer. We
all acknowledge that. I have been interested in recent
days to see the Premier of New South Wales turning his
mind to the issue. Clearly he is having the same sorts of
difficulties as we are in Victoria — this terrible trauma
that we are having on the roads with young people, but
with no obvious answer. It seems to me that we can
train people to get their licence — there are no two
ways about that — and it is happening every day.
People go for their licence test, and by and large most,
if they have any aptitude at all and if they have given it
any sort of attention, get their licence on the first go.
That does not necessarily mean, though, that they have
the right frame of mind to be in charge of a fast-moving
vehicle on our highways and byways. Too often we see
those who pass their driving test perhaps with flying
colours not displaying the sort of responsibility which
the community would expect. I do not know how we
get to those people to inculcate in them a sense of
responsibility and understanding that they are not bullet
proof, they are not invincible and that their actions may
not only be detrimental to them, but, worse, may end
the life or seriously impinge upon the life of an
innocent other road user, whether it be a pedestrian, a
passenger or other car driver.
I have had a number of what I call intersection
collisions in my electorate in the last 12 months — I am
very reluctant to call them accidents. They are
collisions that have come about because one or other of
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the drivers has been inattentive as they have
approached an intersection.
Mr Viney interjected.
Hon. W. R. BAXTER — Or both perhaps,
Mr Viney — on perfectly flat country with good vision
in every direction, and yet somehow or other we are
still having too many of these intersection collisions.
I am a proponent of driver training in schools and in
places such as the Driver Education Centre of Australia,
or DECA, in Shepparton and the driver training school
which is attached to the Charlton Secondary College in
the Mallee. I have a lot of difficulty in understanding
and comprehending why VicRoads is so reluctant to
support institutions such as the Charlton driver training
school. I know that VicRoads can produce a whole
heap of evidence, mainly coming from the United
States of America, which suggests that persons who go
through those sorts of courses are not necessarily any
better drivers than those who do not. That may be so. It
might also be particularly skewed to what is the North
American experience. I do not know.
But there is a fair bit of evidence put together by the
Charlton Secondary College which shows that its
students — and they are not only students from the
Charlton Secondary College but from secondary
colleges throughout the Mallee — have a good driving
experience, so far as the college is able to ascertain it
and collate it. I acknowledge there are some difficulties
once the students have left the school, but on the basis
of what they have been able to put together those
students seem to have a markedly better driving record
than young drivers at large. For that reason in itself it
seems to me we should be doing more to encourage
those sorts of training institutions.
I know this government, mainly at the behest of my
colleagues in the area, the member for Swan Hill in the
other place, Mr Walsh, and Mr Bishop, has made some
small contributions to keep that school going, but it is
really living from hand to mouth, and I would ask the
government to be somewhat more generous.
Hon. Bill Forwood interjected.
Hon. W. R. BAXTER — Yes, via the TAC. I am
suggesting that the government and the TAC might turn
their attention to funding places like Charlton a little
more generously than has been the case in the past.
I also want to talk about the black spot program, which
I think is a very worthy initiative by the TAC. There
has been some very valuable work done in that respect,
not only on our major highways, but on quite minor
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roads. I think that has been a very useful initiative. In
terms of getting the message across — and
Mr Forwood referred to this — I have a group of
people in my electorate at the moment in discussions
with the TAC, and at my behest they met with the TAC
only a week or so ago. The proposal is from a young
man who is running a very successful sign-writing
business, who has won numerous awards and who is
building a major sign-writing workshop in Wodonga.
He has teamed up with a female former police officer
who now runs a school bus operation with a view to
signing the buses in road safety messages. I understand
that previously there has been some prohibition on
school buses carrying messages or advertising;
probably there have been supportable reasons why that
has been disallowed in the past, but there is now,
apparently, some capacity to sign school buses.
This young man and the school bus operator, who
comes from the small town of Tallangatta, have come
up with what I think is a very bold and innovative
program that might get messages across not only to
motorists who are seeing the buses, but more
particularly to young students who are getting on the
bus every morning. Bearing in mind that they are
getting on the bus from age 6 or 7 onwards, it might be
quite helpful in getting some road safety messages over.
They are hopeful the TAC will see its way clear to
perhaps assist them to get that program off the ground.
There is a pilot program in the north-east, and if we can
get some hard data, some analysis that it is worthwhile,
perhaps it could be extended through the state. I
acknowledge that the TAC probably gets a whole heap
of requests for money from every organisation under
the sun that has some bright idea, and they have to have
some sifting process. This one, it seems to me, has been
well thought out, very professionally formulated in
terms of what they want to do as a trial, and I hope it
comes to pass.
Let me conclude by indicating that The Nationals are
pleased to support this bill. We think the TAC is an
organisation of which all Victorians can be proud and
we are very fortunate in this state that people injured in
road accidents, as horrendous as that is for those who
are unfortunate enough to be involved in them, can at
least know that they are going to get some sort of care
into the future, and I think we should guard that with all
our might.
Hon. J. H. EREN (Geelong) — I am pleased to be
able to speak on the Transport Accident (Amendment)
Bill, the main purpose of which is to amend the
Transport Accident Act 1996 and to improve benefits
available under the scheme, as well as to introduce
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measures to improve administrative efficiency and
delivery of benefits. Members of the house would know
that I, along with Mr Bishop and Mr Stoney, am a
member of the parliamentary Road Safety Committee.
Collectively we always endeavour to find ways to make
our roads safer, and the committee’s report on our
overseas trip contains our findings on how overseas
countries tackle their road deaths problems and their
policies in that regard.
In Sweden they have what is called Vision Zero. They
have concentrated heavily on environment and
infrastructure rather than on the behavioural side of
driving. They have found that to be very successful in
some ways. It was interesting to note that the authorities
involved hope that the Vision Zero plan will bring the
road toll down to 270 deaths by 2007. As much as
governments concentrate on many different things and
how to reduce road deaths and road trauma, it is
obviously impossible to bring the number down to zero.
When we visited the Renault factory we were fortunate
enough to witness a crash test with its new model. A
small sedan, equivalent in size to perhaps a Ford Laser
in Australia, was tested at 40 kilometres an hour — it
seemed as if it were travelling a lot faster. From the
crash test there was a lot of damage to the vehicle itself
but the internal cabin sustained minimal damage. That
is what is important with the cars being built today —
that they absorb the energy so that the maximum
damage would be done to the vehicle rather than to the
car’s occupant.
We know a lot about the safety features of Volvos. I
was very pleased to find that Ford has bought out the
passenger vehicles of Volvo, and Holden has bought
the Saab passenger vehicles, which obviously means
that at some stage the massive amounts of investment
that those two companies had made in making a car that
is very safe will transfer to some of the cars being built
here. For example, when the committee visited Saab
that company envisaged that perhaps 20 years down the
track the speed of its car could be controlled by a
satellite, so if you come to a section of road where the
speed limit is 60 kilometres per hour, you basically
cannot go any faster.
Saab was also wanting to introduce a concept of an
alcohol interlock on the key fairly quickly, but as it is a
matter of acceptance, some nations obviously find that
concept to be intrusive. They wanted to make it not
compulsory on every Saab but to be available as an
option for people to purchase. The idea is that you
could not start your car without blowing into the key. If
you have been drinking and are over .05 blood alcohol
content, the vehicle would not start. There are other
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technological advances like sensors around the bumper
bars which cause the brakes to be applied automatically
if you come within a certain distance of another car so
that a collision may be averted. There is light at the end
of the tunnel in terms of technological advances to
motor vehicles.
Changing driver behaviour is also a very important
aspect. One thing that did come out of that trip was that
a lot of the countries that are leading the way with their
policies on reducing road tolls are very interested in
coming to Australia and finding out how we have
tackled the behavioural side of driving safety. They are
finding it very difficult to tackle that problem overseas.
Obviously they are the epicentre of all activity in terms
of politics, and they are reluctant to implement some of
these things relating to the behavioural aspects of safe
driving because it would be at a cost of losing
government. Civil liberties in the UK, for example, are
such that the police cannot pull over a driver unless that
driver does something dramatically wrong, whereas
here we have random breath testing and any police
vehicle can pull you over and conduct a random breath
test. If that happened in the UK, apparently there would
be the risk of civil unrest because it would be seen as
impinging upon that person’s civil rights.
However, we have gone past that and if you do not get
pulled up at least once or twice a year for a breathalyser
test, it would be seen that the government is not doing
its job. People in the UK find that very interesting. As I
said, they have spent some money on their
infrastructure and their view is that just because
somebody while driving makes a mistake, they do not
deserve to die and have consequently tried to make the
environment around the road as safe as possible. We
learned some very interesting things on that trip, and it
was very useful overall. I recommend that all members
read that report.
Getting back to this bill, under this financially sound
Bracks government the Transport Accident
Commission scheme has been soundly managed and as
a result, we are in a position to give back to those who
are in need. We are better placed to deliver improved
impairment benefits and a variety of other new
improvements that will benefit Victorians injured in
transport accidents. This legislation will bring up to
date and enhance existing benefits through improving
access and efficiency in the delivery of income
impairment home services and child-care benefits.
The bill will promote independence and
self-determination for severely injured clients through
the introduction of individual funding agreements
(IFAs).
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This complements the Victorian state disability plan,
which identifies as a guiding principle the reorientation
of disability supports and their funding for individuals.
The financial and emotional stress on road accident
victims and their families and carers will be eased, and
the increases in lump sum payments will go to those
who need them most. In addition to the extra amount of
lump sum impairment benefits — $7 million — an
extra $10 million a year has been allocated for extra
benefits. This can only be done because TAC has been
soundly managed and this government believes in
giving back to those who need it.
I would like to point out that this legislation is the first
major overhaul of benefit levels since the changes to
the TAC system occurred under the Kennett
government in the mid-1990s. It is certainly well
overdue. As I have said, this legislation will encourage
independence and self-determination for people with
severe head injuries through the introduction of
individual funding agreements. This is in line with the
government’s vision for Victorians with disability and
the state disability plan. The individualised funding
agreement or IFA has been successfully used overseas
and in Western Australia, and schemes similar to the
IFA have been in operation for the past 10 years in the
UK, the USA and Canada. The IFA basically means
that the claimant and the TAC enter into an IFA that
allows TAC to make periodic payments to the claimant
who can then make their own mind up about choices in
purchasing services. The IFA is reviewable to respond
to changes in claimant needs. Appropriate controls will
be included to minimise risks to the claimant and the
TAC and any potential for misuse of funds, intentional
or unintentional.
An agreement has also been reached between the TAC
and the legal representatives for the protocols to
fast-track the delivery of benefits for those entitled to
compensation and to reduce legal costs by avoiding
court disputes. This will no doubt ease stress for
accident victims in the long run. This bill fulfils the
government’s commitment to maintain a fair, equitable
and financially viable transport accident scheme.
Therefore I support the bill.
Hon. R. H. BOWDEN (South Eastern) — I rise to
support the Transport Accident (Amendment Bill. It is a
welcome and timely bill that will bring support and
encouragement to people who need it. Unfortunately
we have accidents occurring on our roads in this state
where people are regrettably severely injured. If we can
assist the recovery and improvement in the lifestyle and
circumstances of those people who are unfortunately
injured, that is a good thing.
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The bill contains elements of improvements of benefits
and lowering of costs and improvements to the
efficiency that is needed for many members of our
community to receive these benefits. I consider these
moves to be a very timely and supportable list of
measures.
I would like to comment on some general opinions that
have been conveyed to me over a considerable period
of time about the Transport Accident Commission.
Generally speaking the TAC has a good image. It has
proved itself for many years to be a responsible
organisation. It is regarded by the community as being
ready to serve, it has a history of financial responsibility
and by and large I think the performance of the TAC
has been quite good. That is accepted on a broad base
within our Victorian community and deservedly so.
The initiatives we have before us flow from the ability
of the TAC to afford some extra accommodation and
support to those who have been seriously injured. That
again is a reflection of the benefits available from an
organisation that is acknowledged as doing its best to
comply with its responsibility but which also seems to
understand that in addition to its legal responsibilities, it
has a social responsibility through its mission to bring
benefits to those who are unfortunately and regrettably
injured on our roads and in our transport arrangements.
The bill before us today is helpful and, as previous
speakers indicated, is very supportable indeed. I would
like to briefly mention that the main provisions are
increased impairment benefits, easier assessment and
payments for impairment benefits, additional home
services in many cases, some child-care benefits and
post-hospital support benefits. The idea of being able to
put in place individual funding agreements for several
hundreds of severely injured people is a good move
indeed and will make the management of the health
care of many hundreds of Victorians easier and far
more equitable and accessible in terms of assistance. I
think that is very supportable indeed.
The Honourable Bill Forwood made an interesting and
very good point. Whilst he was in no way critical of the
TAC he was wondering if it would be good from time
to time to have a little more information about the
strategies of its sponsorship programs. I am sure the
TAC is not in any way considered to be doing anything
inappropriate, but it would be good for the Parliament
to have a little more information about the strategy and
the dollar value of those sponsorships.
I would like to perhaps suggest that the TAC could
work more closely on a strategic level with VicRoads.
Honourable members will know that on many
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occasions in the last year or so I have been very
concerned about aspects of road engineering and some
strategic approaches to road design by VicRoads. It
seems to me that both accident reduction and assistance
to the citizens of Victoria are linked together closely. It
is of concern to me that on occasions VicRoads seems
to have lost a little of its focus on proper road design
and accident minimisation. I will not delay honourable
members on this occasion with specific examples, but I
remind them of my numerous contributions about
aspects of the Western Port Highway, where I think
VicRoads needs to lift its game because it is designing
in accidents. That is something I am very concerned
about, and I cannot let the complicity of the City of
Casey go by either.

and VicRoads would be helpful to the entire
community. Mr Eren’s comments about vehicle design
were helpful. It is noteworthy that several
manufacturers of modern vehicles take design of their
vehicles extremely seriously, which is a good thing, and
overall the quality of construction and care of design is
improving rapidly. The vehicles we are driving today
are much safer in their dynamics, braking, steering and
other construction features than they were, say, 15 or
20 years ago. It is encouraging, and to a degree
comforting, to know that the future indicates that
vehicle manufacturers are not just concentrating on a
raw power statistics, but designing good handling
characteristics and using the benefits of that good
design as a sales feature.

But to come back to this bill, the sensitive and caring
approach that TAC is showing is supportable and a
good thing. I sincerely suggest that TAC and VicRoads
get together on a regular and formal basis to link those
two critical services to our motoring citizens so that we
could have good road design, good infrastructure
design and construction and maintenance linked to a
good package of services provided by TAC when
regrettably those TAC services will be required.

I suggest to honourable members that a vehicle
manufacturer who does not take in design
characteristics seriously will not be a manufacturer of
vehicles for very long, because it is a competitive
business. The users and consumers of motor vehicles
are demanding a safer product, and they are purchasing
safer products, which is good because the ability to
survive an accident is very much a community concern.
As we are seeing through this bill, costs to the taxpayer
and the community itself are noticeable when an
accident occurs.

The combination of infrastructure design, maintenance
and construction programs, plus the social programs
that the TAC puts together through its services, are
complementary. It is a characteristic of Australian
motoring that compared with most countries in the
world the typical Australian motorist is more exposed
than many other motorists in other countries to
accidents simply because by usage of vehicles and
distances we typically travel more than citizens of other
countries.
Of course countries like the United States of America
and Canada, and countries like South Africa, may have
a pattern similar to Australia, but most citizens of those
countries do not travel the distances we typically travel.
Therefore we in Australia normally have a higher
degree of exposure to traffic accidents simply because
of the amount of time and distances that we cover. That
is an interesting characteristic of the Australian traffic
patterns, and is certainly the case in Victoria. It is not
unusual for someone in Australia to travel hundreds of
kilometres per day whereas in Europe that may not be
anywhere near the distance that a typical citizen might
travel. There are always exceptions, but the pattern
seems to be that we are users of our road networks
more than many other countries around the world,
which increases our exposure.
I come back full circle to the suggestion that a close
linkage between the strategic approach of both the TAC

My view of the bill is that it is timely and helpful, and is
a positive statement by the TAC in relation to its
performance. The package that is provided through the
bill is supportable. It would be nice to do more, but we
have to be sure that what is done is affordable, and the
estimated cost on an annual basis of $20 million for this
package is affordable on the independent estimates and
evaluations that have been done. I am pleased to
support the bill.
Hon. R. G. MITCHELL (Central Highlands) — I
support the Transport Accident (Amendment) Bill that
contains measures to improve the operation of the
Transport Accident Commission (TAC) scheme and
the benefits available under the Transport Accident Act
of 1986. This bill delivers improved benefit equity in
the context of sound management and strong financial
results of the scheme. The TAC scheme has been
soundly managed, and we are now well placed to
deliver improved impairment benefits and a range of
other new and improved benefits for Victorians injured
in a transport accident. The bill fulfils the government’s
commitment to maintain a fair, equitable and viable
transport accident scheme.
The main purpose of the bill is:
… to amend the Transport Act 1986 —
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(a) to enable the Transport Accident Commission to enter
into individual funding agreements with people who
suffer severe injuries in transport accidents; and
(b) to change the way pre-accident weekly earnings are
calculated for compensation purposes; and
(c) to increase the benefits paid under that Act; and
(d) to otherwise improve the operation of that Act.

The bill also makes minor amendments to the Accident
Compensation Act of 1985. The legislation will
modernise and enhance existing benefits to improve
access and efficiency in the delivery of income,
impairment, home services and child-care benefits.
These are important to those who find themselves
unfortunately involved in a motor accident and are
injured permanently or severely from something which
may not have been their fault. We must all consider this
because when each and every one of us drives on the
road every day there is the chance that we might get
caught up in someone else’s business and we will end
up in a position that neither us nor our family want to
be in.
The bill promotes independence and self-determination
for severely injured clients through the introduction of
individual funding agreements. This complements the
Victorian state disability plan which identifies as a
guiding principle the reorientation of disability support
and funding towards individuals. These individual
funding agreements will promote self-determination. In
times of need and stress when these accidents occur the
opportunity for families to work their way through at a
pace which suits them best is something which we
should encourage to help alleviate the different stresses
and pain that people face.
The bill improves the impairment process and increases
lump sum payments which have historically been
comparatively low and brings them in line with other
compensation schemes. The financial and emotional
stress on road accident victims, their families and carers
will be eased and the increases in lump sum payments
will go to those who need it most.
In addition to the increased lump sum impairment
benefits, an extra $10 million per year has been
allocated for extra benefits. This bill also recognises the
changing nature of work by modifying the way loss of
earnings are assessed to deal more effectively with
part-time, casual, seasonal and self-employed workers.
Any self-employed person who has had problems with
the TAC finds that it is a very difficult process
particularly if the major breadwinner or the owner of
the business is the one who is injured and is unable to
communicate. It is a stressful time for them to find all
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the relevant information and documentation to prove
that they are self-employed.
The legislation will modernise and enhance existing
benefits to improve access and efficiency in the
delivery of income, impairment, home services and
child-care benefits. Importantly, in addition to the
legislative changes, stress for accident victims will be
eased because of an agreement reached between the
TAC and legal representatives for new protocols to fast
track the delivery of benefits for those entitled to
compensation, and reduce legal costs by avoiding
unnecessary and long painful court disputes. This bill is
the first major overall of benefit levels since the
changes to the TAC scheme introduced in the seven
dark years of the Kennett government in the mid-1990s.
The bill recognises the operation of the Chinese
Medicine Registration Board of Victoria by allowing
acupuncture as a medical service when provided by a
registered practitioner. The bill also encourages early
return to work by creating the ability to compensate for
travel costs, which will assist people to return to work
in the weeks after their accidents. With those few short
words, I commend the bill to the house.
Mr SOMYUREK (Eumemmerring) — I rise to
make a brief contribution in support of the Transport
Accident (Amendment) Bill. The main purpose of the
bill is to amend the Transport Accident Act 1986 to
improve benefits available under the scheme, introduce
measures to improve administrative efficiency and
delivery of benefit and to provide new measures to
promote choice and autonomy for people with severe
transport accident injuries.
Various provisions have been adequately and sincerely
covered by previous speakers, such as Mr Forwood, so
I will expand on only a couple of these measures. It is
instructive at this stage, in terms of putting this
legislation into context, to make a few comments about
the Transport Accident Commission. The TAC is a
statutory corporation established under the Transport
Accident Act 1986. The TAC came into existence after
the collapse of the Motor Accidents Board in the mid
1980s. The MAB itself came into existence in 1974
following the success of the no-fault-in-an-accident
concept introduced in 1971 with the establishment of
the Road Accident Hospital Accounts Committee. Thus
Victoria has a long and proud history of equitable
transport accident compensation schemes. The current
TAC continues this tradition by providing one of the
most comprehensive, equitable and, most importantly,
affordable compensation schemes for transport accident
victims anywhere in Australia if not the world. This
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legislation will further enhance the TAC’s reputation in
the transport accident compensation field.
Whilst the core objective of the TAC is to pay for the
treatment and support services of people injured in
transport accidents, it also plays a leading role at the
front end — that is, it is proactive in changing driver
attitudes and behaviour and generally promoting road
safety issues. Road accidents have many social and
economic consequences for the community. The social
consequences are self-evident — the consequences for
the injured parties, their family and friends are obvious,
and I do not need to go into them. However, the
economic consequences are not as obvious.
For example, according to its web site the TAC pays an
average of $83 000 for every Victorian who dies on a
Victorian road and $69 000 for each Victorian seriously
injured in a car accident. That translates to payouts of
some $498 million in benefits and compensation. This
is a direct substantial cost to the community, and it is a
cost that can be brought down. The TAC is doing a
good job in tackling the issue at the front end — that is,
taking preventative measures and attempting to
influence driver behaviour and attitudes.
One of the measures to improve the bill includes
increasing impairment benefits. This is imperative to
achieving agreement on protocols to improve the
impairment process, no-fault dispute resolution and the
common-law process. The increase of benefits follows
the development of improved dispute resolution
protocols with stakeholders. The new system is
designed to be more efficient and thus more cost
effective by cutting out administration costs, by
promoting early exchange of information and utilising
informal dispute resolution processes. This is consistent
with the government’s justice statement, which
delineates the government’s commitment to an
affordable, faster, less complicated and less adversarial
justice system. The benefits of this new more efficient
dispute resolution process will flow on to Victorians
directly. There will be some costs, but they will be
minimised and indicative of a functional system.
Another important measure introduced by this bill is the
improved loss-of-earnings payment arrangements for
those who are self-employed or on less stable
employment such as casual and seasonal workers. It is
my understanding that at the moment long delays are
experienced by these workers in accessing
loss-of-earnings payments. I am informed that these
delays are due to a complicated method of calculating
the pre-accident weekly earnings (PAWE) which is
based on an assessment of ordinary time earnings. The
bill simplifies the calculation of PAWE by using
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average gross earnings which will include additional
allowances and all earnings from multiple jobs instead
of ordinary time earnings which do not.
This bill provides that for 12 weeks after an accident
self-employed claimants will receive interim loss of
earnings payments equal to 75 per cent of the
maximum rate of loss of earnings. Currently that
amount is $677.25. One would presume that 12 weeks
should be long enough and should be a sufficient buffer
for seriously injured workers to provide sufficient
documents to be paid what they are entitled to be paid.
We have to understand that it is difficult for a seriously
injured worker, given that the individual concerned
might be hospitalised, to collect the documents and
present to TAC, but I think 12 weeks is a reasonable
time. Since the advent of the Howard government,
casualisation of the work force has increased
exponentially. Whether that is a good thing or a bad
thing, that is another story, but it has increased
exponentially and this bill should help those people
who are on casual employment, as it will other groups I
have just mentioned.
In conclusion, this legislation will introduce measures
to further enhance our already successful transport
accident scheme in line with the government’s
commitment to maintain a fair, equitable and
financially viable transport accident scheme. I
commend the bill to the house.
Motion agreed to.
Read second time.
Third reading
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Finance) — By leave,
I move:
That the bill be now read a third time.

In doing so I would like to thank all speakers for their
contributions to debate on the bill and for their
cooperation in achieving the bill a speedy passage.
Motion agreed to.
Read third time.
Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.
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MILDURA COLLEGE LANDS
(AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 30 November; motion of
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Minister for Energy
Industries).
Hon. ANDREW BRIDESON (Waverley) — It
gives me pleasure today to speak on the Mildura
College Lands (Amendment) Bill. This bill is not
controversial, nor does it change the direction of the
original intention of the legislation. In fact the original
legislation was extremely historical, and this bill is
equally as historical, as will become a little clearer as I
progress.
The bill amends the Mildura College Lands Act of
1916. That act set out a scheme under which rents and
profits from land vested in the minister in the Mildura
area are distributed to government and non-government
schools in the area, according to student enrolments.
Specifically, this bill adds the Mildura Baptist College
to the list of beneficiaries in schedule 2. I do not wish to
read onto the record the list of schools, but I think the
Mildura Baptist College will be the 30th school on the
list of beneficiaries.
One of the main purposes of this bill is that it will
enable the minister to declare a school a beneficiary. It
is in this aspect that this bill is relatively historic, in that
no longer will the legislation be debated to add new
schools to the schedule. In this bill a beneficiary school
is defined as being a state school within the meaning of
the Education Act 1958 or a non-government school
which is registered under part III of the act. The bill
also defines that the beneficiary must be located in a
defined geographical area — again, I do not wish to put
that on the record, but it generally includes the Mildura
irrigated area.
I did say initially that this is an interesting bill, given its
historical context. I must also say that it is a bill which
the Liberal opposition wholeheartedly supports. In
doing my research for this bill I went right back to the
original debates, which were led by a Mr Lawson, who
was then the Minister of Public Instruction. His record
of debate is at page 1736 of Hansard from 1916. That
debate sets out very accurately the historical context for
this bill, and I have used it to put together a very brief,
but definitive, history of this bill.
The origins of the bill date back to George and William
Chaffey in 1886 and the establishment of an irrigation
colony at Mildura — which, interestingly enough, was
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part of a scheme devised by the then Victorian Chief
Secretary and Minister for Public Works and Water
Supply. That person happened to be one Alfred Deakin,
who later became a Prime Minister of note in Australia
in those times. Deakin visited the Canadian-born
Chaffey brothers while he was on a trip to the United
States to investigate water conservation and irrigation
projects. He was extremely impressed by the Chaffey
brothers, who had established similar settlements in
Ontario, Canada, and in California.
Irrigation schemes were instrumental in populating
settlements in Australia, and the Chaffey brothers could
see the potential for growth in the Mildura area. In fact
a total of 250 000 acres was granted on the proviso that
a permanent irrigation scheme was established and that
improvements were made on the land. This was the
beginning of what we now know as the fresh and dried
fruit industry in Mildura. I am sure Mr Bishop will add
more to this debate with his personal experiences of the
Mildura area, and I am sure he will say that Mildura is
the food bowl of not just Victoria, but of Australia.
In clause 16 of the Chaffey brothers agreement, which
was made on 21 October 1886 with the government of
Victoria, it was agreed by the Chaffey brothers to set
apart one-fifteenth of all the irrigated lands transferred
to them by the Crown for the purposes of endowing an
agricultural school or college. They certainly
recognised the importance of education in creating
sustainable towns and colonies in their previous
ventures, and had donated land and endowment for a
private college in southern California known as the
Chaffey College. Interestingly enough, that still exists
today.
This was a concept adapted to Mildura, with the intent
to provide for agricultural education in the region. In
1888 work started on the irrigation scheme in Mildura
and settlers began to arrive in vast numbers. Twelve
months later the construction and endowment of an
agricultural college began, and by 1891 the first wing
was opened, but it was not fully completed and
officially opened until 1913, when it was known as the
Mildura Agricultural High School.
Despite their engineering brilliance, the brothers were
not as successful as financial managers and went into
receivership in 1895. It took approximately another
12 years before there was any attempt to make any
sense of order to the Chaffey endowment scheme in the
form of a Mildura College Lands Advisory Committee,
which occurred in 1907. This committee was
established by Dr Thomas Cherry, who was the director
of agriculture.
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By 1916 almost 1500 acres had been identified as
college-leased lands. The Mildura College Lands Bill
of 1916 was introduced. It vested the land to the
Minister of Public Instruction, and provided that the
rents and profits arising from that land be paid into an
account to be kept in the Treasury to be called the
Mildura Agricultural High School Fund. The purpose
of this fund would be to provide for the maintenance
and equipment of the said Mildura Agricultural High
School, as well as the wages of the instructors and
researchers of viticulture, horticulture, irrigation and
cultivation.
The school continued to receive all the benefits from
the scheme and in 1954 amendments were made to the
act which removed the word ‘agricultural’ from the
name of the school, which is now known as the Mildura
Secondary College. The amendment also removed all
reference to research or instruction in agriculture. By
1970 the act was further broadened so that the Mildura
Technical School, as well as the Irymple Technical
School, would share some of the benefits provided in
the act. There have been further amendments to the act
which have resulted in the funds being distributed more
widely. A 1987 review resulted in the inclusion of
government primary schools in the scheme in 1990, and
eventually it became open to non-government schools
in 1995. I can remember the debates in the house at that
time, and the Honourables Barry Bishop and Caroline
Hogg both gave very good speeches which are well
worth reading.
Twenty-nine schools are now beneficiaries and the
inclusion of the Mildura Baptist College makes it 30. It
is interesting to note that the annual income of the trust
is now about $800 000, which means that the leased
land is worth approximately $16 million. The money
earned from this land under the scheme is distributed to
schools quarterly, and I have been advised that the trust
distributes approximately $75 per student annually,
which is not a bad source of income for the schools in
that area. In fact it is probably a scheme which
governments of all persuasions ought to think about,
and I am sure the Minister for Finance will give a lot of
thought to this and further endowment schemes so that
schools can be financed along similar lines.
Mr Lenders — Andrew, you and I should have a
Waverley amendment!
Hon. ANDREW BRIDESON — We might be able
to do that, Minister.
As I said, the trust distributes approximately $75 per
student, and it is pleasing that this bill includes another
registered school. I think that from conversations I had
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earlier today with the Honourable Barry Bishop that the
Mildura Baptist College has been going for some
20 years, so it has taken 20 years to include that school
in the scheme.
The legacy of Alfred Deakin and the Chaffey brothers
lives on in Mildura, where a prosperous agricultural
industry, 30 schools and over 9000 students directly
benefit from their great foresight. It is with pleasure that
the Liberal opposition supports this bill, and I commend
the bill to the house.
Hon. B. W. BISHOP (North Western) — I rise to
speak once again on the Mildura College Lands
(Amendment) Bill. As my good friend Mr Brideson
said, there have been some particularly interesting
debates on this subject in the house, and I can assure the
house that the debates have been far more interesting
and emotional in the areas where the schools are
situated.
This bill achieves two main things: the first being to
bring into the fold of beneficiaries the Mildura Baptist
College. There are 29 schools now and when this bill is
proclaimed there will be 30 with the inclusion of the
Mildura Baptist College. Those 30 schools will include
secondary and primary schools and government and
non-government schools. It is quite tightly controlled
and no school can come into this beneficiary
arrangement unless it is qualified under the act. The bill
sets it out very well:
The Minister must not declare a school to be a beneficiary
unless the Minister is of the opinion that the school is a State
school conducted under the Education Act 1958 or a school
registered under Part III of that Act and the school is situated
in the Mildura region.

So there are qualifications in that area. I have consulted
quite widely on this issue and there are no particular
concerns from the community that have come to my
notice. It is fair enough to refer momentarily to the
second-reading speech where it says:
Over the years, the act has been amended to add all
government and non-government schools at the time. A total
of 29 schools currently receive funds under the scheme.
The bill states that the beneficiary declared by the minister
must be a state school within the meaning of the Education
Act 1958 ...

We have been through that — it must be in the
geographical area. That provides quite substantial
safeguards to the beneficiary fund. It is a bit of an
understatement to say that we have had a few inquiries
on this issue. There have been quite a number and,
fortunately or unfortunately, I have been involved in
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several of them over the years. They were always
interesting and certainly have become quite complex.
The first part of the bill is quite straightforward. It gives
the minister the opportunity, by order published in the
Government Gazette, to declare a school to be a school
listed as a beneficiary. From our perspective, and I am
sure from the community’s perspective, this is quite a
reasonable and practical way to go since previously we
had to open the act up each time.
We have just talked about the second part of the bill.
Something that is quite important in the second part is
that the minister must ensure that an order is published
as soon as practicable after it has been made in the
Government Gazette and in a newspaper circulating
generally in the Mildura region. It also talks about
tabling the orders in the Parliament. The only concern I
had, which I raised at the briefing, was the need to
ensure that we had adequate consultation throughout
the whole process. I have been assured that that will
occur through a step process, so all in all I believe the
bill will meet the requirements of not only the
beneficiaries but also the general community. It is
certainly a more practical way to go about it through the
workings of this Parliament.
Every time you speak on this issue it is almost
impossible not to reflect on the foresight of the Chaffey
brothers, George and W. B. Chaffey. Without doubt
they deserve commendation for putting into place the
brilliant concept of having this land set aside for the
earning of revenue for a fund to endow an agricultural
education centre — and I want to emphasise the words
‘agricultural education centre’. The scheme certainly
had a bumpy start, and, as I said before, it has been the
subject of numerous parliamentary and community
debates and reviews over the years.
It was over 100 years ago when, as Mr Brideson said,
the Chaffeys signed an agreement with Alfred Deakin,
who was the then commissioner for water supply and
later became the Australian Prime Minister, to establish
under licence an irrigation settlement at Mildura. One
of the conditions for establishing an irrigation
settlement was that one-fifteenth of the irrigated land
granted to the Chaffeys from time to time under licence
be set aside to endow an agriculture school or college.
If you look at one of the original documents you will
find it is quite interesting, because it states:
... in any case they —

the Chaffeys —
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agree to build an agricultural college to be endowed with
one-fifteenth of any area granted or acquired by them under
this agreement.
... In any case the government agrees to grant a right to so
much water under its control as it may deem necessary.

It also states:
... The government gains —
1.

The settlement of waste of distant lands.

That would probably rankle a bit nowadays, but that is
in the agreement. It goes on:
2.

An expenditure in Victoria on the complete transaction
of over £500 000.

3.

A price on the complete transaction equal to 17 shillings
per acre for land valued at from 2s. 6d. to 5s. per acre.

It was a pretty good deal. It goes on:
4.

Subdivision of the area into highly cultivated blocks in
the hands of small proprietors —

many of which are still there. The next is:
5.

Practical demonstration of the possibilities of
economical irrigation.

6.

Establishment of fruit drying, preserving and canning
industries.

7.

The manufacture of much machinery and plant in the
colony.

8.

Establishment of an agricultural college, built and
endowed by the Messrs Chaffey.

That is what the original agreement says. It is quite an
interesting bit of history. The original intention was to
grant the Chaffeys 250 000 acres in three portions. The
first portion of the 50 000 acres was to be developed to
the satisfaction of the government before the rest was
taken over. All that moved along, and the work started
in the following October of 1887. The settlers arrived
almost immediately, and that continued until 1892.
Weather conditions were difficult, and all those things
preyed on the success of the settlement. In fact in
December 1895 the firm of Chaffey Bros Ltd went
bankrupt, and there was such confusion at the time that
all the details of the lands then set aside as college
leases were not known. It was nearly 12 years before an
attempt was made to bring the Chaffey endowment
scheme into some kind of order, as it is now. It has been
quite an interesting process. As was said, the Mildura
Agricultural High School established in 1912 was the
first beneficiary of the fund. A copy of the original
prospectus is quite interesting. I will not read all of it,
but it is certainly a sign of the times. It talks about the
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colleges at Dookie, Longerenong and all the sorts of
issues we are wrestling with today. It states:
The fee for all courses is £6 per annum, payable quarterly in
advance.

I suspect that was quite a reasonable cost to go to the
Mildura Agricultural High School. Now there are
183 blocks or sites, and in 1994 Sandhurst Trustees
began to administer the scheme. The leases cover the
sites only and are for 50-year terms, and the proceeds
are distributed quarterly.
As was said before, a lot of rolling changes have been
made to the particular structure we are talking about
this afternoon. The Mildura Agricultural High School
was the first cab off the rank as a beneficiary and later
on — I believe from 1970 — it was shared with the
Mildura Secondary College, which was formerly the
Mildura Agricultural High School, the Chaffey
Secondary College and the Irymple Secondary College.
In 1990 further changes were mooted, including having
an equal division among the three schools and another
19 schools. Those negotiations went on for some time.
It is interesting to read some of the documentation of
my predecessor, the Honourable Ken Wright, setting
out his views, and the media releases and other notes on
that particular issue. The issue stalled, and as a bit of a
compromise it was moved to have 50 per cent of the
beneficiary funds going to the three schools I spoke
about previously and the other 50 per cent going to the
other 19 remaining schools that came into play at that
time.
In 1992 the new Ranfurly Primary School was added to
that scheme. At that time the act was opened up and we
had discussions here — I will talk a little bit more about
that later. In 1995 we had another go. There were pretty
big changes then, including providing for per capita
payments across all schools and giving the government
the right to acquire or sell some of the land. When that
bill came through it created some particular difficulties.
I certainly had a real problem with the clause in the bill
that said:
All income derived from the proceeds arising from any sale
of land or from any investment of those proceeds must be
applied in the same manner as it would be applicable in
accordance with this Act if it were rents and profits ...

I had a real concern with that because history would say
to us that the same scheme was in place at Renmark. I
am not sure what happened there, but they sold off all
the assets that were available at Renmark and ended up
with none of the assets and none of the money. So
during the process of debate on the bill at that particular
time, I suggested an amendment that was put in place.
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Mr Lenders — A successful amendment.
Hon. B. W. BISHOP — Yes, a successful
amendment. I am eternally grateful to the Honourable
Rob Knowles, a former member of this house, who late
one night assisted me to get that in place. The
community and I were very concerned that if the
government, whichever government it be, had the right
to sell any of that land — in fact the moneys may
simply be distributed — the asset would be gone and
there would be no maintenance of that asset.
I thank the Minister for Finance for reminding me that
that successful amendment simply said that the
proceeds arising from any sale of land under that act
must be paid into a special fund to be established for
that purpose. It then went on to say that the interest off
the money held in that special fund could be put to the
beneficial fund in the same way as the earnings from
leases would be. I was really pleased with that result. It
gave us quite a strong amount of security, that if any
land was sold, the asset would be protected for the
benefit of the beneficiaries.
Now I turn to the bill before the house. As I said, we
have had a number of inquiries and investigations. I
have been involved in two or three that I can remember.
The huge issue is how the asset is managed. As I said
before, there are about 183 blocks. They are scattered
around the area. Some of the blocks are in the middle of
businesses. For example, one is in the middle of an
automotive shop; another block I know of is in the
middle of a car park. Certainly the people who have
those blocks would prefer to own them for a number of
reasons. The concerns that have been raised by the
beneficiaries, the community and others were that if the
land was sold and the money reinvested in other land, it
could be lost. I think we solved that with the
amendment to which I have just referred, which is now
in the act. I think that has been reasonably well handled.
The beneficiaries are concerned that if the land were
sold and the money invested, they would lose their
growth component. I think that is a reasonable
argument in some ways, because the growth component
of land in the Mildura area over the past number of
years probably averages 6.5 per cent, perhaps up to
7 per cent, so it has been quite substantial. I note it has
slowed down a bit lately, but still the growth has been
occurring there.
Other concerns put to us include their loss of security.
They are real concerns as people look at that situation.
However, others say this scheme is holding Mildura
back, because it has been a good scheme for about
100 years but it certainly needs more flexibility now.
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They say — and in many cases they are right — if they
are leasing a college-leased block, they have difficulty
getting a loan from a financial institution if they wish to
develop the block; and some will while others will not
let them borrow off that land. Some say we should have
a fully managed fund to run that process — a big
investment, as Mr Brideson said; and some say the land
should be offered for sale using, for example, the
Valuer-General’s valuation, and the resources gained
from that could be invested in a wider portfolio. Those
debates have been had before; I am sure they will be
had again. They are really tough, emotional and
difficult debates as people try to work their way
through it all. As others have said, it is a big issue for
that area. Over 9000 students are now beneficiaries of
this fund. As Mr Brideson said, it generates enough
money to return somewhere around $75 or $76 a
student, which is quite a substantial assistance to those
particular areas. But I have come to the view that it
needs to be looked at again. I know that Ernst and
Young had a look at this matter. I have written to the
minister — if my memory serves me correctly, it would
have been much earlier this year — asking for a copy of
the findings of Ernst and Young’s inquiry. I am a bit
disappointed that I never received a response from the
minister whatsoever on that. I certainly have not
received a copy of the findings of Ernst and Young’s
inquiry. If that is supposed to be open and transparent
government, it needs to be looked at again.
As someone who has been involved with this issue for
some time, I would very much like to see that Ernst and
Young report. However, I have not had the opportunity
to see it even though I formally asked for it; and I am
flying blind now because I do not know what is in that
report. Therefore I have no other option than to say that
I think we need to have another look at that.
We certainly need to look at it from an unemotional
point of view. We must in fact make sure that the
trustees — which is the minister or the government —
are protected and that the beneficiaries are protected.
But also the people who lease the blocks need to have a
say in that whole mix of opinions. As I said, I believe
we need to have another long, slow and careful look at
it to make sure we get the maximum return out of the
whole issue and that the whole community in Mildura
can move forward without any impediments, which
some people believe exist in this particular structure.
To conclude my remarks on this quite interesting
history lesson, this situation is highly beneficial to the
area. It is emotionally, powerfully and courageously
defended by the beneficiaries, and woe betide anyone
who steps in the way of what the schools believe is
their right to protect the structure of this process as it is
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today! I respect them for that. I think they have done
particularly well over the years, but again I think we
need another look at it to ensure they have the
maximum returns for the students, that the asset is fully
protected and also that the people who are leasing the
blocks have their needs considered as well.
This is a great history lesson, but we must guard what
we have. It has been highly beneficial. The Nationals
support the bill. It is a great system for the area and
highly beneficial to our students.
Mr PULLEN (Higinbotham) — I must apologise
for having missed the contributions of Mr Bishop and
Mr Brideson to the debate as I have been involved in
some meetings. I have no doubt their contributions
would have been outstanding; so if I repeat something
they have already said, members can tell me to shut up!
This bill sets out a scheme under which rents and
profits from land in the Mildura region and vested in
the Minister for Education and Training in the other
place are distributed to government and
non-government schools in that region. The scheme
arises from the intention of the Chaffey brothers who,
in the late 1800s, signed substantial pieces of land in the
Mildura region over to the government of Victoria
under the trust for the purpose of establishing an
agricultural college. The scheme has been expanded to
benefit government and non-government schools in the
region over the years.
I will talk about the Chaffey brothers later because I
think it is important that we recognise their
contributions and what they did. As members know,
29 schools currently benefit from the scheme. Besides
doing a couple of other things, the bill adds Mildura
Baptist College to the scheme. I am particularly pleased
that one of the schools included in the scheme is the
Mildura Special Development School, which is of
particular interest. My electorate has two special
schools in it. I would like to congratulate the
Honourable Barry Bishop who made the
representations to the minister, I understand, on behalf
of the Mildura Baptist College regarding the college’s
desire to become a beneficiary.
I have been to Mildura only three times in my life. The
first time was when I was a little boy, to learn how to
fish. I was absolutely excited when I caught some
Murray cod. The chap who was teaching me how to
fish said I had to throw them back because they were
not big enough. That was my first trip to Mildura. I had
a tremendous holiday there about 20 years ago. I was
there for only three or four days, but it was a lovely
city. Only recently the parliamentary Economic
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Development Committee, of which the acting
president, the Honourable Ron Bowden, is also a
member, visited Mildura as part of its inquiry into the
contribution of culturally diverse people to Victoria. It
is a beautiful city, and I envy Mr Bishop. I went for a
walk and went past his office — it was late at night so I
could not call in and say hello. I noticed Mr Drum’s
name was also — —
Hon. B. W. Bishop — I might have been there.
Mr PULLEN — You might have been there! You
have been working hard. It is a lovely city, and I envy
Mr Bishop for living in that part of state.
When I looked at the bill I thought to myself that I had
to find out exactly where these particular boundaries
go. This is no criticism of the Royal Automobile Club
of Victoria, but I had just bought an RACV VicRoads
edition 5 and I thought I should find out exactly where
the area is. When I looked at the bill I could not work
out exactly where it goes. I am not saying this particular
map is incorrect, but in the briefing book I got there
was an easier map to follow. There is a slight mistake in
map 3 of the RACV VicRoads book, because it does
not show Woods Road. But I worked it out, and that is
a great thing.
Beneficiary schools are listed in a schedule to the act. A
legislative amendment is required each time a school is
made a beneficiary. A more efficient way of making
this relatively minor change is by ministerial order.
Such a method will ensure that the scheme can more
easily accommodate new schools in the future, and new
schools can receive the benefit of trust funds sooner.
The bill states that the minister must not make a
declaration unless she is of the opinion that the school
meets the criteria specified in the bill.
The bill has been the subject of consultation with the
beneficiaries committee through its chair, Graeme
Cupper, who is the acting principal of Irymple
Secondary College and the Sandhurst trustees who
administer the trust. In line with past and current
practice the beneficiaries will be consulted before any
ministerial order is made declaring an additional
beneficiary school. The company administering the
trust would also be consulted. The bill makes clear the
criteria that a school must meet before it can be
declared as a beneficiary by the minister.
I am always amazed by the generosity of Victorians.
When there are major disasters in the world they have
no hesitation in opening their wallets, and every year
such things as the Royal Children’s Hospital Good
Friday appeal breaks records. We have companies such
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as Tattersall’s — and Mr Hilton mentioned the other
day its contribution in his electorate — which support
good causes. But the generosity of the Chaffey brothers
is hard to beat.
I shall give a little bit of a history lesson from what I
found on the Internet. That is where I had to look,
because it was news to me. In the 1880s the Victorian
government began examining the possibility of
establishing irrigation colonies on the Murray River. A
royal commission chaired by Alfred Deakin, the then
Chief Secretary and minister for water supply, was held
to examine Victoria’s water resources. It was decided to
establish a colony in Mildura. To this end in 1884
Deakin led a delegation to the United States of America
where he met the Canadian-born brothers George and
Ben Chaffey.
Deakin was impressed with the Chaffeys and their
achievements, and the Chaffeys were sufficiently
interested in Deakin’s proposals to send their manager,
Stephen Cureton, to Victoria in 1885. After a promising
report from Cureton, George Chaffey visited Victoria in
1886 and, having decided on the Mildura run as a
suitable location for an irrigation colony, he sent word
to his brother to sell their Californian interests, which
incidentally was done at a loss, in order to invest in the
new venture.
On 2 October 1886 after months of negotiations with
Deakin, the Chaffey brothers signed an agreement for
the establishment of an irrigation colony on the Mildura
run. However, this agreement was rejected by the
Victorian Parliament, many of whose members were
suspicious of these Americans, whilst others were
concerned about the effect of the scheme on river
navigation. The property was subsequently put up for
public tender but the Chaffeys decided not to tender.
Instead they negotiated with the South Australian
government, and on 14 February 1887 they signed an
agreement securing 250 000 acres at Bookmark Plains
which is now the town of Renmark.
The Victorian government meanwhile had not received
any satisfactory tenders for the Mildura run, and
eventually the Chaffey Brothers agreement was passed
by both houses of Parliament. On 31 May 1887 an
indenture was signed for 250 000 acres at Mildura.
Prospective settlers or investors could purchase
irrigated blocks for ₤20 per acre cash. On learning that
water was being pumped from the river, the Premier of
New South Wales, Sir Henry Parkes — the old divides
existed then — called the Chaffeys ‘trespassers’, basing
his accusation on a section of the New South Wales
Constitution Act 1855 which stated:
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... the whole of the water course of the said River Murray is
and shall be in the territory of New South Wales.

As I said, the first time I visited Mildura was to do
some fishing. I do not know what the situation is today,
but I know that the New South Wales, Victorian and
commonwealth governments are all talking about river
runs and that sort of stuff on the Murray at the moment.
When I was a little boy people used to say, ‘That is the
river. That river belongs to New South Wales’.
In 1890 the Chaffey brothers established their own
nursery. They invested in other business ventures in
Mildura and elsewhere. These included brickworks, an
engineering company, a timber mill and, in 1888, the
River Murray Navigation Company. Earlier — and this
is very interesting and fabulous, because I noticed a
number of new settlers in Mildura when I was up there
with the Economic Development Committee — they
moved 3000 immigrants into the region, which is quite
remarkable. At first they used steam boat engines to
drive the irrigation pumps. Then they designed a
complex system with a triple expansion steam engine,
and the engine maker so distrusted their fancy design
that he would not put their name on it. Today the fine
old engine is on display in Mildura, but it is labelled the
‘Chaffey engine’.
The Chaffey’s system was a clear success, and the first
crop was spectacular. Then outside troubles came and
new distrust arose. Firstly, the produce transport system
broke down, fruit rotted, there was depression, banks
failed, and by 1896 Australia had laid the full blame for
disasters on the Chaffeys. George went bankrupt and
returned to California. Back home he created a huge
irrigation project in the Imperial Valley, and he died a
wealthy man.
Brother William stuck it out in Mildura. For years he
worked to rebuild the town and rebuild his life. By
1920 Mildura was a stable city supplied by rail. That
year its citizens elected him mayor. This engineer had
stayed the course, built a new world and had made it his
own town. Today William Chaffey’s statute stands in
Mildura. I did not see it when I was up there,
Mr Bishop, but you might be able to tell me where it is.
As has been mentioned in this and the other house,
there are now 184 properties in the district that belong
to the trust and the annual income is around $800 000,
which equates to $75 per student. This is absolutely
outstanding, and I wish the bill a speedy passage.
Hon. ANDREA COOTE (Monash) — I have great
pleasure in speaking on the Mildura College Lands
(Amendment) Bill. The purpose of this bill is to amend
the schedule of schools, schedule 2, to the Mildura
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College Lands Act 1916 to include Mildura Baptist
College as an eligible beneficiary of the trust, and to
further amend the act to enable the minister to declare a
school to be a beneficiary in the future.
The main provisions of this bill, as we have heard
already this afternoon, are that it will enable the
minister to declare a school to be a beneficiary of rents
and profits from land vested in the minister, and a
declaration by the minister will be made by ministerial
order published in the Government Gazette.
This is only a small bill, but it has engendered some
interesting debate. It has been particularly interesting to
hear the contribution made by my colleague the
Honourable Andrew Brideson. His recitation of the
history of how the Chaffey brothers came to Mildura —
and the contribution by the Honourable Noel Pullen
was also extremely interesting in that regard — gave us
an insight into the times in the 1800s when the Chaffey
brothers made such a big contribution to Mildura.
As it says in the second-reading speech, the scheme is a
legacy of the Chaffey brothers who, in the late 1800s,
assigned substantial pieces of land in the Mildura area
to the government of Victoria under the trust for
purposes of establishing an agricultural college. The
Honourable Barry Bishop explained the history of the
agricultural college and what has transpired since that
time. Over the years, as others have said, the act has
been amended to cover local government and
non-government schools, with a total of 29 schools
currently receiving funds, and this bill will add the 30th
school to the list.
It is interesting to note some of the things that this
money has been used to fund. The money has been
distributed on a quarterly basis and has been used by
the schools to develop facilities such as computers,
musical equipment, shade sails, playground equipment,
and tennis and basketball courts.
As I have told this chamber before, I am a very regular
visitor to Mildura and indeed am always struck by the
generosity of the people within the Mildura community
and by the fact that it is such a long way away
geographically. It takes about 5 hours to drive there.
Hon. B. W. Bishop interjected.
Hon. ANDREA COOTE — Seven hours to drive
there, Mr Bishop advises me, and it is an hour’s flight.
In a sense it is a very contained community, but
because it is so contained its members are very
supportive of each other.
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This afternoon I would like to speak about and
recognise the generosity of the Chaffey brothers and
their foresight in not only establishing the irrigation
system but indeed this sort of trust, and recognising that
it was education that gave a key to the children in
Mildura to better themselves, to be contributors and for
many of them to go back into that community, to
contribute and continue to contribute to make Mildura
the successful city that it now is.

The annual report talks about their vision. I will read
the vision because I think it is important to us all to
understand this:

For those of you in this chamber who fly into Mildura,
you can see the immensity of the fruit and vegetable
growth, the enormous number of vineyards, and indeed
the agricultural development up there. You can look
down on some of the world best practice in growing
fruit and vegetables. I have an enormous amount of
sympathy for the area, because as you fly into Mildura
you fly across the proposed toxic waste dump. This is
the food bowl of Victoria, but it is under threat by the
Bracks government’s proposal to inappropriately locate
a toxic dump at Nowingi.

There are some wonderful stories from children who
have benefited from this scheme. Just as the Chaffey
brothers recognised that education was the key, so have
Vernon Knight, Mallee Family Care and the Chances
for Children board. They have gone to work in some
fabulous partnerships with their local community to
produce wonderful outcomes. Some of the sustaining
supporters of Chances for Children show the diversity
of the community support for this particular
organisation. Members should look at some of the
contributors like Martin, Irwin and Richards, solicitors
in Mildura, the Mildura Grand Hotel, the Mildura
Workingman’s Sports and Social Club, Iain and Lisa
Thomson, Stefano de Pieri and Donata Carrazza, wine
companies, Benetook Farms, Bruno and Anne Moras,
and I am very pleased to say that my husband, Alan
Naylor, is also a supporter of this particular
organisation.

This afternoon I would like to speak about another
group of people within this community that is also
looking into education and the opportunities that
education gives to assist children who do not have as
many advantages as city children. This excellent
organisation is called Chances for Children, and I
commend everybody involved with it.
Chances for Children was an initiative set up by Mallee
Family Care under the auspices of Vernon Knight, and
I commend Vernon Knight and his entire team for the
work they have done. It is interesting to note that they
started by looking into how they could care for the
people within this area of the Mallee and to see what
they could do to enhance the lives of children who were
at a disadvantage for a number of reasons, many of
those reasons involving geographic distance.
They looked into working in a partnership with the
water industry. The water industry, as those of you who
have visited Mildura can see, is the lifeblood of
Mildura. Since they have implemented this system,
which goes back to the year 2000, 245 young people
from communities throughout north-west Victoria and
south-west New South Wales have benefited from
opportunities provided by Chances for Children. In fact
as the Chances for Children annual report 2003–04
says:
Who would have imagined that more than $1 million would
have been spent or committed in support of those
opportunities and that ‘Chances’ was to welcome its first
university graduate ...

Chances for Children is the fund established to ensure that the
absence of money does not stand in the way of a young
person’s ability to achieve their maximum potential, be it in
the educational, social or cultural pursuits which contribute to
the realisation of their potential and enhancement of their
contribution in the communities of the Mallee.

This year there were a number of highlights. A
highlight for Chances for Children was that they won a
Prime Minister’s award for community business
partnerships and recognition of Billabong House, a
joint initiative of Chances for Children and Executive
Homes. Also there was a development of a partnership
with Orchestra Victoria, which resulted in
performances in Mildura that raised funds for Chances
for Children and provided a free concert for local
schools. It has been interesting to see that Chances for
Children has developed the model which has been used
by Premier Steve Bracks’ wife, Terry Bracks, who is a
patron and sponsor of Chances for Children in the west.
Orchestra Victoria recently put on an excellent concert
in Williamstown which also supported children in
Williamstown who are getting an advantage out of this
model. I would like to congratulate all those people
who have been involved with it and to again show that
this initiative from an area that has recognised the need
for partnerships with its community and with the
children and with education is paramount to this
community and is alive and well today.
I would like to finish by talking about a couple of the
ambassadors and recipients of the Chances for Children
awards because these are wonderful young people who
I believe are going back into this community to make a
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difference and build upon the strength of the Chaffey
brothers and their initiative and that of the people in this
community. The first Chances graduate was a Merbein
student, Alan Bolton-Gregson. In 2003 Alan was
awarded a bachelor of photography from RMIT and
quickly gained a position with a Melbourne-based
production company. He lost his father when he was
doing his Victorian certificate of education, and this
loss placed enormous challenges before Alan and his
mother. His story is a potent reminder of the benefits
which can flow from the encouragement of many
friends. He says:
Many times throughout the course there were moments when
I doubted myself and my ability and even thought of giving
up. But then I thought of how I would be letting down so
many people who have put so much time and energy into
supporting my career.

Wendy Miller, another recipient, faced big hurdles in
her quest to study law. She lived independently as a
year 12 student and she worked for the Grand Pizza
cafe three or four nights a week to support herself at
school. She is now in her fourth year at Melbourne
University and is on her way to a double degree.
Chances for Children was able to help Wendy in
starting her on her successful career, but ultimately it
was her own talents that resulted in a full residential
scholarship to Ormond College. What a great success
story that is.
Another Mildura student needing assistance to pursue
tertiary studies was Stacey Wookey, the eldest daughter
of a single mum, who was destined to struggle with the
costs involved. She gained entry to the science course at
Melbourne University and was forced to consider
deferment as a means of saving money to fund her
higher education, but with help from Chances she is
now nearing completion of a four-year science degree. I
congratulate all these young people, but more
importantly I congratulate the people of Mildura, all of
those who are involved, and I encourage other people
within the community of Mildura and the broader
community to recognise the need to help children who
live a large distance from Melbourne to learn different
skills, to have opportunities for education and to take
them back to Mildura. The Chaffey brothers, as we
have heard this afternoon, were innovative and
visionary, and I believe all those people who are
involved with Chances for Children are visionaries as
well. I encourage all companies and philanthropic trusts
to listen to what Chances for Children is doing and to
support this excellent organisation.
Hon. KAYE DARVENIZA (Melbourne West) — I
am pleased to rise and make a contribution to the
debate on this bill and to speak in support of the bill. I
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will only make a brief contribution because it is only a
tiny bill. I do not think there is much that has not
already been said about the bill or about the history of
Mildura — I have learnt a lot — or Chances for
Children, or about the many attributes that Mildura
itself has as a community.
It is an important bill. It is always pleasing to visit
Mildura; I travel there often particularly with my
responsibilities for multicultural affairs. As has already
been pointed out by Mr Pullen in his contribution, like
many other parts of rural and regional Victoria, Mildura
has been built on waves of migrants coming to the
area — staying and settling there, building new homes,
and getting involved in businesses, agriculture and
communities — and prospering. We now have a range
of rural and regional areas which are prospering
because of the magnificent contribution that many
generations have made to those regions and areas.
Mildura has a lot to be proud of in terms of the
contribution that it has made to its own prosperity not
only as a town and the way that it has been able to
manage its cultural diversity and be such a harmonious
and caring community, but also in the contribution it
has made to Victoria economically.
I remember that Andrea Coote and I in the last
Parliament on the Economic Development Committee
visited Mildura and saw first hand some of the fantastic
produce from there.
Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. KAYE DARVENIZA — You are right,
Mrs Coote, we did go to Stefano’s, and we did enjoy it
very much. We saw first hand some of the magnificent
produce which is grown there and exported right
around the world. It is a very welcoming community,
and I always love going there. It is a long way to travel,
as Mrs Coote pointed out. It is an hour’s flight and
Mr Bishop tells us it is a 7-hour drive. It is a long time
since I have actually driven directly from Melbourne to
Mildura without making a few stops along the way to
visit family in the Goulburn Valley and to stop off at
Swan Hill, a favourite spot by the river.
Chances for Children is an excellent example of the
community being able to rally and support each other. I
have been pleased to be able to attend functions in
Mildura along with my parliamentary colleague
Mr Barry Bishop, where we have been acknowledging
and supporting Chances for Children. Quite recently we
attended a very special luncheon where the Premier’s
wife, Terry Bracks, who is a patron of Chances for
Children, was also present, as was Cr Vernon Knight. It
goes to show that they are a very caring community.
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This bill is about building on and ensuring that we can
continue to build on the generosity of those who have
made a contribution to the education of so many in that
region in the past.
Just to recap briefly, the bill before us will amend the
Mildura College Lands Act 1916 to enable the minister
to declare a school a beneficiary under the scheme and
to add the Mildura Baptist College to the list of
beneficiaries. This bill has not come before the house
without consultation with stakeholders, including a
member for that region in this chamber, Mr Barry
Bishop, who has had discussions with the minister. I
think the first step towards getting this bill before the
house was a letter from Mr Barry Bishop about having
the Mildura Baptist College included on the list. The
way that the act exists at the moment means that we
have to change the legislation before we can add a
school. That is what we are doing today, but we are also
giving the minister the power to declare a school a
beneficiary under the scheme so that we do not have to
go through the process of amending the legislation in
the future.
While it is terrific to have an opportunity to talk about a
community like Mildura and to have a look at the
history and enjoy some the contributions that have be
made by Mr Brideson, Mr Pullen, Mr Bishop and
Mrs Coote — they have all given us an important part
of the history — we really do not want to do it every
time that we want to add a school or make some
changes to this act.
The beneficiaries are listed in a schedule in the act. We
have before us a more efficient way of making this
relatively minor change by ministerial order. There are
safeguards in the bill that ensure that the minister must
not make a declaration unless he or she is of the opinion
that the school meets the criteria that are specified and
set out in the bill.
It is a small bill and a good bill. It means that we can
deal with these issues more efficiently in the future and
it ensures that the Mildura Baptist College is added to
the list of beneficiaries. I have enjoyed this debate very
much and I have enjoyed the contribution that has been
made by members on all sides of the chamber. I
commend the bill to the house.
Motion agreed to.
Read second time.
Third reading
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Minister for Energy
Industries) — By leave, I move:
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That the bill be now read a third time.

In so doing I would like to thank honourable members
for their contributions, which have all been very
interesting and informative.
Motion agreed to.
Read third time.
Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.

CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY LONG
SERVICE LEAVE (AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 30 November; motion of
Mr GAVIN JENNINGS (Minister for Aged Care).
Hon. C. A. STRONG (Higinbotham) — In rising to
speak on the Construction Industry Long Service Leave
(Amendment) Bill, it is worth briefly highlighting the
intentions of the opposition with regard to this bill. This
relatively small bill runs to five pages and many of its
provisions are machinery and constructive. The
opposition has no problem with some of the provisions,
bearing in mind that the bill does not have many on
those five pages. However, there is one provision with
which we do have a problem, and when the bill goes
into committee we will be moving an amendment with
regard to that provision. If that amendment is lost the
opposition will oppose the bill.
This bill deals with the Construction Industry Long
Service Leave Fund commonly known as CoINVEST.
Honourable members know that the construction
industry by its very nature is fairly itinerant. Most
construction jobs last from months to years, but
certainly they are not projects that last for 10, 12 or
15 years, which is the normal length of time over which
long service leave has been accrued.
Mr Smith interjected.
Hon. C. A. STRONG — Mr Smith interjects to say
that in Sydney there are a few problems, but in general
terms most building contracts and projects are short
term.
It has been one of those industries where long service
leave has been a problem because there simply has
been no long service. Some time ago this was
overcome by establishing a special fund where a salary
loading was put on individuals who worked in the
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construction industry, and so long as they had racked
up the appropriate time in the construction industry —
it was initially 15 years — even if that time had been
potentially on a multiplicity of projects, their salary
went into the long service leave fund and as such if they
were still in the construction industry at the end of that
15-year period they could draw long service leave from
the fund. In principle that is a commendable idea.
Originally the fund was set up and managed under
government auspices. The money went into the fund
which had the responsibility for investing those levies
that came into it. It is true to say that the fund has over
periods of its life made wise investments, and the
amount of money in the fund has grown significantly.
Over certain periods of the fund’s life those accrued
and invested returns have been enough to pay for the
long service leave payments that came from people as
they racked up their 15 years of service.
During the time of the Kennett government and under
the auspices of the then finance minister, the
Honourable Roger Hallam, it was decided, as it were, to
privatise this particular fund, and that was done by the
Construction Industry Long Service Leave Act 1997.
That act took the fund out of government hands and it
was then managed by a series of directors under a trust
deed. The directors of the fund were drawn from
employee and employer representatives of the
construction industry.
When that privatisation took place there were certain
safeguards built into the act to ensure that in the future
the directors of the fund could not, as it were, go on
frolics of their own and endanger the resources of the
fund or improperly burden the construction industry
with excessive levies and so on. It is the removal of one
of those safeguards that causes the opposition some
concern.
In passing, as a person who was around in 1996–97
when the original bill was introduced, and as a person
who was on the working group with the Honourable
Roger Hallam at the time of our working up the
legislation, in general terms the legislation has served
industry and the fund very well. There does not seem to
be any reason to remove a certain provision, although I
will deal with that in some depth later.
One of the reasons why it is important to ensure that the
safeguards are in place — and the safeguards are an
element of an overview — is to ensure that the fund
does not go off on a frolic of its own and that there is
some control.
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It would be fair to say that the cost of the construction
industry in Victoria, for whatever reasons, is
significantly above the national average in all forms of
construction. It is much more expensive in Victoria
than in other states, for which there are all sorts of
reasons.
The impact of the unions seems to be much greater in
this state, or it certainly has shown to be in the past
because we need only look at the most recent example
of Saizeriya where there is a huge delay in construction
plans. There have been other examples of plants built in
Victoria that were identical to plants built in other states
but that cost up to twice as much.
We also have in Victoria, if it is not in the more heavy
construction industry, significant costs that make our
domestic construction industry more expensive than
other states. It has been said that the whole builders
warranty issue where people cannot get builders
warranty insurance, which forces a lot of builders out of
industry, means there is less competition and that those
who stay in the industry are able to command higher
prices because if there is not as much competition, then
they are able to demand higher prices. There are clearly
various burdens that the building and construction
industry has in Victoria. It is important that nothing else
is done to further exacerbate building costs in Victoria,
which are somewhat greater.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous interjected.
Hon. C. A. STRONG — That is some of the
background of the bill. I am intrigued by some of the
interjections from across the chamber by the minister
who implies that I am not dealing with the bill when I
talk about the various costs on the construction industry
in Victoria. It is certainly the pot calling the kettle black
when we have sat here through question time listening
to the past master filling in time by filibustering and
refusing to answer questions when he is given a precise
question to answer. There is no way that he answers the
question. He raves on about the most irrelevant things.
He is a past master at filling in time with nonsense
clearly because he does not know what he is talking
about.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous — On a point of order,
Acting President, I know that normally the lead speaker
is given considerable leeway in relation to debate on a
bill. However, I have been listening carefully to the
member’s contribution, and he has not been addressing
the bill. It is another example of him not having done
his homework in relation to a speech, and he keeps
coming into this house without having done even basic
research.
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Hon. C. A. STRONG — On the point of order,
Acting President, what is the point of order? We are not
having a debate. I wonder what Mr Theophanous — —
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Ms Hadden) —
Order! Mr Strong will resume his seat.
Mr Theophanous will address the point of order.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous — On the point of order,
Acting President, I think you should give reasonable
leeway. However, for the last 3 minutes Mr Strong has
done nothing except talk about how I handle question
time, which might be very interesting — —
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Ms Hadden) —
Order! I ask the minister to desist from debating the
point of order.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous — Acting President, I am
just pointing out that the question of how I handle
question time is not relevant to this bill. I ask you
therefore to draw Mr Strong back to the bill and to have
him impart to us the limited knowledge that he may
have of it.
Hon. E. G. Stoney — On the point of order, Acting
President, Mr Strong was only responding to inane and
persistent interjections from government members —
many of whom are out of their place — and it got to the
point where he was forced to respond. He did so quite
succinctly, and I think it is perfectly in order for him to
do that.
Hon. C. A. STRONG — On the point of order,
Acting President, I was responding to comments which
frankly should not have been made. If there had been
order in the chamber, Minister Theophanous would
have been brought to order and I would not have had to
respond in that way.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Ms Hadden) —
Order! There is no point of order, but I would ask the
honourable member to return to the bill and for there to
be less interjection across the chamber.
Hon. C. A. STRONG — Thank you, Acting
President, for a ruling of great wisdom. I was
explaining how the construction industry is enormously
important to the economy of our state. It is an industry
where the cost structures in Victoria are in excess of
those in other states with which we compete. Therefore
it is important that we are mindful of whatever we do
when we are dealing with the construction industry
long service leave issue and to not be placing at risk any
further diminution of our not particularly favourable
position, vis-a-vis the other states.
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It goes without saying that it does not matter what or
who is going to invest in Victoria inevitably they are
going to need some sort of infrastructure, whether it be
buildings or factories or plant and equipment, which
will call upon the building industry. Therefore any
excess costs in the building industry are an impediment
to our economy and growth.
With that preamble, I will look at some of the issues
involved. As I said it is a relatively short bill. It clearly
defines — —
An honourable member — It is a short bill. It has
taken you 15 minutes to say nothing.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous — Just as well I took a
point of order. You would have been finished by now.
Hon. C. A. STRONG — That is precisely right.
One of the key issues that has been a concern with the
Construction Industry Long Service Leave Fund in its
various manifestations is that there is no extension of
the class of individuals who are covered.
The definitions currently talk about construction work.
Though I do not think many people have made this
argument, one could well argue that the laying of a
major drain or something like that constitutes
construction work. The pipes which are needed to lay
that drain are made in a concrete pipe factory. It could
be argued that the people who are working in the
factory making concrete pipes could be part of the
construction industry. The first series of amendments in
the bill seeks to put that beyond any doubt, and I think
that is a positive thing.
Mr Smith — If you read the bill, you would know
they could not do that.
Hon. C. A. STRONG — Once again I am
disappointed Mr Smith interjects. It clearly
demonstrates he does not understand the whole series
of amendments to clauses 4, 7 and 8, to mention a few,
which amend the clauses by saying ‘perform work in
the construction industry’, to make it quite clear that the
type of example which I have quoted is not about
people who work in those construction-related jobs and
they are not able to be beneficiaries of the Construction
Industry Long Service Leave Fund. I think that is an
appropriate amendment and those amendments
follow — —
Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. C. A. STRONG — It is a pity these people do
not understand what they are talking about, because that
turn of words is not there at the moment; the
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amendment puts it in. If you had read the bill, you
would understand what it does.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Ms Hadden) —
Order! I ask Mr Strong to speak through the Chair.
Hon. C. A. STRONG — He would have
understood that. The next amendments which are worth
drawing to the attention of the house deal with the
ability to authorise an officer of the fund, CoINVEST,
to seek to take actions to recover money, or whatever,
from an employer. The way the legislation currently
reads, to carry out these actions would require the
services of a legally qualified person. The amendments
mean that if there is a low level of activities — a low
level of debt collection and trying to recoup money —
that can be done by an authorised officer of CoINVEST
rather than a legal officer, and that clearly brings
forward significant savings, both in time and legal
costs. Once again, this seems to be an eminently
sensible provision.
The other provision which is of a similar nature regards
the service of documents. There is no procedure set out
in the current act as to the service of documents; the
normal rules that would apply for the appropriate court
are deemed to apply. I think we all know that in many
cases those rules for the service of documents require
documents to be served on individuals et cetera, and in
the construction industry — which, as I said at the
outset, tends to be somewhat itinerant in nature — it is
often very hard to track down particular individuals to
serve the documents in the appropriate way. Many
construction companies are smaller enterprises which
may not have major offices and may just be working
with a shingle on an accountant’s office or something
like that. So the whole business of serving documents
under the current act is deemed to create, as experience
has shown, somewhat of a difficulty. This bill, under
clause 12, streamlines the procedures for how
documents can be served. Once again, these seem
eminently sensible provisions which, experience has
shown, will be worth while, and the opposition does not
have any problems with those.
The other area of non-contention is the issue of
agreements with other states. As I said before, the
construction industry is itinerant in nature and people
working in the industry may be working in New South
Wales, Queensland, South Australia or Victoria. The
other states have similar funds for long service leave.
Clearly there can be a situation where somebody may
have worked in a highly paid construction job in New
South Wales for eight years and may then have come to
Victoria and taken on a less highly paid job for another
two years and then claimed his long service leave
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payment. There are clearly issues there of equitability in
terms of what he may have paid into the New South
Wales fund versus the Victorian fund and from which
fund he takes the long service leave payment.
This issue of transferability and the equity of that has
once again been proven to be a little bit difficult under
the provisions of the act. Agreements are in place
between CoINVEST and its equivalent in other states,
but the provisions of the act make some of those a little
more cumbersome than they should be. Further
amendments take those provisions in the act out and
simply leave it to the directors or trustees of
CoINVEST to enter into the appropriate reciprocal
agreements with the other states.
I now turn to the last provision with which the
opposition has a problem — that is, clause 6, which
deals with the extent to which the fund can be extended
to cover other classes of persons. Section 7 of the
existing act says:
(1) The trustee must not, without the prior approval of the
Governor in Council, exercise any power, authority or
discretion given to the trustee by the trust deed the
exercise of which would have the effect of enlarging the
class of persons capable of being paid benefits out of the
fund.

There are two instances in which that can happen. The
class of people who are beneficiaries of the fund could
be enlarged by including a different category of
construction worker — perhaps from a different trade.
For instance, whereas in the past on a construction
project there would not have been a heavy reliance on
IT and computer wiring and so on, now with new
buildings there is a much heavier reliance on IT and
computer technology, and tradespeople in the IT area
could be included as beneficiaries of the fund. Under
section 7 that cannot be done without the prior approval
of the Governor in Council.
The other way to increase the category of beneficiaries
under the fund is by changing the rules of the fund. This
happened in 2001, where, as I said in my opening
remarks, the long service leave arrangements for the
construction industry were for 13 weeks after 15 years
of service with the ability to start claiming a pro rata of
that 13 weeks after 10 years of service. In 2001 that was
changed to needing to have 10 years of service to claim
the 13 weeks and being able to have pro rata after
8 years of service. Clearly that enlarged the class of
persons capable of being paid under the fund, and as a
consequence of clause 7 of that bill, the approval of the
Governor in Council was sought and was duly given,
and that change was made.
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Clause 6 of this bill takes away the necessity for the
approval of Governor in Council for the extension of
the class of people capable of being paid under the
fund. The opposition sees a problem with that. Going to
some of the issues I was talking to about the importance
of the construction industry, it is an industry which
really does not have any competition. You cannot
export houses, and the industry is not in the tradeable
goods area and is quarantined from the normal
productivity and competition pressures that affect so
many other industries in the manufacturing area.
Therefore, there is always a perceived danger — in fact,
it has been the case many times — with the
construction industry, which has been a leader in
various benefits.
It would be unfortunate for the economy of Victoria —
which is one of the reasons I discussed the link between
the building industry and the economy of Victoria at
some length — if the trustees of the fund, on some
frolic of their own, were to say, for instance, ‘We can
pay long service leave after five years of service, and
rather than give 13 weeks of long service leave, let’s
give 20 weeks of long service leave’. That is an
extreme example, of course, but if they were to do
something like that you could imagine the flow-on
effects to other parts of the economy. Other industries
would ask why they could not have the same
conditions, et cetera. We believe it is appropriate that
there be some check on that, effectively by the minister,
so that if extensions like this were to happen again, they
should go to the minister. I remind the house that the
last time this happened, in 2001, it did go to the
minister, so there is no reason it should not go to the
minister again. The opposition sees significant dangers
in removing that clause.
Therefore we have something of a dilemma in dealing
with the bill. We do not have any problems at all with
most of the amendments. We see them as quite good
and helpful, but we see this fundamental issue of
removing the need to get approval from the minister to
enlarge the fund as a major problem. I must say that it
was clearly put in the original act as a check so that the
government of the day would have some control over
the industry, noting that the flow-on effect for
conditions and claims would be significant. I will
conclude my contribution to the debate by
foreshadowing that we will take the bill into committee
and will move an amendment to omit clause 6. With
those few comments, I thank members for their
patience.
Hon. W. R. BAXTER (North Eastern) — Like
Mr Strong, I find myself in a dilemma with this bill,
because by and large it contains mechanical
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amendments to the Construction Industry Long Service
Leave Act, which on their own do not appear in any
way to be obnoxious. It will tighten up the collection of
dues by employers in the industry, in particular
catching the odd recalcitrant who may not be making
proper contributions on behalf of their employees. It
will sort out interstate anomalies where construction
workers have been engaged on both sides of the border.
As a member with an electorate that has a long border
with New South Wales, I can vouch for the fact that
from time to time those sorts of problems arise.
Mr Strong has alluded to other minor issues with the
bill like the serving of notices and so on. None of those
could be complained about. It is also fair to observe that
the construction industry long service leave provisions
have worked moderately well since they were
introduced some years ago, particularly since the
system was revamped by a previous Minister for
Finance, the Honourable Roger Hallam, when a little
more rigour was put into the system. To say that there
was an opportunity to take it out of the total arena of the
public service might be the best way of putting it.
It is also worth noting that for a long time the fund
generated sufficient income for there to be no
requirement of the industry to make contributions. I
think it was a period of some five years. Presumably
that was in the days when benefits were less generous
than they are now and the return on investments was
probably quite satisfactory.
Mr Viney — It was 10 years.
Hon. W. R. BAXTER — Ten years, was it,
Mr Viney? I thank Mr Viney for his advice.
I understand the contribution is now 1.5 per cent of
salary, with some indication that that sum is likely to
rise to 2 per cent in the not-too-distant future. That is all
very well, it might be said, bearing in mind that
employers are already making the 9 per cent
superannuation guarantee contribution on their wages
bill, plus paying payroll tax in many cases. Now there
will be this impost. The on-costs of employing people
in the construction industry are quite high; there is no
doubt about that. It has already been noted in the debate
today that the cost of construction in Victoria is out of
step and out of kilter with other states, particularly with
our main competitor, New South Wales.
There is currently a major investment occurring in my
electorate in north-eastern Victoria which almost went
to New South Wales, despite the fact that the Victorian
site was much more attractive and services such as
water and power, access to rail and road and so on were
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nearer and much more easily secured than those on the
New South Wales side. The building cost differential
was so great that the investment almost went to New
South Wales. That is but one example, but it is of grave
concern that Victorians are being held back by the fact
that construction costs in this state are so much higher
than elsewhere.
We have to be very careful with bills such as this that
we do not aggravate the situation by imposing or giving
rise to the potential for additional costs. That brings me
to my objection and my dilemma with clause 6. I shall
be interested at the committee stage to see what
rationale the minister advances for the provision.
Perhaps government speakers in the second-reading
debate will be able to enlighten the house as to why it is
deemed a good idea to take out of the current act the
safeguard of the approval of the Governor in Council
for extensions to benefits.
We have seen long service leave change over time and
be whittled down in terms of the requirements for
entitlement — it went from 15 years down to 10 years,
and now there can be a pro rata entitlement after 8 years
and even some pressure for it to accrue after 7 years.
The notion of long service leave will begin to lose its
impact if we are going to make it available after so few
years in the job as 7 years. I cannot see how in
definitional terms long service after 7 years can be long
service. It simply cannot be so.
Mr Smith interjected.
Hon. W. R. BAXTER — That may be so, people
change jobs at their behest and sometimes not at their
behest — more often than was the case in the past. That
does not of itself justify long service leave entitlements
being made available after a very short period of
service. In fact the opposite is true so far as I can see.
Surely the intent of long service leave in the first place
was to encourage people to remain in their positions in
the work force. Employers had invested a lot to train
workers, and it provided some incentive for the workers
to stay with them. My electorate officer is away on long
service leave at the moment after having served
15 years. It does not seem very long at all since she first
came in the front door of my office, but there it is —
15 years have passed by and she is in Cambodia now
because of it!
We have to be careful that the intent of long service
leave is not lost and that it does not become just another
benefit that is available after you have been in a job for
a very short time. My main concern with clause 6
involves having the safeguard of any significant change
in benefits needing the imprimatur of the Governor in
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Council, which is another check and balance. As I say,
we are dealing with what are virtually trust funds. The
union movement makes up 50 per cent of the
representation on the board, and it is sad that the history
of the union movement shows it cannot necessarily be
trusted when it comes to the management of funds such
as this.
Mr Viney interjected.
Hon. W. R. BAXTER — They deal directly with
the workers’ super guarantee contributions, they are out
in the marketplace, they have professional boards and
they have investment managers. This is a somewhat
different circumstance. The Governor in Council is not
much of a safeguard anyway because basically the
government of the day puts the orders up to the
Governor in Council, but it just adds accountability and
transparency, which this government claims it abides
by and was elected to office on. Here is an example of
accountability and transparency being removed. As I
say, I will stand by with great interest to see the
rationale for its removal, but in the absence of a
convincing argument, certainly The Nationals will be
joining the Liberal opposition in voting against
clause 6.
Mr VINEY (Chelsea) — It is a pleasure to speak in
support of the Construction Industry Long Service
Leave (Amendment) Bill now before the house. This
bill is part of a long history and a continuum of
important and positive reform giving appropriate
benefits to workers in an industry which by its very
nature involves a lot of necessary change, with workers
and contractors switching between jobs and employers.
This reform was started in the 1970s under the Hamer
government to recognise the importance of the workers
in this industry, the unique nature of the industry and to
ensure that the workers had an opportunity to take long
service leave. Now we have 183 000 Victorians
working in the construction sector, which contributes to
about one-fifth of the Victorian economy in
employment terms.
What we now have is essentially a privatised scheme
managed by trustees, CoINVEST. As Mr Baxter
pointed out, there was a period between December
1993 and June 2003, almost 10 years, when no levies
needed to be raised. However, the levies are now at
about 1.5 per cent or about $12 a week per worker. So
the levy under this scheme is not onerous and provides
a significant benefit and confidence for the workers in
this industry. In fact in the context of the debate and the
opposition’s proposals for clause 6, it is important to
recognise that it is a privatised scheme; it is an industry
scheme that is managed essentially by the industry.
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The intention of this bill is to ensure that some of the
unnecessary administrative and legal processes are
streamlined to reduce the costs of the management of
the fund. Also in relation to clause 6, it is now time for
the scheme to be managed fully as an industry scheme.
There should be no need to have Governor in Council
oversight of a scheme that can be managed properly
and appropriately by the industry itself. The
CoINVEST board is made up of a mix of directors,
including 4 employees, 4 employers and 3 independent
directors who would normally come from the finance,
accounting and investment areas.
I take up Mr Baxter’s comment in relation to his
suggestion that unions do not manage funds well —
that is completely defied by the success of this scheme
under that board with the arrangement of directors
where there are representatives from unions, employers
and independent directors obviously working extremely
well — so well in fact that they have been able to
manage a fund that did not require levies for a 10-year
period and is now only levying at a quite modest
amount.
We also need only look at the success of the great
industry-based superannuation schemes to recognise
that in fact workers and unions have been able to very
successfully manage funds — they are the
best-performing funds in the superannuation sector. It is
a bit of an unfortunate development in this debate that
both Mr Bishop and Mr Strong have raised the ogre of
the union movement. Mr Strong even talked about the
construction industry not being subject to the same
level of competition as other industries. That would be
a surprise to most people in the construction sector
which is a very competitive one.
Putting up the proposition that the union movement is
somehow incapable of working with employers to
properly manage these funds for the benefit of workers
is typical of the conservative attack on workers and
unions that we are starting to get ready for in this
country coming as a result of the Howard government’s
re-election with a majority in the Senate. This is a
continuation of that softening up that the conservative
forces in this country are starting to run to attack unions
and workers to diminish the rights of workers and
unions in this country. That is what is coming, and this
is part of that softening-up process.
The opposition is putting up a straw dog — it is a little
bit like that Mexican game where they put those straw
donkeys up and are blindfolded. I was rather reminded
of that by Mr Strong’s contribution to the debate —
people are blindfolded and smash around trying to
smash the straw donkey, missing it and banging it here
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and there. This is what they are trying to do — put up a
straw dog that they want to attack by the comments on
this bill criticising unions and their capacity. This bill is
about making sure that the administrative procedures of
the fund are more properly and better managed and
making sure that the industry fund, CoINVEST Ltd is
able to manage itself for the benefit of workers in the
sector. I commend the bill to the house.
Hon. A. P. OLEXANDER (Silvan) — It gives me
pleasure to join the debate on the Construction Industry
Long Service Leave (Amendment) Bill and in doing so
I echo the comments that have already been made in the
chamber by Mr Strong, the lead speaker for the
opposition, and of course our friend and colleague from
The Nationals Mr Baxter. They both raised the critical
issue which concerns this side of the chamber which
gets down to one thing — there is nothing else in the
bill about which we have such a concern as would lead
us to oppose it as clause 6. That clause removes the
requirement that any change to the parameters
governing the payment of long service leave to
construction industry workers so defined under the bill
be removed. We hold this position for very good
reason.
At a philosophical level we believe the government has
a responsibility in legitimately overseeing the cost
structures that apply to key sectors of the economy. The
construction industry, as has been discussed at length
this afternoon in the chamber, is a very important and
significant part of the Victorian economy in terms of
economic growth. It is a leading indicator. It tends to
proceed the economy in many respects. When there is a
downturn it tends to show us that a downturn is
coming. It is a leading and significant indicator. For
government to say it has no role in an industry such as
this in governing the cost structures or assisting with
guiding what is acceptable in terms of the cost structure
frankly staggers us. That argument has just been put by
the government speaker Mr Viney.
Our opposition to this clause has less to do with any
sense of anti-union sentiment or any sense of what
Mr Viney described as union bashing; it has more to do
with the legitimate role of a state government of any
political colour having final approval rights over what
could become very significant cost imposts on an
industry of very great importance to the state of
Victoria. We do not discriminate between a
government which would be seen to be conservative in
its nature or Labor in its nature because we believe all
governments have that responsibility regardless of their
political colour. The fact that we have a government
today in the Australian Labor Party in Victoria, which
has significant links organisationally with the trade
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union movement, does not impact on our judgment on
this issue at all. We believe that it is a legitimate role of
government to oversee this type of cost issue in the
industry.
Mr Viney interjected.
Hon. A. P. OLEXANDER — And Mr Viney and
the government obviously do not. The more cynical
amongst us in the opposition benches might even go so
far as to say that the government understands
completely what it is doing with the amendments in this
bill. The more cynical amongst us might argue — I do
not argue it — that it is a deliberate move, not an
oversight, on the part of the government to put another
bargaining chip on the table which could then be used
between unions and employers in industrial disputes
and in industrial negotiations.
We think that while it might not be a deliberate move
on the part of the government, that could certainly be
the outcome as a result of this bill. That is why
Mr Strong has foreshadowed that the opposition will
move an amendment to delete clause 6, which would
retain the status quo situation in Victoria whereby a
government minister with relevant authority would
have to approve through Governor in Council any
change which would significantly impact on the
outgoings of the fund, significantly impact on the
benefits payable and significantly impact as a result of
that — it cannot be denied — on the cost structure and
the cost structures operating within the Victorian
building industry.
It is not a secret that between the states there is a very
large disparity in the cost structure of the operation of
this industry. It is known widely that Victoria is
probably at the lower end of the cost competitiveness
scale in Australian terms. The costs of construction in
New South Wales and Queensland, it has been shown
for a variety of reasons not just associated with rates of
pay, hours of work or work practices or conditions, or
long service leave or superannuation entitlements are
much lower than they are in Victoria, putting a
Victorian-based activity at a significant disadvantage to
other states. The one and only reason the opposition
will be moving its amendment is to delete clause 6, and,
if it is not deleted, we foreshadow that we will vote
against the bill.
Other aspects of this legislation, as Mr Strong has
explained to the house, are quite acceptable to the
opposition and are quite sensible.
Sitting suspended 6.30 p.m. until 8.02 p.m.
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Hon. A. P. OLEXANDER — When I ceased my
contribution at the commencement of the dinner break I
was discussing the reasons why the opposition will be
opposing clause 6 and will be seeking to delete it from
this legislation. I was justifying the case for doing that
on the basis of financial management and economic
management for a very important industry.
I was also raising some concerns that some members of
the opposition have about the potential for that
provision in the bill to be misused by some in the trade
union movement. There is a very real potential that
without the oversight of a minister or the Governor in
Council, that is exactly what will take place as a result
of this legislation.
I would have thought for the benefit of members
opposite that Mr Strong’s initial presentation in this
place made that case extremely clearly. In fact, quite to
the contrary of the views expressed during Mr Strong’s
presentation by Minister Theophanous, Mr Smith and
others on the other side of the chamber, Mr Strong has
a very detailed understanding of this piece of legislation
and an even more detailed understanding of the
potential for at least one of its provisions to be severely
misused and to have some potentially very damaging
consequences for the Victorian economy. That was
where I was up to in my presentation when the dinner
break commenced.
Clause 6 inserts new subsection (2)(c) in section 7 of
the principal act, which provides that the trustee of the
board will be able to determine the amount of benefits
payable from the Construction Industry Long Service
Leave Fund without the approval of the Governor in
Council. That is the key departure with this legislation
from the existing situation in Victoria.
The government has left alone ministerial approvals
over extensions to definitions of who is considered to
be a construction worker under this legislation. We
welcome the fact that it has done that. That is prudent
because any extension to the definition of who is or
who qualifies as a construction worker for the purposes
of long service leave or superannuation could also have
enormous impacts financially on the fund and on the
cost structure under which the industry operates.
But it has removed it for this particular clause, which
relates to the rules surrounding long service leave.
Mr Strong and Mr Baxter have already explained to the
chamber that in the year 2000 there was under the
existing legislation a change to the parameters by which
people could be paid their long service leave. It was
15 years, and that was changed by the board and the
trustee to a period 10 years with the possibility of
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partial payments to a worker who was defined under
the act. It was after eight years, but it was not total long
service leave after the eight years. That was interpreted
to be a change to the material rules surrounding the
payments from the fund and required the approval of
the minister. In the year 2000, the minister at the time
approved that change. Given the significance of the
construction industry in this state that was a very
important check and a very important balance on a
situation which could have had vast financial
implications for the industry and for Victoria.
We on the opposition side say that it is only prudent
and proper that the minister retain that power and that
the Governor in Council be required, after ministerial
approval, to approve such change. There are many
practical reasons apart from the obvious cost
considerations. Oftentimes, when ministers or
government departments are asked to approve changes
of this nature they would routinely conduct economic
impact studies or do analyses of what the likely impacts
would be on a particular industry sector, upon the state
of Victoria, upon the tax base, upon revenue or upon
expenditure by governments. That is routinely done,
and it is a very prudent thing to do. That would not be
possible in this situation, because the minister would
not even need to be alerted that a decision of this nature
had been made by the industry. It is one thing for the
government to argue that this is purely an issue which
exists between parties, employers and employees and
they should be allowed to settle it and work it through
of their own accord, but that completely flies in the face
of government policy and prudent economic
management measures that governments of both sides
have taken for years.
The present government has a ruling that public
servants, for example, who are on the government
payroll should receive no more than 3 per cent in pay
increases in any annual period. That is a policy decision
made by a government that is attempting to exercise
fiscal responsibility and not have wage blow-outs
which could potentially affect the state, the economy
and the position of those people who are employed in
the longer term. It is legitimate for governments to have
that sort of policy parameter, but we are presented with
a bill where that will no longer be possible for the
government. That is the sole cause of concern the
opposition has about this. We believe clause 6 of this
bill represents a measure which is not economically
responsible or desirable and which removes an essential
safeguard which should remain intact in the legislation.
As my friend and colleague Mr Strong explained, it
raises the spectre of trade-offs occurring between
employees and employers and between unions and
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employers in and around industrial negotiations in the
construction industry sector. If long service leave
entitlements and the rules under which they operate are
to be put on the table as just another bargaining chip in
negotiations, then we are doing a disservice to the
economy and the state of Victoria by passing this
legislation. By disempowering a government’s
guidance over the economy we are allowing decisions
to be taken which could potentially harm the economy,
and that should not be the case. For those reasons we
foreshadow that we will be moving an amendment
during the committee stage of this bill to strike out that
provision.
In conclusion I ask a government speaker to give us
that answer. We have only heard from one so far, and
that was Mr Viney. He assiduously avoided this issue
and would not explain to us or give us a justification as
to why the change in clause 6 is being introduced in this
bill. We want an answer. We want to hear the
government’s justification. Our friends and colleagues
in the National Party represented by Mr Baxter on this
bill have also asked for that justification. We will be
listening in this debate very carefully, and after we
move our amendments, we will be making a decision
about the position we take on the bill.
Mr SMITH (Chelsea) — Long service leave for the
construction industry was established in the early
seventies by no less than the Liberal Party under Dick
Hamer. That is a bit of a surprise for most Labor
people, because it was a rather enlightened decision at
the time. It was recognised that construction workers
were significantly disadvantaged in comparison with
other industry workers when it came to the issue of
long service leave. By its very nature the industry
employed itinerant workers who moved from project to
project et cetera. It is a little less the case now, because
a lot of construction workers tend to stick with the
bigger construction companies and move from project
to project. However, for those employed by smaller
contractors, for example, this was seen as a way of
paying them an entitlement or a standard that was
afforded to other workers in other industries.
We heard earlier contributions from Mr Baxter and the
Liberal Party who were concerned about the lowering
of standards and how it may flow to other industries et
cetera. I know for instance that in South Australia the
industry standard is seven years for long service leave
entitlements. It is not the case here but — who
knows? — down the track it may well be. That is a
matter for the employees, their unions and the
companies to determine.
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This leads me to the other point: what hypocrites they
are on the other side. We see nationally, and have seen
for some time, people like Peter Reith, Tony Abbott
and the Prime Minister arguing strenuously that
employees and employers should work out their
industrial relations arrangements, their entitlements and
so on, and that third parties should keep out of it — of
course, they are referring to unions. We know that they
have a particular problem with unions, union
intervention and so on.
However, when it comes to clause 6 of the bill those
opposite want to argue that the third party — that is, the
minister — ought to be able to intervene and ensure
that there is no flow-on effect to other industries. I am a
bit bemused by this; I do not understand what they
really want. Do they or don’t they want third-party
intervention? Maybe in the committee stage we can
hear what they really want in terms of third party
intervention. I am of the view that the industry
employees and employers are more than capable of
determining for themselves what their standards ought
to be.
The current long service leave scheme is run by a trust
called CoINVEST, a private sector scheme managed by
trustees. It is a not-for-profit trust. It currently controls
or administers something like $300 million. As I
understand it, it has invested so wisely that on many
occasions there is no need for ongoing contributions
from employers et cetera. It is managed in the same
way that industry superannuation funds are managed.
I might add for those who do not understand the
difference that industry superannuation funds far
outperform normal industry funds, in particular those
super funds managed by banks which those opposite
are very keen on and would rather see workers going to.
Industry funds outperform. I would recommend to
anyone that any money they have in superannuation
ought to be transferred to an industry superannuation
fund and in particular to Cbus which has outperformed
all the others when you look at the administration fees
et cetera. It is second to none — in fact, it is the best.
At the moment employers, contractors and so on
contribute 1.5 per cent or approximately $12 per week
to the long service leave fund. This fund is almost
totally portable across the country in all states and one
territory except for the Northern Territory which is
coming online in the next few months. That will mean
that a worker who considerably and regularly may
work at a major construction project at the Geelong oil
refinery and four months later be working on the North
West shelf in Western Australia would be covered by
the same fund.
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The bill facilitates or improves the capacity of those
trustees to administer the fund to have better
record-keeping and to pursue those employers. We
know that there are a lot of shifty employers,
contractors in particular, and the bill will enable the
recovery of monies to ensure that the workers get their
fair cop — no more, no less; just their fair cop. I know
that some members opposite might have a problem but
it is something that we hold near and dear to our hearts.
Whilst it was the Hamer government that assisted in the
creation of this fund in the 1970s, it was driven by the
union movement. That is another example of what
unions do in society. They lift the floor. They drive up
standards, and they drive up benefits that flow to
everyone. Does anyone not understand that whilst the
construction industry got this, so did everyone else? I
heard Mr Olexander earlier referring to his fear that this
might flow to other industries. To Mr Olexander and
others opposite I say, ‘Hello!’. All the other industries
already get long service leave. It is entrenched. It is a
statutory entitlement.
Through full consultation with the industry, including
employers and the union, we have said that there is no
longer a requirement for the minister to be involved to
the extent that they have been, that the industry can
cover what is needed if there is an attempt. To the credit
of the relevant construction unions they will always try
to pursue an extension of this entitlement wherever they
possibly can if it benefits working people. And I say,
‘Good on them; go for it’. But the Governor in Council
has the ultimate say as to whether extensions will be
permitted, either in a particular part of the industry or to
individuals. I do not understand the arguments or
concerns of the opposition. Its view does not hold up; it
is totally contrary to what they say they believe in, in
terms of no third parties et cetera.
CoINVEST is a not-for-profit organisation. The board
of trustees has 11 members drawn down from the
industry, from employers, unions and independents. I
would have to say to date the record is very good. They
have administered the trust fund particularly well, to the
point where there are no objections to what has been
proposed in this bill by employers or unions other than
their being, as I said before, befuddled. If the industry
employers, unions and employees do not have any
problems, what is the problem here? I am bemused by
that.
Mr Baxter raised the issue or the red-rag fear factor that
this could spread like a cancer everywhere across all
different industries. Heaven forbid that all workers
might start improving their entitlements under long
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service leave from — oh, my God! — 15 years all the
way down to possibly 7 years.
But what about the changes that are going on in
industry that may demand these compensatory
entitlements like the casualisation of the work force?
We are seeing a massive increase in the casualisation of
the work force that provides the flexibility that the lot
opposite say is absolutely necessary — and to an extent
we do not disagree. However, if workers are going to
lose as a result of this, there ought to be some
compensation or recognition of that fact so entitlements
move accordingly. What is wrong with that? It is fair
and balanced. We know that the current federal
government under this Prime Minister is hell-bent on
embarking on a jihad against the union movement. He
has now got the necessary equipment — that is, control
of both houses — to do it.
An honourable member interjected.
Mr SMITH — This is just a clear indication to me
yet again that they are opposed to anything that
improves the lot of workers at the expense of employers
or investors.
Hon. Bill Forwood — Are you on the side of the
rooster or the dead parrot?
Mr SMITH — I am a rooster!
Where was I? As I say, the Prime Minister is hell-bent
on destroying as many entitlements as he can in the
mistaken belief that this will in some way improve the
marketplace and increase employment. He may well
increase employment but with much lower wages,
conditions and so on. If opposition members want to
live and work in a Third World country, they should
just come out and say it. But in about 100 years the
union movement has fought its way out of the quagmire
to where we are today, where the living standards in
this country are equal to or better than most countries
on the planet. There is no question about that. One day,
maybe today, those opposite will actually admit that the
union movement has had just a smidgeon to do with
that.
In summary, full consultation has taken place with all
affected parties, other than those opposite. The majority
of employers are not at all affected, so I do not know
why opposition members are concerned. Minimal
changes are proposed under this bill, and there are no
new obligations whatsoever on employers. We do not
have a problem, and employers, unions and workers do
not have a problem. We think it is very good legislation
and should be supported. I commend it to the house.
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Motion agreed to.
Read second time.
Committed.
Committee
Clauses 1 to 5 agreed to.
Clause 6
Hon. C. A. STRONG (Higinbotham) — I move:
Clause 6, omit this clause.

It is important to point out, as has already been dealt
with in the second-reading debate, that the opposition
sees this clause as an element of insurance. Mr Smith in
his contribution eloquently described how the modern
approach to industrial relations and awards and so on is
to leave it to the parties to work out what best suits
them. If that works out for the parties, that is fair and
reasonable and should not be disagreed with.
However, I point out something that was omitted from
Mr Smith’s contribution: within that context minimum
standards have been set in legislation, so this is not, as
Mr Smith was implying, open slather. Those minimum
standards are set fundamentally for two reasons: firstly,
to protect workers so they cannot be taken advantage
of; and secondly, they are there to protect the
community, the economy and everything that flows
from a work force and an industry that is effective and
efficient.
To simply remove any reference to that economy in
such an important element as the scale of long service
leave is a great mistake. Nobody questions the need for
appropriate long service leave payments, and nobody
questions the need for CoINVEST. The point has been
made by others that it was set up by a Liberal
government. All we are saying is that this fund, if it is
making significant changes to the scale of benefits and
to the body of people who will get those benefits,
should refer that back to the government to ensure that
this will not have an adverse impact on the economy of
our state. There is nothing magical or mystical about
this because this is what has happened to date. We have
all talked about what happened in 2001 where there
was a change in benefits and it was referred to the
government. The government said that it was fine, so it
went ahead. We see no reason why this should not
continue. We see no reason why this essential insurance
clause should be taken away. Hence we are moving that
clause 6 be omitted. I urge the government to seriously
consider the acceptance of the amendment because
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basically there are many good things in the bill which
should be passed. If the clause is deleted it will ensure
the speedy and effective passage of the bill.
Mr GAVIN JENNINGS (Minister for Aged
Care) — I respond to Mr Strong and the committee by
immediately indicating that the government clearly
opposes the amendment moved by Mr Strong and that
the government has confidence in the bill before the
Parliament. The government believes its reason for
having confidence is that in preparing the legislation it
sought the recommendations of this otherwise
independent board which, apart from being bound by
government statute, runs the affairs of an independent
trust that accounts for the wellbeing of this long service
leave scheme. We acted upon its advice to say that in its
view it should have discretion over the entitlements that
are paid out under the scheme. Clearly it has
responsibility for making sure that the scheme remains
viable. The provisions of the bill and the principal act
ensure that it is obliged to have sufficient resources to
adequately cater for entitlements that are paid over a
period.
We clearly acted on the advice of stakeholders in the
industry beyond the scope of the board. We have
consulted with the construction industry itself and
employer bodies that have expressed a degree of
comfort in the amendments the government has
introduced. There has been no mobilising of resistance
to the specific provision with the exception of the
opposition parties. In my understanding of the
second-reading debate there has been no evidence
brought to bear in terms of the critical centre of
opposition within the community to say that this is an
appropriate action and therefore the government — —
Mr Viney — It is ideological.
Mr GAVIN JENNINGS — It may well be
ideologically driven. If the government were dealing
with a greenfield approach to this issue in this day and
age and brought forward a proposal to establish a
scheme, I would seriously question whether the
opposition parties would say, ‘You do not need to
establish such a scheme by statute and you do not need
to have any regulation, it should be an endeavour that is
a private and independent structure that runs these
entitlements’. I would have thought that would be the
logical position. Probably in ideological or
philosophical terms the opposition parties are
somewhat compromised in running that argument
before Parliament at this time.
As has already been indicated in the second-reading
debate by Mr Smith, a Liberal government introduced
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this scheme initially, and then in 1997 a coalition
government decided to amend the scheme to make it, in
effect, a privatised scheme run by an independent
board. Now we are talking about a degree of regulation
that is maintained through a Governor in Council
operation where the Governor in Council, on the basis
of advice from a minister, should be involved in
approving entitlements made under that scheme.
It is an illogical position. There is no centre of gravity
in the logic of the arguments put before the government
by the opposition parties. If opposition members were
saying that there was a huge exposure in the voting
provisions and the flow-on effect to other sections of
the work force that may receive entitlements under this
scheme, there is one residual requirement for approval
of Governor in Council — that is, who are those people
who are entitled to receive benefits under the scheme?
That is not at the discretion of the independent board
but will continue to be a reserve power held for
Governor in Council determination. The notion from
the perspective of the opposition parties that this
provision could be the opening of the floodgates in a
whole new catchment of categories of people in the
work force to receive entitlements is clearly contained
within the existing restraint in the application of
Governor in Council approval.
The final point that I would like to make in relation to
Mr Strong’s amendment is the confidence the
government has in the consideration of the
determination of the board itself, and that goes to the
way in which the board is constructed. The board is
comprised of 11 members: 4 nominated by employer
bodies, 4 nominated by employee representatives
coming from the trade union movement, and 3
independent directors who are appointed following a
process which involves an executive search to ensure
they have investment understandings. An actuary is
currently the chair of the board. The three independent
directors are appointed by the consideration of the other
eight members of the board.
The sheer capacity of the trade union movement to
determine outcomes, as it may have been alleged by
opposition members, is limited by the way in which the
board itself is constructed. The obligation of the board
is to ensure the ongoing viability of the trust fund so
that entitlements may be paid. The government is
confident of the calibre of representation on the board
and the quality of its decision making. Because the
government is confident in the quality of the decision
making it sees no reason for any determination the
board makes in relation to entitlements being subject to
Governor in Council approval. For those combined
reasons I suggest very strongly to Mr Strong and to the
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committee that the government will oppose the
amendment.
Hon. C. A. STRONG (Higinbotham) — I do not
wish drag out this committee stage. As Mr Viney and
the minister have indicated, I think the government has
made up its mind. However, I wish to highlight the
inconsistencies of the arguments put forward by the
minister. I would be surprised if any board said they
would like to see the limits to their power removed.
Most boards would quite happily admit to feeling
competent and would support the removal of any
limitations to their power. I do not find as a particularly
persuasive argument the suggestion that the board
would like the shackles on them removed.
Mr Gavin Jennings — That is what the Telstra
board decided today.
Hon. C. A. STRONG — That is right. The minister
went on at some length that he had confidence in the
board to make sure the books were balanced, as it were,
and the fund was in surplus. That is the board’s
responsibility. However the size of the scope of the
people involved in the scheme is increased, that is not a
problem for the board, because it will just up the levies
to make sure the new cohort of people is covered. That
is simply not an argument.
The major inconsistency in what the minister said was
about a limit put in place to make sure the cohort could
not be increased without the government’s agreement
through the Governor in Council. What he said was that
he had removed part of that restriction, but still kept it
for the other part — for that part which says you cannot
increase the cohort by adding new trades and new
people in that way. Is this a limited trust of the board?
The minister trusts the board so far as its being able to
limit the reduction of benefits, but he does not trust the
board in being able to increase the cohort. The
inconsistency of his argument is quite clear. We believe
the limitations that exist are reasonable and should stay,
but the minister has a different opinion. The arguments
he presents show a different opinion rather than an
inconsistency in logic.
Hon. W. R. BAXTER (North Eastern) — I rise to
support Mr Strong’s amendment and oppose clause 6 as
well. There was an analogy made by government
members in the second-reading debate that this was
somehow akin to the industry superannuation funds —
that is, they are all allegedly doing well, and they are
not under these controls so why are we objecting here
to this extra check and balance?
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I think Mr Strong has put his finger on the salient
difference, because the superannuation fund’s income is
limited to the 9 per cent statutory contribution that
employers are obliged to make, and the funds are
inelastic in that sense. That is the amount they have to
work with plus the investment return they can garner
therefrom. This scheme is a levy set on employers,
which presumably is set after adding up the costs of
paying the benefits and running the scheme and
working out what that levy will be.
As Mr Strong rightly says, if you expand the cohort at a
whim, or for whatever reason, it does not interfere
necessarily with the stability of this trust fund, because
they can simply increase the levy on employers. That is
our concern, and that is why we would like to see this
extra check and balance. It was obviously put there in
1997 by the former government; I have not been
convinced by the reasons advanced by the minister that
it ought to be removed. As we say, we did not vote
against the bill at the second-reading stage, because the
other provisions are quite meritorious. It is simply this
clause which gives rise to concern, and I think the
committee would be well disposed to omit it with a
view to passing the balance of the bill.
Hon. A. P. OLEXANDER (Silvan) — I have some
questions for the minister. I expected the minister to
respond to either Mr Strong or Mr Baxter. Perhaps he
can respond to some of the concerns I have with
clause 6. I will be joining Mr Strong in voting against
this clause, and I will do so on the basis that it removes,
in my view, a very important check and control upon
what is really a very significant financial lever applying
to this industry and to the long service leave
entitlements of workers and the cost impost on
employers that would result.
In the absence of an explanation, we have heard today
from the minister that he believes the opposition’s
arguments in this regard are illogical. He has defended
the removal of ministerial oversight and Governor in
Council approval of any measure here on the basis of
free trade — I thought that was a particularly creative
argument. But I have not really understood his
responses — at least in the committee phase of this
bill — and he has not explained to us why the Bracks
government believes it is appropriate and logical to
allow Governor in Council and ministerial oversight to
govern those who are covered by the bill, or the cohort
who is entitled, but does not see it as logical or
appropriate where the rules of entitlement are being
determined.
I ask the minister to explain why the Bracks
government believes it is appropriate to have
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ministerial oversight on the definition of workers, those
who are covered in the cohort? Why does he believe
that is logical?
Mr GAVIN JENNINGS (Minister for Aged
Care) — The perversity of this line of questioning is
that that is not the nature of the amendment that is being
sought. In fact, there is no question from the opposition
in relation to whether that provision is, in its view, not
appropriate. Pursuing that as an amendment is its
prerogative. If it wants to go for a consistent line, the
consistent line is no regulation. On the basis of advice
and on the basis of its consideration the government has
determined that it is appropriate potentially for some
opportunity for additional sections of the work force to
be roped into this scheme. That may not have been
consistent with the original objective of the statute — to
maintain that reserve power in relation to talking about
the scope of employees who will be covered by the
legislation.
I addressed that in my original contribution. In fact,
many of my colleagues on this side of the chamber
criticise me for in the committee stage being too
fulsome in my answers and perhaps would prefer me to
dribble out my response in line with subsequent
questioning. But I believe I addressed that substantive
issue in my initial answer to Mr Strong’s proposition. I
do not think any additional issue has been raised up
until this point in time that I have not covered in that
initial presentation. I will take the opportunity now that
it is afforded to me to say to Mr Baxter that the
government believes the nature of the construction of
the board, in that employer representatives, who are
representatives of employers within the industry, must
be mindful of the economic consequences of their
actions.
Hon. W. R. Baxter — They have not got the
numbers.
Mr GAVIN JENNINGS — They do have the
numbers on the basis of the combined logic of their
brief — which is, as a part of the board to, yes, be
viable within their responsibilities of the board but
operate as a viable trust scheme operating within an
industry. So it is incumbent upon all members of the
board to be mindful of the wellbeing of the industry as
well as the wellbeing of the trust. Because if the
industry is not viable, then there is no way in the world
that the trust will be viable in its ongoing construction.
For that reason the government believes
fundamentally that it would be in a paternalistic
relationship with the board, and indeed the employer
representatives on the board, if it were to adopt and
accept the logic of the argument that is being put to us.
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Hon. A. P. OLEXANDER (Silvan) — With
respect, Chair, the minister has not answered my
fundamental question about this clause. This clause, as
the minister knows, removes a ministerial oversight and
an approval requirement by Governor in Council over
an important part of the rules of entitlement for the
scheme. My question to the minister was: why does the
government believe it is appropriate to have ministerial
oversight in one instance, when determining those
covered by the scheme, but not in another? The
minister said something which did not answer the
question. But he raised an obvious other question. Why,
then, does the government believe that the board should
make the total decision about the rules of entitlement
but does not allow the board to make the decision about
who is covered?
Mr GAVIN JENNINGS (Minister for Aged
Care) — I encourage Mr Olexander and other members
of the committee who may be interested in that line of
questioning to read my extracts in Hansard, because I
believe I have comprehensively answered his question,
both in my initial presentation and then in my
subsequent answer.
Hon. A. P. OLEXANDER (Silvan) — Yes, we
have read it, and it does not answer the question —
which is why it is being asked, Chair. That is why we
have a committee phase in this Parliament. The minister
obviously does not wish to explain to the opposition
why there was a decision to remove the ministerial
oversight here. He is not prepared to explain to us why
he discriminates between one decision the board makes
and another in this amendment.
The CHAIR — Order! I remind Mr Olexander that
the minister has responded to his questions, but that he
does not have to give him a response that he finds
satisfactory.
Hon. A. P. Olexander — Precisely my point.
The CHAIR — Order! He gives his own response.
Does Mr Olexander have any further questions?
Hon. A. P. OLEXANDER (Silvan) — Yes I do,
Chair. The question I ask is: has any trade union
requested that the government remove the ministerial
oversight which is the subject of this clause in this
legislation?
Mr GAVIN JENNINGS (Minister for Aged
Care) — Certainly no union has asked me, and I am not
aware of any union that has made that specific request.
Hon. A. P. OLEXANDER (Silvan) — I asked: has
the Bracks government had a representation from a
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union which has asked it to make this change to the
legislation? I did not ask if anyone had asked the
minister personally but whether the government had
had a representation.
Mr GAVIN JENNINGS (Minister for Aged
Care) — I am sorry. There were two phrases —
‘No-one has asked me’ and ‘I am not aware of any
union asking the government’. They were in my initial
answer to you.
Hon. A. P. OLEXANDER (Silvan) — In that case
has the government undertaken an economic impact
study on what the implications would be for employer
contributions to the scheme should the rules governing
entitlements be changed as a result of this provision?
Mr GAVIN JENNINGS (Minister for Aged
Care) — To my knowledge we are relying on the
advice and the capacity of the board to make
determinations to ensure its ongoing financial viability.
I reiterate that the government has great confidence in
the calibre and acumen of the people who are on the
board.
Hon. A. P. OLEXANDER (Silvan) — Has any
employer or employer organisation expressed concern
to the government about the potential impact of the
removal of ministerial oversight?
Mr GAVIN JENNINGS (Minister for Aged
Care) — I am very pleased to say that I have been
advised from the advisers box that the government has
not received any correspondence in relation to this
matter from any employer body opposing the current
proposal.
Hon. C. A. STRONG (Higinbotham) — I would
like to put on the record one matter. I do not want to be
overly provocative here, but I feel it was a little bit
demeaning to this committee for the minister to say,
‘Read in Hansard tomorrow what I said if you want the
answer to that question’. The truth of the matter is that
at the moment there are two cases when ministerial
approval is sought. The government is taking one of
those away and leaving the other, and the question
asked how it has made that judgment. The minister’s
answer was, ‘Read my answer in Hansard tomorrow’,
and I feel that is a little bit demeaning to the committee.
I accept that is the government’s choice; it can do
whatever it likes, and I do not want to pursue the issue,
but I just want to put on the record that I regret that that
was the answer that came forth.
Mr GAVIN JENNINGS (Minister for Aged
Care) — I do not want to lengthen the committee stage.
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I used the device of saying, ‘Read Hansard’ because I
confidently believe I have answered the question on at
least two occasions. I believe reading Hansard will
demonstrate that I answered that question on at least
two occasions. I have tried to share that with the
committee rather than having to go through the process
of answering repetitive questions when the substantive
answer has been given, and I have nothing further to
add.
Committee divided on omission (members in favour
vote no):
Ayes, 21
Argondizzo, Ms
Broad, Ms
Carbines, Ms
Darveniza, Ms (Teller)
Eren, Mr (Teller)
Hadden, Ms
Hilton, Mr
Hirsh, Ms
Jennings, Mr
Lenders, Mr
McQuilten, Mr

Madden, Mr
Mikakos, Ms
Mitchell, Mr
Nguyen, Mr
Pullen, Mr
Scheffer, Mr
Smith, Mr
Theophanous, Mr
Thomson, Ms
Viney, Mr

Noes, 17
Atkinson, Mr
Baxter, Mr (Teller)
Bishop, Mr
Bowden, Mr (Teller)
Brideson, Mr
Coote, Mrs
Dalla-Riva, Mr
Drum, Mr
Forwood, Mr

Hall, Mr
Koch, Mr
Lovell, Ms
Olexander, Mr
Rich-Phillips, Mr
Stoney, Mr
Strong, Mr
Vogels, Mr

Pairs
Buckingham, Ms
Somyurek, Mr

Davis, Mr D. McL.
Davis, Mr P. R.

Amendment negatived.
Clause agreed to; clauses 7 to 13 agreed to.
Reported to house without amendment.
Third reading
The PRESIDENT — Order! The question is:
That the bill be now read a third time and that the bill do pass.

House divided on question:
Ayes, 22
Argondizzo, Ms
Broad, Ms
Carbines, Ms
Darveniza, Ms
Eren, Mr
Hadden, Ms

Madden, Mr
Mikakos, Ms
Mitchell, Mr
Nguyen, Mr (Teller)
Pullen, Mr
Romanes, Ms
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Hilton, Mr
Hirsh, Ms
Jennings, Mr
Lenders, Mr
McQuilten, Mr

Scheffer, Mr
Smith, Mr
Theophanous, Mr
Thomson, Ms
Viney, Mr (Teller)

Noes, 17
Atkinson, Mr
Baxter, Mr (Teller)
Bishop, Mr
Bowden, Mr
Brideson, Mr
Coote, Mrs
Dalla-Riva, Mr
Drum, Mr
Forwood, Mr

Hall, Mr
Koch, Mr
Lovell, Ms
Olexander, Mr
Rich-Phillips, Mr
Stoney, Mr
Strong, Mr
Vogels, Mr (Teller)

Pairs
Buckingham, Ms
Somyurek, Mr

D. Davis, Mr
P. Davis, Mr

Question agreed to.
Read third time.
Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.

CHILDREN AND YOUNG PERSONS
(KOORI COURT) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 30 November; motion of
Mr GAVIN JENNINGS (Minister for Aboriginal
Affairs).
Hon. C. A. STRONG (Higinbotham) — I indicate
the opposition will support the Children and Young
Persons (Koori Court) Bill.
It is interesting to reflect on the recent events that have
happened on Palm Island, where tension, disagreements
and a lack of understanding between cultures erupted
into a very serious incident and where significant
property and personal damage were done. There was a
disagreement, a misunderstanding if you like, between
the indigenous community — the local Koori
community — and the justice system under which we
as normal Australians all live and operate. There is
always potential for these cultural difficulties to
explode into a very difficult and nasty situation.
I do not think we have anything like the problems or the
situation that exist in Palm Island. I have absolutely no
concern that we would ever have an incident like that in
Victoria because clearly our relations with the
indigenous population are significantly better. One of
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the reasons for that is we try to have a better
understanding of Koori culture and the drivers behind
the way people of indigenous extraction think and are
motivated and the issues that are of concern to them.
This bill seeks to go forward from a system which is
already in place from the adult Koori court that was set
up in 2002 and which from reports available to us is
working well. When we look at the demographics of
crime and the apprehension of Koori youth, we see a
massively greater incidence of problems. Statistics
show that some 57 per cent of the Koori population is
under 25 years old, so there is a much larger percentage
in the Koori community of young people than there is
in the general population where under 25-year-olds are
about one-third of the total population. If we look at
crime statistics we see that Koori youth are 16 times
more likely to be in juvenile detention than the normal
Australian population.
They are quite frightening statistics. We all know that
our jails and criminal courts are basically inhabited by
people who have been there before. There is a high rate
of recidivism in the criminal system, and in the Koori
criminal system that rate is even higher. There is good
justification and need to try to address this, to even up
the balance to give a much greater chance to Koori
youth who are certainly more numerous than youth in
the general population and give them a chance to
succeed, to stand alone and make a go of life. We have
heard over the years many ways in which that can
happen.
At one stage the community was all about trying to help
these people and saw them in need of handouts, support
and a much greater level of subsidies than the general
community. As a result there has been an acceptance
that there is, as it were, a dependency on handouts
which created a victim culture, which put the
community into an even greater downward cycle. A
state of mind is starting to grow within the Aboriginal
community that they have to stand on their own feet
and succeed by their own rights; they cannot be forever
blaming somebody else for their situation. These are
very positive signs.
The Koori court is an experiment — it is a trial of a
junior section or young person’s division of the court.
There is already a young person’s division, but this will
be a special trial for three years of a Koori division of
the young person’s court. There will be a chance for
these people to come before the court feeling less
threatened by what they might perceive as a justice
system that is weighted against them. They have the
ability to communicate with and be represented by an
Aboriginal elder who can give them confidence and
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help them through a difficult situation that they would
otherwise find intimidating and might feel had
overtones of racism, which is, of course, not the case,
but they could well feel they do. The Aboriginal elders
are there to help them. An environment is created
which they can relate to and feel more comfortable with
and hopefully as a result emerge from the system with
fewer feelings of victim culture, believing they can go
forward and rehabilitate themselves and get back into
society. The rates of re-offending will be less and the
rates of incarceration of Koori youth will gradually
come down and approach that of the general
community.
To go very briefly to the detail, because in essence it is
the principle which is important here, this will be a
division of the Children’s Court for a trial period until
2007. If the trial is successful, it can become entrenched
in the system. Clearly it is available only to Aboriginal
children. It is of a more limited jurisdiction than a
normal Children’s Court because it will not cover
sexual offences and it will need the consent of the
Aboriginal child that he or she be dealt with in the
Koori division of the court.
The opposition is very supportive of this legislation and
hopes it will work well, that it will allow young Koori
children who are going before the court to be handled
in a way that they will not necessarily be let off the
crime, but that they can see the errors of their way
within a cultural Koori background and environment
and can then get back into the community as productive
citizens and move on to be productive adults rather than
the system we have now, where the rate of Koori crime
is significantly greater than that in the average
population.
With those few comments, I commend the bill to the
house. I most certainly hope that the pilot program
proves to be a great success because without question
there is much that can and must be done to try and see
that the Koori population of Australia is brought up to
the standard of the general population of Victoria in so
many ways, and if this children and young persons
Koori court can go some way to achieving that, it will
be a very commendable piece of legislation.
Hon. W. R. BAXTER (North Eastern) — I am
pleased to indicate to the house that The Nationals are
happy to support this bill as a trial for three years of the
young persons Koori court. That is somewhat of a
change for my party, I have to say. I make no bones
about saying it is quite a dramatic change because we
approached the original legislation which established
the Koori courts at Shepparton and Warrnambool two
or three years ago, or whenever it was, with a great deal
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of trepidation. We were very concerned with the
concept of establishing a separate stream for the
Aboriginal population, and we wondered what sort of
message that was going to send, good or bad, so we
were very reluctant starters, I have to say.
I think it is also fair to say that the proof of the pudding
is in the eating, and I think it has to be
acknowledged — and I am pleased to acknowledge it,
and I am grateful that I can acknowledge it — that the
Koori court appears to have worked extremely well in
its relatively short history. I had the opportunity in
Shepparton on 15 November, along with my colleagues
Mr Ryan, Mr Walsh and Dr Sykes from the other place,
of attending the Koori court there and receiving a very
detailed briefing by the stipendiary magistrate, Mr Peter
Riordan, and by other officials, including Peter Mithen
and the Aboriginal community liaison officer, Daniel
Briggs, who I had not met previously, and who, one
would have to say, is an outstanding character. He is
clearly doing a very good job in Shepparton and with
the people who appear before the court.
He provided us with a very detailed breakdown of the
statistics — the number of persons who have appeared
before the court in its operation — and, yes, he
acknowledges, as we all do, that there have been some
who have reoffended, but the rate of recidivism appears
to be within acceptable bounds and somewhat less than
one might have thought it would be. He also was able
to give us a couple of pretty graphic examples of young
people who were clearly heading down the path in the
wrong direction and perhaps following older siblings
who had got themselves into a great deal of difficulty
with the law over time, who had appeared before the
Koori court and had received, if I might say for want of
a better description, a very severe dressing down by the
elders who were sitting with the magistrate. They have
turned their whole lives around. One expects that that is
going to be permanent, one hopes it is going to be
permanent, but nevertheless they were some very
encouraging examples.
Extending the court’s jurisdiction to the Children’s
Court, except in regard to sexual offences, would seem
to be a very worthwhile trial. I hope that perhaps the
trial might well be conducted at Shepparton where
clearly the set-up in the court is ideal. It has proved
itself to be working. It has proved to be an appropriate
ambience for a courtroom. Many people have
experienced the harshness of courts in their character,
even in the Magistrates Court, which is somewhat less
daunting than the higher courts, but this courtroom with
its oval table, with the magistrate sitting at the table and
not at the bench, with the members of the public or the
families sitting on the floor of the court as well, seemed
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to offer a whole new world, and it seems to me that in
terms of children that would be very appropriate indeed
and much more appropriate than hauling a child of
whatever age and of whatever background up before a
more formal court.
It is, therefore, a worthy initiative and a worthy
experiment, and one hopes — and there is no reason to
anticipate otherwise — that it will be as successful as
the adult court appears to have been thus far. We
certainly wish it well, and I certainly commend Daniel
Briggs for the work that he is doing in Shepparton.
We have had in Shepparton a lot of trouble with young
Aboriginal males and females, particularly in the
Shepparton Mall. It has become somewhat of a
notorious area of the city and, if you listen to some of
the more conservative older elements in the town, a
no-go zone for them. I do not believe it is, but this is the
sort of image that places get. There have been quite
significant numbers of young Aboriginal people
apprehended in the mall area and charged with various
loitering or alcohol-related offences, and it seems to me
that this court may be a better way of dealing with that
problem and we may overcome it in time.
I do not want to dwell tonight on the Aboriginal issue at
length or in detail, save to say that I commend to the
house the speech made by the new member for
Goldstein in the House of Representatives last week. I
think he encapsulated many of the things I have been
trying to say in this house in the time I have been here.
At times I have been severely criticised for so saying
them, either by interjection or by following speeches or
by notices of motion from a former member of this
house, Mr Landeryou. It is unfortunate that
Mr Landeryou, who put a notice of motion on the
notice paper criticising what I said, never brought it on
for debate. I had a drawer of material right there waiting
for him to bring it on, and it is to my eternal regret that
he left this place without ever having brought that
notice of motion on and giving me the opportunity to
respond to it because it is one of the things that has
galled me — that he chose to make that criticism of me
by notice of motion but never had the gumption to
bring it on.
But I do say that the remarks make by Mr Andrew
Robb in the House of Representatives last week about
how misguided Aboriginal policy has been in this
country for the last 30 years was well worth saying, and
I hope that the federal government in particular takes
note of what Mr Robb had to say. May his influence on
the federal government in that respect at least, if not
others, be material and long lasting.
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Ms MIKAKOS (Jika Jika) — It is with great
pleasure that I rise to speak in support of this important
piece of legislation. At the outset can I also express the
government’s appreciation that both the opposition and
The Nationals have indicated their very strong support
for this legislation. This bill amends the Children and
Young Persons Act 1989 to establish a criminal
division of the children’s Koori court.
I am particularly pleased to be able to speak in support
of this bill as the chair of the Aboriginal justice forum
because it was at an Aboriginal justice forum held last
year that the idea for the children’s Koori court was
initiated. Modelled on the adult Koori court, this
two-year pilot program is a strategy aimed at reducing
the overrepresentation of young indigenous people in
our justice system. The Victorian Aboriginal justice
agreement was launched by this government in 2000
and it is a comprehensive package of initiatives which
seeks to maximise indigenous participation in the
development of policies and programs across the justice
system.
It acknowledges that it is not possible to address the
overrepresentation of indigenous people in the criminal
justice system without also tackling the high levels of
disadvantage. The agreement takes a holistic approach
in order to address these significant challenges. It also
acknowledges the importance of working in true
partnership with indigenous Victorians to achieve
effective and sustainable outcomes. The introduction of
this bill also fulfils a key commitment of the
Attorney-General’s justice statement to establish
problem-solving courts to address the issues of crime.
Indigenous young people are significantly
overrepresented in the criminal justice system. This fact
cannot be denied. Juvenile crime is not just a legal
problem, it is a social problem with social causes and
effects. Socioeconomic disadvantage, poor educational
attainment, family breakdown, sexual abuse and
violence, drug abuse and employment all increase the
likelihood of young people offending. When you add
issues such as loss of cultural identity, displacement,
assimilation, poverty and a lack of positive role models,
the risk for young indigenous people to offend is even
greater.
I want to turn briefly to some of the statistics which
relate to the involvement of indigenous young people in
our criminal justice system. As at June 2002, there were
243 indigenous children and young people in juvenile
correction facilities. This represents a staggering 45 per
cent of all juveniles in these facilities. So if you are an
indigenous young person, you are 14 times more likely
to be incarcerated than a non-indigenous young person.
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In 2000–01 indigenous Victorians of all ages were six
times more likely to have been apprehended by police
than non-indigenous Victorians. Of the 8142 young
people apprehended by police in 2000–01, cautions
were received by 31 per cent of the non-indigenous
young people as opposed to only 13 per cent of the
indigenous young people. In a snapshot survey taken
early in 2003 indigenous people were 12 times more
likely than non-indigenous people to be serving a
community based order in Victoria This number
continues to increase, particularly in the younger age
groups.
A report from 2001 stated that an indigenous person
who had not completed school was 257 times — let me
repeat that: 257 times — more likely to be imprisoned
than a non-indigenous person who had completed
school. These figures are nothing short of shameful. I
believe that any program or initiative which seeks to
address this state of affairs must be supported by all
members of this house, and I am pleased that we have
support from all parties for this bill today.
The Koori court is an alternative way of administering
sentences so that criminal justice outcomes are more
culturally accessible and promote rehabilitation and
impose sanctions which are acceptable and realistic to
indigenous communities. The key emphasis is on
creating an informal and accessible atmosphere and
allowing greater participation by the indigenous
community through the Aboriginal elder or respected
person, Aboriginal justice worker, indigenous offenders
and their extended families in the court and sentencing
processes. It aims to reduce perceptions of intimidation
and cultural alienation experienced by offenders and it
focuses on the individual through close collaboration
with family, indigenous community, health and welfare
services and criminal justice agencies.
This partnership approach aims to maximise
rehabilitation prospects by assisting offenders to
comply with sentencing orders. Where appropriate a
case management plan is designed to meet the needs of
an individual offender in a culturally appropriate
manner.
I note that previous speakers have already indicated, as
members would be aware, that there are currently three
adult Koori courts in Victoria — at Shepparton,
Broadmeadows and Warrnambool — and I was very
pleased to have the opportunity last year to see the
Broadmeadows court in operation and to attend with
the Attorney-General the opening of the Warrnambool
court. I strongly encourage all members to take the
opportunity to sit in on a Koori court hearing and just
see the way that those hearings are conducted and the
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significant impact that those hearings have on
offenders.
As Mr Baxter indicated in his contribution, it is quite
confronting for them to be sitting in front of a respected
elder, a member of their own community who can be
quite confronting, probably more so than a magistrate,
in delving at the core reason for the offender
committing those offences and trying to provide
practical and constructive advice particularly to young
offenders in an effort to get their lives back on track. I
encourage members to take any opportunity to sit in a
Koori court as I think it would be a very insightful
experience for all parliamentarians.
Many indigenous young people appearing in courts are
from extremely disadvantaged backgrounds, and this
highlights their vulnerability in the criminal justice
system. It is a confronting experience for any young
person to appear in an adult court, and that is why the
Children’s Court was established. It recognises the
particular challenges facing young offenders. The
Children’s Court has always focused on the welfare and
rehabilitation of children and young people, and it
assists them to fulfil their potential as vital members of
our community.
The children’s Koori court will go one step further and
ensure that indigenous young offenders are given the
opportunity to have their cases heard in a culturally
appropriate and meaningful manner. It will also seek to
strengthen and preserve indigenous cultural values and
beliefs.
In terms of how the bill will operate in a practical sense,
the bill establishes the children’s Koori court as a new
division of the Children’s Court. The children’s Koori
court does not make any special laws for indigenous
children and young people, nor does it create two
systems of law. Furthermore the court does not adopt
traditional indigenous law. It is bound by Victorian
sentencing principles outlined in the Children and
Young Persons Act. Magistrates will retain the ultimate
decision-making authority on sentencing and they will
have a range of flexible sentencing options available to
them including dismissal fines, good behaviour bonds,
probation, youth supervision orders or youth attendance
orders. The children’s Koori court magistrate will be
assisted by a team consisting of an Aboriginal elder or
respected person and the children’s Koori court officer.
The magistrate will also be able to invite other court
participants such as juvenile justice, family or
community members or even victims to provide advice
upon which to base a sentencing order.
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The role of the Aboriginal elder or respected person is,
as I already indicated, an absolutely integral part of this
model. It ensures that cultural context is applied to the
court processes by enabling participants to comprehend
the consequences of their offending behaviour from the
perspective of mainstream law and from the perspective
of the traditional indigenous law. When the adult Koori
court was being developed a crucial element to the
initiative was the development and incorporation of an
indigenous community code of conduct. Concerns were
raised by members of regional Aboriginal justice
advisory committees, or RAJACs, which suggested that
an underlying perception from indigenous offenders
was that when a crime was committed the law which
was being broken was the mainstream law, white man’s
law, which did not always form part of indigenous
culture and community.
The development of the code of contact reclaimed and
redefined mainstream law by developing standards
which are owned by all members of the indigenous
community. The participation of the Aboriginal elder or
respected person symbolises that the offence is not
condoned by either the indigenous or non-indigenous
communities. In this way the sentencing process as well
as the sentence is ultimately community owned. When
a crime is committed, it is important to know that it is
committed also against indigenous community
standards.
It is expected that the implementation of the children’s
Koori court program with its supervision regime,
treatment and support services will assist in preventing
or at least delaying the entry of a young offender into
juvenile detention or an adult correctional facility.
Indications for the adult Koori courts are that the breach
rates for sentencing orders by offenders who have
appeared in the court appeared to be reduced. This
translates into the savings in cost of correctional
services, savings in prosecution and defence costs and
in welfare costs. There is also evidence of improved
health and wellbeing of indigenous offenders.
I note that Mr Baxter was very gracious and generous
in his contribution about the success in terms of
reducing recidivism amongst adult Koori courts, and I
certainly concur with those sentiments. It is important
that we keep people out of the criminal justice system if
we are to tackle the long-term disadvantage and
overrepresentation of Koori people in that system.
The Koori court will also hear matters where an
indigenous defendant pleads guilty or is found guilty of
an offence, the offence is one which falls within the
jurisdiction of the Children’s Court except for offences
involving sexual assault, and the defendant consents to
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the matter being heard in the children’s Koori court. As
with the Children’s Court jurisdiction generally, the
court will not have jurisdiction to hear charges related
to murder, attempted murder, manslaughter, arson
causing death and culpable driving causing death.
These offences will continue to be dealt with by
Supreme or County courts.
The children’s Koori court departs from the traditional
one-size-fits-all approach to sentencing by having the
ability to tailor programs to address the specific
behaviour of offenders and meet their complex
individual needs. The children’s Koori court officer and
others will work together to develop a case
management plan for each participant. This may
include referral to drug and alcohol treatment,
organising safe and secure accommodation or assisting
with gaining employment. The case management plan
will assist the children’s Koori court in determining
which program conditions are to be attached to each
order determined by the magistrate. The ability of the
court to be informed of sentencing options on a wider
level will assist in meeting the specific needs of a
young offender and will be more culturally meaningful
to indigenous people.
In conclusion I would like to say that the children’s
Koori court pilot will operate for a two-year period and
will be independently evaluated to determine its impact,
effectiveness and cost efficiency. If the evaluation is
successful the children’s Koori court could be extended
to additional locations throughout Victoria. This bill is a
result of an extensive consultation across the justice
portfolio, across government agencies and most
importantly with representatives of indigenous
community organisations. It has ensured that as with
the adult Koori court project Victorian indigenous
communities have had significant input into and
ownership of this project.
As chair of the Aboriginal justice forum, I want to
thank the project reference group for its tireless work in
making this vital initiative a reality. This is an important
piece of legislation and demonstrates this government’s
commitment to human rights, modernising justice and
increasing the flexibility of our courts to respond to the
needs of indigenous children and young people. I
commend the bill to the house, and I reiterate the
government’s support for the support and sentiments
also expressed by the opposition parties during the
course of this debate.
Hon. W. A. LOVELL (North Eastern) — It is a
pleasure to rise to speak on the Children and Young
Persons (Koori Court) Bill which will establish a
children’s version of the very successful Koori courts
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that have been operating for some time in Shepparton
and Broadmeadows and other areas of the state. The
second-reading speech includes some frightening
statistics about young indigenous people. A young
indigenous person is 16 times more likely to be in a
juvenile detention centre than a non-indigenous person,
and the recidivism rates amongst indigenous people are
at 65 per cent. It is also quite frightening to learn that a
young indigenous person is 10 times more likely to be
apprehended by police than others. Young indigenous
people face many challenges in their lives and many
disadvantages. If we can remove them from juvenile
detention centres I am sure that that will help to
improve the plight of indigenous people in the state.
The first thing I would like to say about the Koori
courts is that many people who are not informed feel
that a Koori court is an easy way out. They think it is
creating an easy way for indigenous people to prevent
being prosecuted as a non-indigenous person at a
regular court, but it is certainly not an easy way out. An
indigenous person actually has to plead guilty before
they can even go before a Koori court. It has been a
tremendous success in Shepparton. The Koori court
was established in October 2002 as a pilot program, and
in the first 18 months 150 cases went before the Koori
court and only 14 of those people re-offended. The
Koori people in Shepparton find it quite daunting to be
faced by their own elders and judged by their own
elders as well as a magistrate. They certainly take the
Koori courts very seriously and I think we can see by
the statistics about re-offenders that it is really having
some effect.
I would like to pay tribute to Kate Auty, who was the
founding coordinating magistrate of the Shepparton
Koori court. It is due to Kate that our court has been
such a success; she did a tremendous amount of work in
the community to convince many people that the Koori
court could and would be a success. I am sure it is
because of her dedication and her work with the elders
in the community that the Shepparton court seems to
have been the most successful in the state.
We have a new, coordinating magistrate because Kate
has moved onto Western Australia where we wish her
all the best in her new role. Our new coordinating
magistrate, Angela Bolger, along with the other
magistrates, Peter Riordon and John Murphy, and Peter
Mithen, our clerk of courts, are continuing Kate’s great
work in making sure that the Koori court in Shepparton
continues to be a success and continue Kate’s dream of
seeing Aboriginal people out of the detention centre
and avoiding being caught up in the courts at all.
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I pay tribute to Daniel Briggs, our Aboriginal liaison
officer and justice worker. Daniel does tremendous
work and is greatly respected by members of both the
Koori and non-Koori communities in Shepparton for
the work he does. Our prosecuting officer, Sergeant
Gordon Porter, has dedicated his resources to the court
and has great respect in the Koori and non-Koori
communities. He does a tremendous amount of work
because he believes wholeheartedly in the Koori court
in Shepparton.
The elders of the Bangerang, Moiradu and Yorta Yorta
people have taken this court seriously. It is due to a
combination of all these people that the court has been
such a success. As I said before, it is particularly
daunting for any indigenous person to come before
their elders. We are certainly reaping the benefits of the
Koori court and the way that the Koori court deals more
culturally with indigenous people in Shepparton.
I hope that this new juvenile Koori court trial will be as
successful as the adult Koori court has been in
Shepparton. I would like to see the trial conducted in
Shepparton because it has the largest indigenous
population outside of metropolitan Melbourne. Our
young indigenous people face many challenges, but the
one challenge that we would like to clear up for them is
where they seem to get involved with the police. We
would like to see them out of the detention centre and
getting on with their lives, being educated and coping
much better with society than has been happening
lately.
We have a tremendous program in Shepparton run by
Paul Briggs under the Academy of Sport, Health and
Education program which aims to reengage young
people in education through sporting activities. It is
certainly proving to be a great success. Unfortunately
many of our young indigenous people drop out of
school far too early. They run into trouble with the
police and get themselves involved in detention.
I wish the Koori court trial every success and hope that
it goes on to be as successful as the adult Koori court in
Shepparton.
Mr SCHEFFER (Monash) — The passage of the
Children and Young Persons (Koori Court) Bill will
mark a further step in achieving better treatment of
Aboriginal Victorians in the justice system. The
amendments to the Children and Young Persons Act
1989 contained in this bill aim to make sure that
Aboriginal people are able to have a say in the
sentencing process through the role of an Aboriginal
elder or respected person. The aim is to make sure that
sentences for young Aboriginal people are more
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culturally sensitive. The government released the
Victorian Aboriginal justice agreement in 2000. This is
a seminal document that has given rise to a range of
measures that the government has introduced to make
improvements to the ways the justice system affects
Aboriginal Victorians.
The agreement was jointly developed by the Victorian
government and organisations representative of the
Aboriginal community, including the Aboriginal justice
advisory committee, and addressed the unacceptable
overrepresentation within all levels of the criminal
justice system of Aboriginal people.
At base, the agreement recognises that if Aboriginal
Victorians are to get a better deal out of the justice
system, something has to change and that this can only
happen, and can only be effective and lasting, if
government and its departments work in genuine
partnership with the Aboriginal community.
The house has already heard that Victorian Aboriginal
people are hugely overrepresented in the criminal
justice system. But the figures bear repeating: Koori
youth are almost 17 times more likely to be locked up
than non-Aboriginal young people. Koori men are
13 times more likely and women, 15 times more likely
to be locked up than non-indigenous Victorians.
The minister’s second-reading speech and contributions
from members in this chamber drew attention to the
dramatically higher rates of recidivism for Koori young
people as compared to non-Koori young people, and
that Koori children under the age of 10 are more than
10 times more likely than non-Koori children to have
been picked up by the police.
The justice agreement recognises that none of this is
easy to fix and draws the important connection between
the issues that young Aboriginal people confront in
relation to the justice system and the disproportionately
high levels of disadvantage experienced by the
Aboriginal community. Unless general social and
economic inequalities and, most importantly, land
rights are addressed, the alarming overrepresentation of
Aboriginal Victorians, especially young people, in the
justice system will not be improved. This is a
whole-of-government, whole-of-community issue that
demands individuals and organisations work together.
In consultations that took place in the preparation of the
justice agreement, the Aboriginal community made it
clear that it wanted the government to make sure fewer
Aboriginal people got caught up in the justice system,
and the community wanted the government to take an
active role in bringing this about. It also wanted the
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government to make sure that when Aboriginal people
were caught up in the justice system they were treated
in such a way that the factors that brought them into
contact with that system were confronted and dealt
with.
In recent years two key reports that have shocked the
country were the National Inquiry into the Separation
of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Children from
their Families, known as the stolen generations report,
and the Royal Commission into Aboriginal Deaths in
Custody. The royal commission was established in
October 1987 in response to widespread concern that
deaths in custody of Aboriginal people were too
frequent and that there was a suspicion of foul play
involving the authorities. The commission’s report
states that:
One cannot point to a common thread of abuse, neglect or
racism that is common to these deaths. However, an
examination of the lives of the 99 shows that the facts
associated in every case with their Aboriginality played a
significant and in most cases dominant role in their being in
custody and dying in custody.

The report is worth going back to because it throws a
powerful light on the condition of Aboriginality that
non-indigenous Australians all too readily forget. The
report states that:
Aboriginal people have a unique history of being ordered,
controlled and monitored by the state. For each individual
there are files maintained by agents of the state; schools,
community welfare, adoption, medical, police, prison,
probation and parole and, finally, coroners’ files document
each life to a degree that few non-Aboriginal people’s lives
would be recorded. Not infrequently the files contain false or
misleading information; all too often the files disclose not
merely the recorded life history of the Aboriginal person but
also the prejudices, ignorance and paternalism of those
making the record.
Through the files, commissioners could trace the familiar
pattern of state intervention into and control of Aboriginal
lives. The files start from birth; perhaps recording a child
adopted out, perhaps its birth merely noted as a costly
additional burden; through childhood, perhaps forcibly
removed from parents after having been categorised as having
mixed racial origins and therefore being denied a loving
upbringing by parents and family; through encounters at
school, probably to be described as truant, intractable and
unteachable; to juvenile courts, magistrates courts, possibly
Supreme Court; through the dismissive entries in medical
records (‘drunken again’), and in the standard entries in the
note books of police investigating death in a cell (‘no
suspicious circumstances’).
The official record keepers saw all, recorded all, and rarely
knew well or at all the people they wrote about.

The Attorney-General has stated in his second-reading
speech that stand-alone initiatives will not address the
alarming number of indigenous people caught up in the
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criminal justice system. We need a holistic approach
that connects with the underlying issues that the royal
commission report so eloquently and movingly
describes.
The provisions of the Children and Young Persons
(Koori Court) Bill recognise that indigenous children
and youth are overrepresented in the criminal justice
system in Victoria and that this is unacceptable. The bill
therefore establishes a Koori court (criminal division)
of the Children’s Court and establishes objectives and
processes for the operation of the Koori court so the
Aboriginal community can participate in the sentencing
process and sentences for young Aboriginal people can
be more culturally appropriate. The Koori court under
the new legislation is required to operate as far as
possible in an informal way, as other speakers have
said, and to minimise unnecessary technicalities so
proceedings make sense to everyone, including the
children involved.
The bill sets out the circumstances that have to be
satisfied for the Koori court to be able to deal with a
proceeding: the child must be Aboriginal; the offence
must be within the jurisdiction of the Children’s Court;
the child has to have pleaded guilty or to have been
found guilty by the criminal division; or the child wants
the matter dealt with in the Koori court. The Koori
court can inform itself in any way it sees fit. It can
obtain evidence orally or in writing in a variety of
forms and ways and from a range of sources, including
officials as well as victims or relatives of the child.
Significantly the bill states that the Koori court may
consider any oral statement made to it by an Aboriginal
elder or respected person. The Secretary of the
Department of Justice appoints members of the
Aboriginal community as an Aboriginal elder or
respected person for the purposes of the functions that
they perform in the court. Aboriginal elders and
respected persons help by describing the background of
the child or their family and filling out the
circumstances that the court would need to take into
account when considering an alleged offence.
Aboriginal elders and respected persons can put in
context and translate the cultural issues that the court
might need to be aware of in both hearing the case and
in arriving at its decisions. This is a good example of a
problem-solving court. I have not had the experience of
seeing a court in operation, as Ms Mikakos urged we
should. Mr Baxter has seen it first hand and it makes a
difference in one’s capacity to speak authoritatively
about this. From my reading it certainly seems these
courts are excellent.
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Interestingly enough the Children’s Court is expected to
be more confronting in some ways to Victorian
Aboriginal children rather than as a less serious or soft
option. From the adult Koori court the suggestions are
that participants find the presence of Aboriginal elders
and respected persons to be very confronting.
This initiative of the Bracks government has met with
widespread support in both the Aboriginal and
non-Aboriginal communities right across Victoria. Its
progress will be examined in two years, and the
findings will form the basis for further positive reforms.
This is an important and progressive piece of
legislation, and it will have a positive impact on the
lives of young Aboriginal people who find themselves
involved in the justice system. I commend the bill to the
house.
Ms CARBINES (Geelong) — I am absolutely
delighted and proud to speak on behalf of the
government tonight in support of the Children and
Young Persons (Koori Court) Bill. In doing so I am
pleased to admit that I have a deep and abiding interest
in indigenous issues in our country and seek every
opportunity I can to speak on matters relating to our
indigenous community and efforts taken by all
members of this place towards reconciliation.
It is essential that as a Parliament we recognise the
obligation we have to do everything we can to advance
the important cause of reconciliation. Our Parliament
has taken important steps to achieving this goal by
acknowledging the stolen generations, having a historic
joint sitting of both houses where indigenous leaders
addressed, for the first time, the Victorian Parliament,
and we have very recently — in the last few weeks —
changed the constitution of Victoria to acknowledge
prior ownership of this land by the Aboriginal
community. By doing that we are the first state to
acknowledge prior ownership in its constitution.
The third edition of Koori Justice — the Victorian
Aboriginal Justice Agreement in Action states at page 6:
Since the release of the final report of the Royal Commission
into Aboriginal Deaths in Custody in 1991, indigenous people
have continued to be overrepresented in the criminal justice
system. The royal commission identified high unemployment
levels, poor education outcomes, poor health and low life
expectancy, as well as inadequate housing, as underlying the
high levels of indigenous overrepresentation.
These levels cannot be considered in isolation from the social
and economic disadvantage experienced by many indigenous
people.

The report goes on to present some very stark facts for
our edification. It takes us through a number of key
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indicators which show the level of disadvantage
experienced by Victoria’s Koori community.
Business interrupted pursuant to sessional orders.
Sitting continued on motion of Mr LENDERS
(Minister for Finance).
Ms CARBINES (Geelong) — The report indicates
some key social indicators of the level of Aboriginal
disadvantage in Victoria. It is a very sad fact that only
about half of our Koori students finish year 12
compared to non-Koori students. In terms of
employment, Koori young people are three times as
likely to be unemployed. If we look at the child
protection system, we find that an Aboriginal child is
10 times as likely to be on a care or protection order
compared to a non-indigenous child. When we look at
the justice system, we find that a young Koori person is
17 times more likely to be incarcerated than a
non-indigenous young person.
These very stark facts are a sad indictment of our
society. We are all the poorer as a society because of
these horrendous levels of disadvantage experienced by
our Koori community. We therefore have an obligation
to try to address the serious disadvantage experienced
by Kooris in our state, as reflected very starkly by these
statistics.
The Victorian Aboriginal justice agreement, which was
brokered in 2000, showed a commitment by our
government to work together with the Victorian
indigenous community to improve justice outcomes for
the Koori community. The Victorian Aboriginal justice
agreement outlined more than 60 initiatives to improve
justice outcomes for our indigenous community.
One of the initiatives was the establishment of the
Koori court system in Victoria in October 2002.
Victoria’s first Koori court was opened in Shepparton.
The Koori court provides a forum whereby the Koori
community has input into the sentencing process of the
defendant. The first Victorian Koori court was
established in Shepparton two years ago, and Victoria
now has two other Koori courts up and running — one
in Broadmeadows and one in Warrnambool. Two
others are soon to commence in Mildura and
Gippsland.
A major goal of the introduction of the Koori court
system was to reduce the incidence of recidivism
amongst the Victorian indigenous community. It is a
stark fact to acknowledge that 65 per cent of Koori
defendants reoffend. This is significantly higher than
the recidivism rate amongst the non-indigenous
community, which is around 47 per cent.
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If we look to the Koori court and to the goal of the
Koori court to reduce the rate of reoffending amongst
our indigenous people we can see that since the
commencement of the Koori court system in Victoria,
167 Koori defendants have appeared before the Koori
court and only nine of the defendants have since
reoffended — which, on my calculation, is about a
5 per cent recidivism rate. These are obviously very
early figures, but they are very impressive and have led
the government to seek to introduce this successful
concept to the child justice system.
The bill before us seeks to establish the Koori
children’s court in a two-year pilot program. It will be
based very much on the successful model of the Koori
court, which has already been in operation over the last
two years at various locations.
New section 16C, to be inserted under clause 6 of the
bill, seeks to add some subsections to the act and
outlines the circumstances in which the Koori court
may deal with certain offences. New section 16C (1)
states:
The Koori Court (Criminal Division) only has jurisdiction to
deal with a proceeding for an offence (other than an offence
constituted by a breach of a sentencing order made by it) if —
(a) the child is Aboriginal; and
(b) the offence is within the jurisdiction of the
Criminal Division, other than a sexual offence as
defined in section 6B(1) of the Sentencing Act
1991; and
(c) the child —
(i)

intends to plead guilty to the offence; or

(ii) pleads guilty to the offence; or
(iii) has been found guilty of the offence by the
Criminal Division; and
(d) the child consents to the proceeding being dealt
with by the Koori Court ...

New section 16D outlines the sentencing procedure in
the Koori court and what the Koori court (criminal
division) can take into account when it is considering
which sentencing order to make in respect of a child.
New subsection (2) states:
The Koori Court ... may consider any oral statement made to
it by an Aboriginal elder or respected person.

New subsection (3) states:
The Koori Court ... may inform itself in any way it thinks fit,
including by considering a report prepared by, or a statement
or submission prepared or made to it by, or evidence given to
it by —
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(a) a Children’s Koori Court officer; or
(b) a juvenile justice worker employed under Part 3 of
the Public Sector Management and Employment
Act 1998; or
(c) a health service provider; or
(d) a victim of the offence; or
(e) a family member of the child; or
(f)

anyone else whom the Koori Court (Criminal
Division) considers appropriate.

In this way we hope to see more culturally appropriate
sentences given to young Aboriginal children.
I would like to conclude by saying that I applaud the
Attorney-General in the other place, the Honourable
Rob Hulls, and the Aboriginal community of Victoria
for their preparedness to work together to address the
serious issues of disadvantage surrounding the criminal
justice system and the way it affects our indigenous
population.
The Koori children’s court is an excellent initiative. I
look forward to reading and learning about it in the
future and seeing its success as it attempts to address
the serious issues of disadvantage in Victoria’s Koori
community. I therefore wish the bill a speedy passage.
Debate adjourned on motion of Ms HADDEN
(Ballarat).
Debate adjourned until next day.

LEGAL PROFESSION BILL
Introduction and first reading
Received from Assembly.
Read first time for Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister
for Sport and Recreation) on motion of Mr Lenders.

ADJOURNMENT
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Finance) — I move:
That the house do now adjourn.

Schools: maintenance
Hon. DAVID KOCH (Western) — My matter is
for the Minister for Education Services in the other
place and concerns the decay of many school buildings
throughout rural Victoria. Small communities struggle
to raise funds to carry out basic maintenance because
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the Bracks government fails to adequately fund school
maintenance programs.
The minister announced a $50 million facelift for
Victorian schools back in September, claiming that
‘every government school in Victoria will receive a
cash boost for works including roofing, asphalting,
electrical and plumbing upgrades’ and that ‘every
school will receive a minimum 22 per cent increase on
their maintenance budget in this one-off boost’.
Although every school in Victoria has been promised
funding most have not received it or it is nowhere near
enough to carry out the targeted works. For instance,
urgent works needed at the Beaufort Primary School to
repair significant structural cracking have been
allocated only a pitiful $22 700 when the estimated cost
of repairs is $80 000. On top of that, 32 state schools
throughout south-west Victoria have a maintenance
backlog bill totalling more than $1.72 million, with an
average shortfall of $54 000 a school.
Three years ago the Auditor-General, the Public
Accounts and Estimates Committee and the
government’s own physical resource maintenance
working party publicly criticised the Bracks
government for its delaying tactics on school
maintenance audits. These audits found that schools
were falling apart and cracks, leaking roofs, poor
lighting, failed plumbing and a host of other problems
needed to be fixed immediately.
I have previously raised the concerns of the Merino
Consolidated School, which has experienced two fires,
a termite infestation, an asbestos scare and continual
septic tank blockages over the past six years. After the
initial fire the school was promised $5000 for building
plans and a new building to be built within three years.
Over five years later nothing has been done. The school
did not even get the funding for the building plans.
In its wisdom the department has decreed that the
permanently decaying buildings at Merino are not
entitled to maintenance funding. This means that
parents have to raise the funds to keep the buildings
from falling down. Although the school prioritises its
needs, it continues to struggle to meet the cost of repairs
and maintenance, which still too often fall on the
shoulders of parents and grandparents. Will the minister
come clean and deliver adequate funds to maintain rural
schools so that country students do not have to be put at
risk in potentially unsafe buildings?
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Trams: Spring–Bourke streets, Melbourne
Mr PULLEN (Higinbotham) — My adjournment
matter this evening is for the Minister for Transport in
the other place, the Honourable Peter Batchelor. I
congratulate the minister on the release on Monday of
the metropolitan transport plan, Linking Melbourne,
which will no doubt encourage more people to use
public transport over the next few years and will ensure
that the government reaches its target of 20 per cent of
Melbourne trips being made by public transport by
2020.
However, there is one issue that concerns me in relation
to Yarra Trams. The issue is the loud noise made by
trams, particularly those turning from Spring Street into
Bourke Street at the front of this Parliament. The noise
is particularly galling when one is in the Labor Party
room at the front of this building taking in all the
wonderful knowledge and information that is imparted
there!
I have spoken to people at the Imperial Hotel and the
Hard Rock Cafe on the corner of Bourke Street, and
one patron said it is sending him nuts. I do not know
how people at the Windsor Hotel can sleep at night.
Only last Monday when the President, members of
Parliament and parliamentary interns had the pleasure
of attending the President’s prize afternoon tea in the
Parliament gardens I could hardly hear what the
President was saying as the trams came around the
corner. It does not matter what type of tram is involved,
the noise is always extremely loud. I have noticed that
when trams turn at other corners the noise is nowhere
near as loud, so it obviously has something to do with
the tracks. I therefore ask the minister to take up this
matter with Yarra Trams to see what can be done about
this environmental disaster.

Gas: Yarra Valley supply
Hon. A. P. OLEXANDER (Silvan) — I raise a
matter this evening for the Minister for State and
Regional Development in the other place. The issue is
the connection of townships in the shire of Yarra
Ranges to natural gas. Residents and businesses in the
Monbulk and Silvan townships are fuming after being
told that they have missed out on being connected to
natural gas. The news was given to them at the same
time as it was announced that nine other townships in
the shire of Yarra Ranges were going to be connected
over the next three years as part of the government’s
$70 million natural gas rollout.
About 6000 residents and businesses in Yarra Glen,
Wandin North, Seville, Seville East, Woori Yallock,
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Launching Place, Yarra Junction, Wesburn and
Millgrove are going to be connected as part of the
rollout, but residents and businesses in Silvan and
Monbulk, which are significant producers in the state’s
agriculture and horticulture industries, will miss out.
Monbulk residents have expressed extreme
disappointment and criticised local MPs and the shire
for not including the area in the deal. Many businesses
are large users of liquefied petroleum gas (LPG), the
price of which is going through the roof. One business
has reported that it uses up to $40 000 worth of LPG a
year, and if businesses were connected to natural gas,
the annual costs associated with the very price sensitive
market of the cut flower industry would be cut by
approximately $25 000. Their businesses are going
backwards as a result of their having to rely on bottled
gas.
The member for Monbulk in the other place,
Mr Merlino, has defended his record and said he will
continue to lobby for both Monbulk and Silvan to be
connected to the gas network. He said it is a
disappointing result for the area but that he will
continue his discussions with the Minister for State and
Regional Development in the other place, John
Brumby, the private gas companies and local
businesses and residents to get a favourable outcome
for Monbulk and Silvan. He has given a commitment of
that nature to the local community publicly.
My question to the Minister for State and Regional
Development is: as a result of Mr Merlino’s and the
shire’s persistent lobbying of him for the connection of
Monbulk and Silvan to natural gas, will the minister
give an assurance to the businesses and residents of
Monbulk and Silvan that Mr Merlino’s representations
will be listened to and heeded, and will he assure the
communities of Monbulk and Silvan publicly that they
will also be connected to natural gas over the next three
years?

Mansfield District Hospital: upgrade
Hon. R. G. MITCHELL (Central Highlands) — I
address my adjournment matter to the Minister for
Health in the other place, the Honourable Bronwyn
Pike. The minister is aware of the high-quality work
done by the staff at the Mansfield District Hospital. The
Mansfield District Hospital’s emergency department
caters for a permanent district population of 7000, a
non-resident rate-paying population estimated at over
3200 and, importantly, a visitor population of
approximately 1.2 million per annum.
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Hon. D. McL. Davis — The government’s got to
fund it properly, though. It won’t fund it properly.
Hon. R. G. MITCHELL — That is something you
could never do. Many visit the ski fields for snow sport
enjoyment in winter and visit the area for other
activities during the warmer months. The emergency
department at the Mansfield District Hospital was built
in the late 1970s prior to the explosion in tourist
numbers at Mansfield. During the 2003–04 year the
department had 2763 presentations and if the trend
continues it is estimated that emergency presentations
will exceed 3000 per annum by 2006–07. Obviously
with the increasing population and the increasing
number of tourists to the area, who are most welcome,
the hospital emergency department is in need of
assistance to cope with the increasing demand.
I have been advised that although this department is
very well staffed, very well equipped with monitors and
emergency equipment and offers 24-hour,
7-day-a-week service, there are some issues which
could be addressed to improve the service and ensure a
healthy working environment for staff.
I have been contacted by the president of the board of
management, Dianna Kilford, regarding concerns that
the board has with occupational health and safety and
the ability of the department to function at its optimum
level. I must say her approach has been very well
balanced and well thought out, and I must commend
her on her intelligent plans. The hospital is seeking
financial assistance for an upgrade project to the
emergency department.
The upgrade would include an area for triage, private
room consultations, relocation of the staff desk,
appropriate storage facilities and an appropriate security
system. In considering the best design for the area they
have taken all this into account for its potential future
use as a recovery area for surgical patients. The action I
seek is for the minister to fund an upgrade to the
emergency department of the Mansfield District
Hospital to ensure it can work and function securely
and safely.

Parks: weed control
Hon. E. G. STONEY (Central Highlands) — I
support the Honourable Robert Mitchell in his request
for funding for the Mansfield hospital.
I have an issue for the Minister for Environment
regarding weeds invading the Yarra Ranges National
Park. I have received a letter from John McCall, which
states:
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... there is a big gorse problem in the Oaks area on the Woods
Point road near the old Thompson campsite.
This has caused a huge build-up of fuel and ruined pristine
native grassy gullies in the area.
What does the minister propose to do about this?
There is a family that lives nearby at St Clair, and this
noxious weed has entered into the Yarra Ranges National
Park.
What is Parks Victoria’s strategy for the control of the
infestation of a flora and fauna guarantee area?

I have another letter in which Mr McCall further
pursues the issue. He says:
This area is near the Oaks track 3 or so kilometres away from
the airport at St Clair where there is a resident family.
This gorse problem has been allowed to spread ...

In another section of the letter he says:
The grassy gullies that had existed forever in this area are
now choked with gorse that has been allowed to build up into
a huge amount of fuel for any fire.
...
Now it has spread into Yarra Ranges National Park which is a
flora and fauna guarantee area.
This problem now exists in the headwaters of four river
systems, the Yarra, Big River, the Jordan and the Thomson,
and can be seen down the TJ divide track near the fording of
the Thomson River.

I ask the minister to solve this specific gorse problem
and as well to inject much more funding into
controlling weeds on public land generally. And it is
also very hard to hear, Deputy President!

Students: disability funding
Hon. P. R. HALL (Gippsland) — A lot of ribbons
and badges are being worn by members in the chamber
tonight, and I have one that is different from those of
other members. The one I am wearing commemorates
the International Day of People with a DisABILITY,
which will be on Friday, 3 December. I have chosen to
wear it tonight because the matter I raise with the
Minister for Education and Training in the other place
concerns disability funding for schoolchildren.
We have a situation in Victoria where parents of
children with disabilities are being forced to send their
children to government schools because of an
inequitable funding system for children requiring
integration support. I have a constituent who has a
disabled daughter. That girl has had her disability
assessed and the results of that assessment show that if
that child were to attend a Victorian government
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school, she would receive integration support to the
order of $30 000. However, if that child attended a
non-government school, she would receive only
$3000 worth of integration support.
I understand this is typical of the difference between
children with disabilities who attend government and
non-government schools. The reason is that while the
state government provides funding for disabled students
attending government schools, students attending
non-government schools do not receive any state
government funding; they only receive some funding
from the federal government, and that funding is
allocated through the Association of Independent
Schools or the Catholic Education Office.
I say that if we still have choice in this country, then
parents should be able to choose which school they
wish to send their children to without disadvantage
when it comes to disability. Students with disabilities
should be assessed and assigned an appropriate level of
funding according to that assessment, and that this
funding then should be attached to the child and
redeemable at any school, whether it be a government
or non-government school.
I acknowledge this proposal has state and federal
government funding implications, so my request
tonight to the minister is to first of all support my
suggestion and to take it to the ministerial council of
education ministers for discussion. I do not believe it is
right for certain disabled students to be discriminated
against.
I would further add in support of this particular
argument that on an economic basis the Victorian
minister should also support my proposition because
enabling disabled students to attend non-government
schools reduces the actual cost of education to the state
government because that education in a
non-government school is predominantly funded by the
fees that parents pay.
This is a reasonable suggestion. I do not believe it is fair
that students with disabilities should be discriminated
against in such a way. I strongly urge the Victorian state
government minister to put this matter on the agenda
for the ministerial council of education ministers so that
a satisfactory solution can be found between the state
and federal governments.

Indonesia: trade opportunities
Hon. S. M. NGUYEN (Melbourne West) — I want
to raise a matter with the Minister for State and
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Regional Development, the Honourable John Brumby,
in the another place.
On Monday, only two days ago, I was invited to attend
the Australia-Indonesia Business Council cocktail
reception at the consulate of the Republic of Indonesia
in Melbourne. The meeting was joint, with two guest
speakers, one from Indonesia and the other being the
director of the Asian Economic Centre at the University
of Melbourne. The topic of the evening was
‘Opportunity in the new Indonesia’.
Guest speakers reported what happened in Indonesia
after the newly elected president was chosen by
Indonesians. This is the first time Indonesians were
allowed to vote directly to choose their president. In the
past people were allowed to choose members of
Parliament only and then parliamentarians elected the
president and his or her cabinet members. It gave more
power to the new president to perform and he can be
more accountable to his voters rather than to his
parliamentarians. The politics of Indonesia is better in
the way the people have more voice and more
confidence in the new electoral system. The new
democratic system has begun, and it is very
encouraging for the newly elected president to fulfil his
duty.
Now that the political situation in Indonesia is more
controlled than before, the security should be better.
The Indonesian government has worked with the
Australian government to improve security in the
region. The consul-general, His Excellency Shinseki
Graham, told me that more tourists are visiting
Indonesia than before. This shows a very positive sign
for the new political change in Indonesia.
Today we can see big news in the Australian
newspapers about the Prime Minister visiting
Vientiane, Lao, to attend the Association of South-East
Asian Nations trade conference. This is the beginning
of negotiations for a free trade agreement between
ASEAN countries, comprising 10 countries in the
region, and Australia. It is about time for Australia.
This would be held as historic by Mr Howard, who has
faced criticism in the past that he was unwilling to
engage with Asian economies.
In Parliament House today we debated the business
opportunities for Victoria to improve Victoria’s export
performance. I am very proud of the Bracks
government’s record. It is very keen to trade more to
the world, especially in the regions. We have Victorian
business offices in the region to promote trade between
Victoria and ASEAN countries.
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In my electorate of Melbourne West there is an
organisation called the Western Regional Economic
Development Organisation (WREDO). I want to ask
the minister to exploit the opportunity for trade between
Victoria and Indonesia and to advise me what action the
government is taking — —

change, and again I make the point that it was done
without any consultation with any member of
Parliament, to my knowledge — certainly not the
House Committee and to my knowledge, not the Labor
Party, not The Nationals and certainly not the Liberal
Party.

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order! The
member’s time has expired. I am not aware that a full
question was put. No specific action was sought within
the time, so I rule the matter out of order.

It is appalling that the Parliament is treated with such
disrespect on matters such as this. I am reluctant to ask
the Premier to do so, but because of his authority in
these circumstances I ask the Premier to use his best
offices to persuade the Speaker that these aspects of the
changes should be withdrawn until at least there is
some opportunity for members of Parliament to have a
say in the structure of the Parliament, which is there to
serve them and all Victorians.

Hon. S. M. Nguyen — On a point of order, Deputy
President, there are two parts to the question. The first
part was that I asked the minister to explore the
opportunity.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order! The
member ran out of time and no question was put within
the time, so it is out of order.

Parliament: administrative restructure
Hon. BILL FORWOOD (Templestowe) — The
issue I raise tonight through the minister at the table is
with the Premier. I am reluctant to raise matters about
the operation of the Parliament with the executive
under the separation of powers rule, but I do so tonight
for two reasons. One is that in the Public
Administration Bill that will be introduced in this place
the government has seen fit to tack on changes to the
Parliamentary Officers Act, which is very odd.
The second reason is that it requires the authority of the
Premier in circumstances where the Speaker goes off
on another mad frolic with a poorly thought-out and
executed restructuring of the departments of the
Parliament. Just like the previous restructure, which has
only just taken place, no members of Parliament have
been informed or consulted about this further change to
the way Parliament operates.
Of particular concern to me is that in the Public
Accounts and Estimates Committee report that was
tabled in this place on 11 November the committee
included the latest chart of how the Parliament was to
be restructured. If you look at the chart that I was given
today that came out of the result of last week’s meeting,
we suddenly see that the parliamentary librarian who is
currently appointed by Governor in Council is being
downgraded another step. It used to be a departmental
head, it was moved down to the executive and now it is
down to the parliamentary management group because
a person known as the director of library
communications and information technology is being
brought in on top of the librarian. It is a disgraceful

It is ludicrous for this sort of behaviour to continue time
and again. It is inappropriate for these changes to be
jammed through in the way they are being pushed
through. We were briefed on the bill last week. No-one
at that stage raised the issue of how the further
destruction of the Parliament would be implemented in
this hasty manner. I say again this is an issue on which
the Premier needs to use his good offices to persuade
the Speaker to see reason — —
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order! The
honourable member’s time has expired.

Planning: boarding houses
Hon. B. N. ATKINSON (Koonung) — I wish to
raise a matter with the Minister for Planning in another
place in the context of some representations that have
been made to me by the City of Knox with respect to
boarding houses and the legislation that controls them.
The Knox City Council recently appealed two
Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal decisions
to the Supreme Court involving boarding houses.
Initially as an enforcement matter VCAT agreed with
the council that two boarding houses had been
operating without necessary planning permits and
issued enforcement orders against them. However,
VCAT later overturned the council’s refusal of two
separate applications for planning permits for the
boarding houses and it was these VCAT decisions
which the council subsequently appealed to the
Supreme Court.
Justice Osborn of the Supreme Court did not accept the
council’s grounds of appeal and the court dismissed the
case. One of the important matters considered by
Justice Osborn was the construction of the exemption
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for boarding house use contained in clause 52.23 of the
Victoria planning provisions (VPPs) which says:
A permit is not required to use a building including
outbuildings normal to a dwelling to house a person, people
and any dependents or two or more people (including people
with intellectual disabilities) if the building meets all of the
following requirements:
is in an area which is used mainly for housing;
provides self-contained accommodation;
does not have more than 10 habitable rooms.

Justice Osborn concluded in his decision that it is the
building as a whole which must provide self-contained
accommodation for those who share it by way of
housing and not each separate occupancy within the
building.
Having experienced this issue through enforcement
action, consideration of permit application, VCAT
hearing and Supreme Court action the council is of the
opinion that the exemption within the VPPs needs to be
reviewed.
Specifically the council requests — and I would convey
that request as my request on behalf of the council —
that the minister examine the opportunity to review the
VPPs as they relate to the exemptions which apply to
shared housing or boarding houses to reduce the
number of habitable rooms allowed without a planning
permit from 10 to 6 rooms. The reason for this change
is to give greater certainty and protection of residential
amenity to the consideration of a permit application
when the number of habitable rooms exceeds six. A
greater number of habitable rooms should be able to be
sought with a planning permit to allow the permit to
issue in appropriate circumstances and with appropriate
conditions. I ask the minister to examine a change to
the VPPs with regard to boarding houses.

Hospitals: funding
Hon. D. McL. DAVIS (East Yarra) — I draw the
attention of the Minister for Health in the other place to
the Auditor-General’s financial statements report
released today and dated December 2004.
Hon. Bill Forwood interjected.
Hon. D. McL. DAVIS — Of course I will
remember to ask for a specific action, Mr Forwood. I
want to make the point that this is a devastating report
for Victorian hospitals. Almost half of Victorian
hospitals, 47 of them in fact, registered adverse results
in at least two of the four indicators used by the
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Auditor-General’s office. That figure is up from
37 hospitals in 2002–03.
I make the point that 10 of the hospitals failed on all
four of his indicators for financial difficulty. Those
hospitals were Bayside Health, $15.491 million in
deficit; Melbourne Health, $1.604 million; Northern
Health, $4.759 million; Southern Health,
$25.806 million, according to the Auditor-General;
Western Health, $13.844 million; Central Gippsland
Health, $389 000; Echuca Regional Hospital,
$1.263 million; Goulburn Valley Health,
$3.541 million; Latrobe Regional Hospital,
$1.649 million; and Wimmera Health Care Group,
$1.362 million. They are the 10 hospitals that failed all
four of his tests. I note that there is a very large group of
hospitals listed in figure 5G of his report at page 73 and
also the one that I have referred to, figure 5F on
page 72, of hospitals throughout the state that are facing
significant financial stress.
What I want is to understand the attempts by the
minister and the government to bail out hospitals in the
dying weeks of June as they sought to pump the
hospitals up, to bring them up at least to a level where
the deficits appeared less serious than in fact the
underlying position of those hospitals are. We all know
that it is bad financial practice to pay these hospitals
more money in the dying weeks instead of giving them
a proper budget and properly funding them from the
start of year where they can sensibly allocate resources.
There is no doubt that hospitals are being screwed
down by this government, and there is no doubt that
waiting lists and waiting times have blown out and that
patients are suffering because of this government’s
mismanagement.
What I seek from the minister is some information: a
breakdown of the $106.7 million that was pumped in at
the last minute, in June, and referred to in the
Auditor-General’s report; an indication of how much
each of the hospitals referred to in figures 5F and 5G
received of the $106 million; and what steps she
proposes to take next year.

Responses
Mr GAVIN JENNINGS (Minister for Aged
Care) — Mr David Koch raised a matter for the
attention of the Minister for Education Services. I will
interpret that he was seeking support for either Beaufort
Primary School or Merino Primary School, one or the
other — but only one in accordance with the
guidelines — in terms of making sure that they receive
the care which the member has referred to.
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Mr Noel Pullen raised a matter, but unfortunately I did
not hear it because a tram turned the corner at Bourke
and Spring streets, and indeed because of the squealing
of that tram traversing that intersection I will take it as a
given that I should raise this matter with the Minister
for Transport to say that something should be done
about that noise.

minister for paraphrasing the item that I raised, but does
he intend to take the action of advising the minister and
seeking an answer from the minister?

Mr Andrew Olexander raised a matter for the attention
of the Minister for State and Regional Development
and he supported the call of Mr Merlino, who is the
member for Monbulk in the other place, in calling upon
the government to support the natural gas connection to
Monbulk and Silvan.

Motion agreed to.

Mr Robert Mitchell raised a matter for the attention of
the Minister for Health, seeking the minister’s support
in terms of the redevelopment of the emergency section
of the Mansfield District Hospital.
Mr Graeme Stoney supported Mr Mitchell, and beyond
that raised a matter for the attention of the Minister for
Environment seeking that weed eradication practices be
applied in the St Clair region, the area around the Yarra
Ranges National Park.
Mr Peter Hall raised a matter for the Minister for
Education and Training, seeking her support at the
ministerial council meeting to provide for the
appropriate support of children with disabilities in all
sections of independent and state schools on the basis
of a needs allocation to be transportable with the needs
of that student.
Mr Bill Forwood raised a matter for the attention of the
Premier, seeking his intervention, I assume in terms of
his capacity as being the minister who introduced the
Public Administration Bill and subsequent provisions
that have been attached to that bill and his intervention
in looking at the appropriate allocation of parliamentary
officers within those provisions.
Mr Bruce Atkinson raised a matter for the attention of
the Minister for Planning, seeking her support for
amendments to provisions of planning regimes that
relate to boarding houses after a recent Victorian Civil
and Administrative Tribunal decision.
Mr David Davis asked for information from the
Minister for Health about the degree of financial
support provided by the government to ensure the
ongoing viability of hospitals in the state of Victoria
and what action she will take in years to come to ensure
their ongoing viability.
Hon. B. N. Atkinson — On a point of order, Deputy
President, I just want to clarify something. I thank the

Mr GAVIN JENNINGS — Absolutely. I would be
very pleased to pass on the request of the honourable
member and any and all of the others.

House adjourned 10.42 p.m.
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